Every-Other-Day1
1 Rust, parade and departure ir
the railroad stations of Rock’aU?ri‘
ar.d Thomaston, to the harbor e/
lenses of Portland, "Which has be*'

the regiment’s assignment for
last 137 years.
Every phase of the recreational
and industrial life of Knox Ccmv
I has been covered, a id nothing 2
importance, in the county has bon
left uncovered.
As far as is known now, tjis
showing will be the only oppor.
tunity to view this picture bef0,„
it is cut and turned into publicity
work for the county and state
Club members all have tickets
and the ticket windows at
Community Building will be open
at 645 p. m. Friday.
A commentator will identify and
describe all scenes over the public
address system.

A London schoolgirl told her
teacher that the inhabitants of
Ceylon were called Celanese,
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COWAN IS NEW COMMISSIONER “KNOX COUNTY ON PARADE"
Rockland District, Boy Scouts, Held

Lively Annual Meeting—J. E. Blaisdell
Is Re-elected Chairman
Horatio D. Cowan was elected
The well attended session, sup
Scout Commissioner at the an plemented by Area President Ness,
nual meeting of Rockland District. Area Treasurer Morrison and
“Uncle Bill” Furtwengler of Au
gusta, went at the problems of the
district, the area and the council.
The area officers are taking their
task seriously and are making
lusty progress with high plans for
an immediate future which may
find very great need for Boy Scouts
as has England, where the well
trained Scouts have proven im
mensely valuable in the emergency.
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Horatio

D. Cowan,

enthusiastic

worker for Scouting, who has been

made Commissioner, working with
Chairman Blaisdell.

IV

Abnaki Area of Pine Tree Council,
Boy Scouts of America, held Thurs
day night in the form of a dinner
meeting at Thorndike Hotel. Joseph
E Blaisdell, veteran chairman of
the district, was returned to office
with L. A. Walker as vice chairman;
Allan F McAlary as Court of Honor
chairman; L. E. Dartiels, secretary
and Donald C. Leach, treasurer.

Joseph E. Blaisdell, than whom no
man is more interested or has done
more for Rockland’s youth.

A second Scout Executive to sup
plement “Uncle Bill’s” activities
and allow greater attention to the
smaller towns in the district is
ST. BERNARD’S CHURCH
an immediate possibility with near
PUBLIC SUPPER
ly half the necessary funds already
(Church Basement)
contributed.
The new commissioner has a
Tuesday, at 5.30 P. M.
of community
Admission: Adults 35c, Children 25c fine background
17-lt service and a keen interest in
Scouting. His election wiil be of
great aid to Chairman. Jajaisdell
who for the past year 0/ mffre has
been obliged to carry on commis
Valentine Dance
sioner’s duties in addition to those
of chairman.
ELKS CLUB
The reports showed Rockland
District
to be in excellent physi
Wednesday, Feb. 12
cal and financial condition with
BUFFET LUNCH, TICKETS 50c
16-18 four fine troops in active service
and plans afoot for a fifth troop.
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ick Special Line now
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KIPPY

KARNIVAL

HIGH SCHOOL GYMNASIUM
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, FEB. 14
Doors Open at 2.00. Entertainment begins at 2.30. Admission 10c

“ONE WILD NIGHT”
JUNIOR CLASS PLAY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY, FEB. 12-13
8.00 P. M.

ADMISSION 25c and 4Oc

KARNIVAL BALL
RUDY WALLACE AND HIS ORCHESTRA
ADMISSION 50 CENTS

the local Camera Club has unani
mously copped the prize, with the
presentation of “Knox County On
Parade” which was shown last
night at Community Building be
fore a record crowd. Three thou
sand feet of film passed before the
eyes of the audience and gasps of
pleased: surprise were heard at frequnt intervals when the face of
one's self or that of a friend sud
denly appeared on the screen.
Done completely in natural color,
the actual beauty of the country
side, gardens, shores and public
buildings was realized for its full
value.
The paid attendance was 1600,
said to have been the largest ever
accommodated in the Community
Building auditorium. All of the
regular seats were occupied long
before the lights were turned off,
and every chair in the building
which could be requisitioned was
brought into play. Even then
there were scores standing and at
least 250 were turned away. The
maze of motor cars around the
building and on the side streets was
a sight to be remembered. And
nobody gave heed to the storm.
Many persons expressed a desire
to attend the second showing even
though they had sat through it
once.
The club will run a second show
ing at a later date, possibly after
the Food Fair. This date is set
so as not to interfere with the
Kippy Karnival, Snow Bowl Carni
val or the Food Fair.
A full description of each scene
would be impossible, there were
so many of scenery, industry and
action. The picture opened with
the entrance to Rockland at Glen
Cove, and an air view of the city.
Community Building, the Public
Library, High School and McLain
building all came in turn, followed
by the city churches, Littlefield
Memorial, Christian Science, Con

gregational, First Baptist, Metho
dist, Universalist, St. Peter’s Epis
copal and St. Bernard's Catholic
Church, with congregations com
ing out into the sunshine of a
Summer Sunday. “Uncle John”
Kellenberger was seen coming
down the steps of one church.
The attractive Home for Aged
Women, the Post Office, Court
House, G.AR. hall, Knox Hospital
and William Bok Home for Nurses,
all shared a spot in the parade.
Shots along Main street caught
Mrs. Sam Small, Mrs. Walter Bar
stow, Miss Marie Hilt, Miss Mary
Paladino, Patrolman Charles Wor
cester and, Ralph Alley, strolling
along the sidewalks; and the Bean
Barrel Club headquarters, and yes,
that was Charlie Tibbetts ducking
inside the door, and Wilbur S.
Cross hurrying along to work.
For a few minutes the camera
man went outside the city limits,
and there was a full view of the

eyes of more than a few for Spring
to hurry, the Knox County Golf
Club, and its luxurious greens and
fairways. And down on the ninth
hole was the Sunday “Fussy Four
some’’ with Line McRae scowling
over a putt. Then on down to the
new factory on Camden street, Van
Baalen Heilbrun Co., and the fa
miliar figure of C. Vey Holman,
on his daily jaunt.
Another interesting feature that
few have seen before was the fire
station, when an alarm was rung
in. The diaphone was rung, while
the firemen slid down the pole
and were at their places on Che
trucks without a lost motion. The
trucks were then seen driving out
of the station through Main street,
so realistic the audience could al
most hear the siren. Then came
the Masonic Temple fire, with out
standing shots of the flames shoot
ing up in the air, and clouds of
smoke, the firemen working, and
the lines of hose pouring tons of
water onto the burning building.
And then came a picture of the
beautiful new Temple, which is now
nearing completion.
Snow's Shipyard is much in the
news today, and a visit was made
to the christening of the “St.
George", then to Thomaston’s well
known Morse Shipyard showing a
trawler in the making; passengers
boarding the Island Airlines plane,
and the return trip via the Break
water; the “America’’ on the trial
course; a sightseeing trip through
Vinalhaven; Main street of Rock
land from the air; a flight over the
quarries at the Highlands, all these
came in quick succession.
A brief stop was made at the
quarries, to see the drag going
down, drilling and breaking rock,
loading cars, the trains arriving
at the kilns. Other industries re
viewed were the blueberry pick
ing. lobstering and scalloping. War
den Frank Hallowell showed the
famous blue lobster the only onq.
ever caught in Penobscot Bay.
Miss Dorothy Sherman w-ent
into the First National Bank one
day and was “shot” while making
a deposit to Herman Hart. Wit
nesses present were President
Homer E. Robinson and Joseph
W. Robinson, Avis Baum and El
mer Montgomery of the bookkeep
ing department, and Miss Christol
Cameron of the savings depart
ment. The Courier-Gazette came
in for a share in the parade, and
(Continued on Page Five)
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Leonard grows such noteworthy
crops; and then a close-up of the
house. Swinging down to Maver
ick street came a scene that

COMMUNITY
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BEGIN AT
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THE NEXT SIX MONTHS

We who reside on this side of the water often wonder what
the actual situation is in Great Britain. The story is told in a
recent issue of the London Daily Mail, in a special article
written by G. Ward Price, a trained newspaper observer, who
handles the subject with a great degree of frankness and ex
plains some things which are not readily understood outside
of the United Kingdom. We quote:
Last New Year’s Day we had a single enemy and a power
ful ally. That position is now inverted. Except for the aid
in the Balkans of the gallant Greeks, and the co-operation of
small contingents of brave men who refused to submit to the
German conquest of their countries, the British Empire stands
alone. Germany, during the past year, gained not only an ally
with a large Army, Fleet, and Air Force, but also the com
mand of Europe’s manufacturing and agricultural resources,
from the North Cape to the Pyrenees, and from Brest to the
Black Sea.
At the present time, 225,000,000 people on the continent
are under Nazi control. Of these, 125,000,000 are fighting for
Hitler; the rest, in the countries he has occupied, are working
for him. Several other small nations, though still free, are
forced to supply Germany with food because they can reach
no other customer. If any prophet had dared to predict this
situation a year ago, what gloom he would have caused! On
the contrary, we are so sure of ultimate success that many of
us are hoping for the overthrow of our enemies in this year
of 1941.
These reasons are supported by powerful considerations of
fact. First of all we command the seas throughout the world.
Secondly, we shall almost certainly, in 1941, gain command
of the air. And, thirdly, we have the ever-increasing help of
the United States. Germany is at the climax of her strength;
we are still on the up-grade. But that up-grade will be a steep
and trying one.
The danger of over-confidence still besets us. This time
last year we relied too much on the Maginot Line. Let us
not now renew that error by relying too much on the United
States. The Director-General of Programmes of the Min
istry of Supply, Sir Walter Layton, brought back from America
last week the message that:
“The weight of the United States effort is not to be ex
pected next spring, but will begin to mature in the late sum
mer. People should not think that there is going to be a flood
of armaments from America this year.”
Yet this year is our testing-time. We must expect still
sterner trials. We shall stand or fall by what happens in the
next six months.
The present Government has accomplished more than
anyone dared anticipate. It took over at the darkest hour.
It has brought us safely through great perils, and now we see
the first faint flush of dawn. It has achieved success on the
sea, in the air, and on the frontiers of Egypt. Let us give
credit to the men who has led us through the Slough of
Despond, although the wicket-gate that leads to victory has
still to be attained. The Prime Minister has earned the cqmplete confidence of the country. The same cannot, unfor
tunately, be said of all his associates.
USE COMMON SENSE

Hats off to the Maine Legislature if it passes the bill to
prohibit pedestrians from walking on the right hand side of
a highway. Common sense should tell them that their safety
lies in making use of the left side so that they can see an
approaching car, instead of being constantly in danger of
being struck by one coming from behind. Every day we see
people walking between Thomaston and Rockland on the
right hand side of the road, yet several fatalities have occurred
on that highway from exactly that cause. The following edi
torial comment bearing on the subject is from the Lincoln
County News:
WALK ON THE LEFT
A bill is now being considered by the Legislature at
Augusta to impose a fine on persons found walking on
the right-hand side of the highways. Such a law, properly
enforced, would doubtless reduce the alarming number of
motor fatalities. The report of the safety division of the
Maien State Police shows that the number of fatalities on the
highways in January of this year exceeded those of January,
1940, by 83 percent. If the law now being considered can ma
terially reduce this terrible slaughter it should certainly be
enacted.
Possibly more stringent laws on motorists are also needed.
In these days of icy roads much greater care is needed than
at other seasons of the year. A sudden application of the
brakes or a quick turn when going at high speed may bring
disaster. A human life blotted out or property destroyed can
never be restored.
The consideration of the law forbidding pedestrians walk
ing on the right brings to minds that the “News” has per
sistently and consistently advocated the same thing, not as a
law but as a safety precaution on the part of the pedestrian.
Walking on the right is an unnecessary danger. This is
especially true in the evening. A motorist coming up behind
the pedestrian may be blinded by the lights of an approaching
car. He must decide on the instant whether to hit the pedes
trian or take the chance of a head-on collision with the other
car. The destruction of life and property are involved.
The law against walking on the right should be passed.
“Walk on the left and you are more likely to go right.”

Arthur Allaire, a relief manager,
Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, Copper
Kettle. Hand bags, suede or calf. will assume charge of Park The
Regular price, $3; $2.—adv.
16-17 atre, commencing tomorrow, and
Manager L. J. Dandeneau, who be
gan his Rockland service there,
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR will
devote his full time to the
FEBRUARY 17-22
Strand. Mr. Allaire has been asso
Community Bldg., Rockland ciated in Westbrook with Manager
More Fun, More Prizes, More Games
Fred M. Eugley, a former RockThan Ever Before

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND

WIND

BUSINESS COUPE

★deliveredat Flint,
Mich. State tax,
optional equipment
and accessories —
extra. Prices sub
ject to change with
out notice.

The Fair That Has

Everything-Plus

TWO SHOWS DAILY
Matinee 1.30. Evening 7.30
THREE SHOWS SATURDAY
Matinee 11.30 A. M., 3.30 P. M.
Evening 7.30
Admission
Matinee, All Seats ------------ 40c
Children ............. -...... -.......... 25c
Evening, All Seats
55c
Including Tax

Strand g

The Black Cat

[EDITORIAL]

land manager.

for the

IE
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Volume 96........... Number 17.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Knox County Camera Club Gives Grand
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation ana very reasonable.
Two Hour Motion Picture Entertainment
The Rockland Gazette wras established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 188$. The Free Press
was established in 1866 and in 1881 changed its name to the Tribune. These
For an evening’s entertainment, brought a wistful gleam into the papers consolidated March 17, 1807.

City Farm, where Manager A. S.

FRIDAY EVENING, FEB. 14

Buick Special
’oor Sedan, model 47,
e sidewall tires extra*
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Satcrday
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A PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
The management of your family theatre wishes
to announce

(The death of Comique Theatre, Camdei

|The wake will be held Sat., Sun., Mon., Feb. 8-9-10]
Calling hours 2.00 in the afternoons
except Sunday at 3.00

Evenings at 7.00 and 9.00.

Saturdays 6.15

The burial will be sometime next week
Public cordially invited
Watch for Resurrection Day

(By The Roving Reporter)

If you don’t believe there's money
in the hot dog business, consider
the case of Joseph Perkins who
conducted a small stand in Hallo
well, and left $11,000 in his will..

Do late comers at the motion
pictures realize the annoyance
they cause when they stand in the
aisles, and deliberately remove hats
and coats which could as well have
been removed in the lobby? It
oiten destroys other patrons’ view
of the critical part of a picture
which they went early to see. I
do not expect that this paragraph
will remedy the trouble, but it may
set some unconscious offenders to
thinking.

gold. The new plant, first fertile
hybrid of a cross between the large
yellow flowering African marigold
and the smaller red flowering
French variety, is a large flowering
red variety which favors the French
type, with the exception that it
has larger flowers than any exist
ing French variety and is of a
pleasing red shade with yellow on
the reverse of the petals. It is a
lineal descendant of the first hybrid
between the small red French and
the large yellow African type which
was introduced last year and named
“Burpee's Red and Gold Hybrid.”
This variety was sterile and impos
sible of reproduction by seed. Cross
ing “red and gold” back, with
the French marigold being used as
a male parent, the new plant re
sulted, only one fertile hybrid
plant being produced. It gave the
limited crop of eight seeds. Of
these eight seeds, sown in 1938,
four were sterile and four were
fertile; a little more than two years
later, from four seeds as a begin
ning, 3200 people received a free
packet of seeds and there enough
stock remains to introduce the va
riety commercially this year.

We are all creatures of habit.
When we go to an entertainment
we are quite apt to sit in the same
seat, if it is available. I used to
have a favorite seat at Park The
atre, and I would go early in order
to make sure of it. I did this one
night and found that there was
just one person ahead of me in
the hall. That person had my fa
From the Rockland Star of Aug.
vorite seat.
8, 1899: Twenty persons lost their
lives with the collapse of tKe Mt,
Miss Fannie Miller, an 8^-year Desert Perry.—Officers of the
old member of Acorn Grange in U.S.S. Brooklyn and U.S.S. Texas
Cushing was recently installed as were given a public reception on
an officer and in spite of her the Gen. Davis Tillson lawn.—Re
years, is still able to interest the hearsals were in progress for the
members with her wit and story “Frogs of Windham.”—Charles W.
telling. This is one of the anec Lee was injured aboard one of the
dotes which she recently related: warships. His father, John Lee,
“A lady found weeping on a train, was injured at the North Railway
was asked by the conductor why the same day.
she wept. She replied, ‘I have lost
One year ago: Governor Arthur
my husband and today he is being
cremated.’ On hearing this, a lady Hinman was a guest at the Lions’
across the aisle began to sob and zone meeting iln this city.—Joseph
when asked the reason for her tears, Maxey, 67, died in Thomaston.—
said, ‘I have searched for a husband I. Leslie Cross was elected president
all my life and never found one; of the Civil War Memorial Asso
and that lady has husbands to ciation.—Mrs. Sarah Davis, 86, died
in Vinalhaven.—Willard C. Pooler,
burn !”
former Rockland druggist, died ln
New York papers Tuesday devot Newington, Conn.—Vaughn Beal es
ed much space to the first showing caped injuries when his car was
of the “Idabelle Firestone” mari wrecked on Maverick street.

COMPETITION WAXES WARMER

T
■■

Contestant
Ruby Elliott

Contestant
Josephine Farrington

Contestant
Annie Brooks

The Community Pood Fiir con The season ticket that you buy may
test for the title of Miss Rockland mean winning the contest for your
and the valuable prises that go with favorite.
Save your Courier-Gazette cou
it is developing into a real race for pons, these are printed in each
the honors with Lucille Melvin and issue of the paper and are worth
Dorothy Trask running neck and 20 votes for any contestant that
neck for first position. Lucille led you may give them to. Pick your
in the Friday counting by a slim favorite and buy your season ticket
margin, with Dorothy pressing hard from her and save the vote coupons.
A list of the prizes which have
behind for second position. Mary
Snow and Dorothy Baum are bat been donated by local merchants
tling it out for third and fourth will be published in the Tuesday
places while Ebba Kalloch and issue of The Courier-Gazette, it is
Anne Brooks are close together on an impressive list and is growing
The standing at 5 p. m. of Friday
the count for fifth and sixth posi
Is
as follows:
tions. Miriam Leppanen was the
surprise contestant in this count Lucille Melvin ...»................ 49,640
ing, jumping from sevententh place Dorothy Trask .................... 49,240
to tenth in one stride and promises ! Mary Snow .............................. 38,380
to go higher with each counting. Dorothy Baum .................. 35,120
Watch this girl, she ls out working Ebba Kalloch ...................... 25,160
hard and promises to be up in the Anne Brooks ........................ 23,260
'Ruby Elliott ......................... 21,640
king row at the finish.
The contest ends at 9 p. m. of Ruth McMahon ............... - 10,980
Feb. 18 and the awards will be Shirley Firth .................. - 18,060
made from the stage at the Com Miriam Leppanen ............... 16,860
16,040
munity Food Fair on Friday eve Mary Anastasio ...........
Edith
Rich
...........................
11,760
ning of Fair Week. There will be
Barbara
Rogers
....................
11,440
no season tickets sold at the win
dows on either Monday or Tuesday, Eleanor Porter ...................... 11,100
but, the contestants will be ln the Josephine Farrington .......... 11,080
lobby to takP care of your needs Evelyn Willis ........................ 10,180

Xx
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But his bow abode in strength,
and the arme of his hands were
made strong by the hands of the
mighty God of Jacob.—Gen. 49 : 24.
pa"
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talk of the

Made 11 th ^Birthday Happy

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

GOOD OLD DAYS

Bv the Pupils

OF
LOCAL BANDS
By
IREE MEMBER

(By K. S. F.)

Iree Member hereby expresses
appreciation for the following
“Many a Green I.sle,” by Glanvide sketch sent in by H. D. (Bert)
Smith.
Publishers Harper and Farnham, consented to write some
T
memories for our cozy band corner
Brothers, New York.
We have watched and enjoyed,' on the pages of our good friend—
The Courier-Gazette.
following this young writer grow m
Hoping that Bert will give us
grace with those readers who seek other sketches from time to time I
distinguished thought and style in now step aside and let him give us
fiterary matters they particularly seme dope about the North Haven
Wish to cultivate. And here in Band.
Glanville Smith is found distinc
He says that he instructed this
tive style, broad knowledge in culband about 50 sessions covering a
tural matters blended with en...
, ..
and
i
,
,
._ pei.od of nearly three yeas.
Chanting humor and originality that
.
, .
. should
hould be in a DOsiLion
position to an
give us
has not alone the zest of broad
real inside information. Now—go
vision, but the actual persistent de,
ahead, Bert.
termination to know at first nancx
,
t Ik
b ut
And he
Responding, reluctantly, to an
what ip is a ing a
s.o.S. call from Iree Member this :
a party was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Proctor Wednesday afternoon to celebrate the 11th
delightfully tells his rea ers
station H.D.F. broadcasting birthday of their daughter, Joan Proctor. Many of her young friends were present and enjoyed a happy after

sembly, given by Miss Nichols. Sherwin Forbus played an accordion solo,
“Dolores.”
• • • •

Senior High enjoyed a fine as
sembly Thursday, when members of
the freshman class of Waldoboro
High School presented their ex
change program under direction of
Miss Joan Burnheimer of the faculty
and Arlene Foster as student ad

An assembly which is always en
joyed by the school is one given just
before Kippy Karnival, when the

visor.

committee chairmen tell of their

Ernest Fitzgerald, as master of endeavors, their needs, and their
ceremonies, very capably presented plans. At Tuesday's assembly, after
the program. Mary Steele effective the devotions by Louise Smith, Miss
ly sang two cowboy selections, play Stahl, who is faculty advisor of this
ing her own accompaniments on the year’s Karnival, spoke on the need
quitar. A one-act play entitled for co-operation in this 13th an
“Bargains In Haircuts” was present nual event which takes place next
ed. A clever play, with a good cast, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
Mrs. F. F. Brown
it contradicted the old adage, “A She suggested that the letters n
—Photo by Nicholas
penny saved is a penny earned.” Kippy Karnival might stand for
The faculty of Senior and Junior
The cast included Althea Hilton, these words: K for knowledge, I for High were pleased to have as their
Jeanette Boggs, Edrinea Hull, Ches interest, P for pep, P for prepara [ speaker at the bi-weekly faculty
ley Steele, Ernest Fitzgerald and tion, Y for youth, K for knack, A meeting, Monday afternoon, Mrs.
Maynard Eugley.
for artistry, R for resources, N for Freeman Brown, who talked on her
The group, accompanied by Miss novelties, I for ideas, V for variety, interesting hobby, ‘■Weathervanes”
1 Burnheimer and Sumner Hancock A for action, and L for loyalty.
Although she has been studying
of the faculty, proved again the
Geraldine Norton, student general this subject less Chan two years,
most absorbing romantic story that
sUtlon c Q
noon with the young hostess. Seated, left to right: Eariene Perry. Ruth Bowley, Anne Ross, Marilyn Spear, benefit derived from exchange as chairman, said that the proceeds she lias acquired a great deal of
has come Irom this all too little | An gos
Mfm. Joan Proctor the hostess, Bruce King, Donald Teel,Kathleen Paul. Standing: Donald King, Richard King. sembly programs.—Ruth Seabury.
are for the most part spent for material regarding the history of
* * • *
—Photo by Cullen.
school athletics, and also described vanes, and has made many pen and
known and unders oo region
is> to me wliat the sounding of Stanley Walsh, Milton Proctor, Diane Cameron, Harold King, Philip Fernald.
just now means much to the United & f
an oJd fire horse
The debating team is attending the arrangement of the ten booths ink sketches of those she has seen
today
the tournament being held at in the gym. James Moulaison, in travelling through New Engalnd,
States—the West Indies.
like „must., legislaUon is on CapiUniversity
of Maine, accompanied representing the seniors, told of These artistic drawings were shown
Glanville Smith Ls a writer or
Washington D c
The Community
by Coach Raymond Bowden. Sev their booths: Hamburgers, pop corn, on the screen, through the use of
the Atlantic Monthly, The Nat ona , After playing as a boy, on the
Geographic and other distinguished same ball team—round ball, four
Bowling eral practice debates have been held gift shop, fortune telling ana shoot the delineascope projector, in con
publications. His narrative of per old cat, three old cat, hallee over.
during the past week in preparation ing gallery. John Storer told of the junction with her paper, and her
But There Are Three Other Close
sonal adventures in “Many a Green
thflt Irpe played on j feel that
of the event. At the tournament Junior booths: Fudge, hot dogs, hearers found both very illuminat
League
June Chatto and Dorothy Peterson grabs, and voice-making records. ing. Especially interesting were the
Isle" is absorbing in interest, style suc|1 ties sbouid not be lightly
Contestants In Snow Bowl Contest
[ will uphold the affirmative and Pris Barrett Jordan, for the sophomores, vanes in Rockland, which, when
and humor. The Guggenheim Fel- broken by a refUsai
■y
lowship earlized this ability and pro-| j could always throw a bail or
cilla Brazier and Lillian Savage, tha described the dart game, soda and once brought to one's attention, are
RUTH WARD
duced the “carpet by which he was turn a bandSping a.s well
iree j
negative. There are ten schools ice cream booths; and Lincoln Mc not apt to be passed by unnoticed
wafted for a year s intimate study coujd bp^ j fear niy word slinging 1 There is less than a week left counting votes for tiie queen and
participating, and each team will Rae who chose to “Be to the point ! The growing need for hobbies in
Results in the American League: debate several rounds. — Lillian be brief, and be seated" told of the the well rounded life of tiie indi
of the West Indies.
will suffer by comparison with his before the big 1941 Winter Carni ladies must be in.
Each chapter holds clear absorb- jaun^y abuse of our mother tongue val goes into action, Friday, Satur
Excellent music by Hal's RythSnow’s <4)—Crockett 254, Suke Savage.
freshman tea room and cooked food vidual was stated by Mr. Edwards
* ♦ • •
ing pictures. His interest in islands and j Wju pe content
i can play day and Sunday. Reservations for maires will be on hand for the Coro forth 279. Cole 294, Willis 281; total
who was chairman of tire meeting.
sale.
• • • •
lias been of long duration and his second fiddle or third horn in his lodging, barn and stable accommo nation Ball, Friday night and Lou
Next
Tuesday's
assembly
program
Ernest Munro, president of Junior
1108.
Four
movies
have been shown to
Paul and his orchestra from Lewis
anecdotes are friendly and natural. organization. Well, here we go.
will be under direction of Miss Ben High Student Council, described the
McIntosh’s (1)—Lawrence 236.
Mr.
Lord
’
s
classes
this week: "The
From foods to music, from boating iree and may you not regret your dation for the dogs are being ar ton will furnish the dance music
nett. It will be a combination pro miniature golf course, the side show,
ranged, the three-day program is Saturday night for the Winter Mason 274, Anastasio 284, Mank 274; gram, appropriate for Lincoln’s and check room. Mr. Edwards also Moon,” “Water Power.” "Conserva
to nutmeg husking, from grog shop go.S.
to hidden coves absorbs ones in-j j can’t guarantee to give all the well underway and all points to a Sports ball, Both to be held at Cam total 1068.
Birthday, Valentine’s Day, and spoke regarding these activities, tion of Natural Resources,” and
”
terest and delights the mind.
! details after a lapse of about 35 most exciting and pleasant week den Opera House.
Wonders (4)—Clarke 281, Hard George Washington’s Birthday, and and hoped that there would be at “Ground Water.
• t * e
The book is charmingly illustrat- years bUf Wjd be able, I think, to end at tne Snow Bowl. Tiie Car
The gift committee, consisting ing 278, Bowley 266. Carr 274, Hobbs will include poems, the Gettysburg least “two suckers born every
nival Queen Contest is drawing to of Freda Burkett, Alice True, Edna
The Sophomores have selected
ed by Everett C. McNear, whose hu- gjve most of them.
address, excerpts from other ad minute” who would try the biggest
316;
total
1145.
their class rings through a lccal
morous sketches play a part in hold- , The jate Admiral Roscoe G. In- a close and the latest standing Ames, Edna Joyce, Dorothy Dex
dresses, a skit, and patriotic songs.
side show ever seen at the school.
jewelry
store, the boys having gold
is
as
follows:
Perry
’
s
(1)
—
Post
259,
Perry
244,
»
•
•
•
ing the mind to these primitive peo- grabam was the first instructor oi
ter, Dorothy Cookson and Mary
Ruth Seabury, in charge of the
ones,
and
the girls having onyx or
Edna
Fuller,
Camden,
leads
again
pies, and tiie illuminated map of the the North Haven band, and it was
Nash have completed a most diffi Marshall 286, Stewart, 307, Norton
A visitor at the school this week entertainment, said that it would
gold.—Charlotte Gilchrist.
West Indies serves its purpose as onjy aftcr he severed his connec- with 29,060 votes; a close second cult task in obtaining the excel 301; total 1387.
was Robert Brown of Bowdoin, home be “South American” with patics,
guide. Altogether it makes us hope tion with it that I was called to the is Marion McDermott, Camden lent gifts displayed in the window
Post Office (5)—French 289, Mc for the mid-year recess. He tells senoritas, and troubadours. Doris
Trolley buses are supplanting
for more from this sparkling and coiors. i believe that the Admiral with 28,920 and Phyllis Staples of Poland's Restaurant on Elm Phee 275, Perry 283, Hary 258; total of reading, among other newspapers, Gatti invited all to come to the street cars in Spain.
altogether joyous Writer. The book taught the band about one year Camden is third with 27,360 votes street, and a great deal of appre 1105.
The Courier-Gazette in the college ball, and dance the South Ameri- 1
came from the press Feb. 6
and that rehearsals were held once Doris Moody, Lincolnville, 27,050 ciation is extended to them. These
Elks (0)—Armata 271, Post 266, library.
can way, with the Grand March at
Ruth Manning Camden, 26,560 gifts will be presented Friday night
a week.
• ♦ ♦ •
Dondis 227, Marshall 247; total 1011.
9 o'clock. There will be a reduced
After I took over the job the re Doris Nickerson, Lincolnville, 16,210 to thq queen and her attendants
Mid-Town (3)—Daniels 265, Allen
826,799,911.66
An
outing
was
held
at
the
Camden
rate for spectators. Lucille Stanley,
Comique Theatre
hearsals were never held regularly Janet Henry, Thomaston, 14,050' following the coronation.
263, Beaulieu 303, G. Sleeper 313, Snow Bowl Wednesday after school ticket sales manager for the junior
Wayne Morris covers himself as my other work kept me so busy Jeanette Overlock, Warren, 13,960
Construction of the beautiful ice Soule 342; total I486.
LOANED ON
by the members of the Outing Club. class play, “One Wild Night” of
with glory in a difficult role in that I could make a trip only when Caroline Burns, Rockport, 12,760 throne in the Bok Amphitheatre
Texaco (2)—Chaples 274, L. Cook Skating, tobogganing and skiing fered cash awards and free tickets
“The Quarterback" which opened I happened to have a “night off” Mi-dred Stevens, Beiiast, 10,670 begins on Monday. This year the 285, Anastasio 300k J. McLoon 265,
MAINE REAL
were enjoyed. Those attending were to those selling a designated num
at the Comique Theater in Camden We agreed when I was engaged that Gwendolyn Barlow, Thomaston throne will surpass all others in E. Cook 280; total 1404.
Barbara Wood, Polly Beal, Maxine ber of tickets. Herbert Ellingwood,
yesterday.
He plays twins in this rule would be followed and so
Made.ine Farris, Union, 4,950 its splendor and beauty, affected
ESTATE BY
• * « «
Cheyne, Bertha Coombs, William a member of the cast of this play,
this hilarious farce of college foot- everything worked out smoothly and Shirley
Blackington,
Rockland by multi-colored lights.
National League results;
Orne. Ritchie Linnell, Richard S. gave a comprehensive synopsis of
ball. It is a good story well planned this explains why I could give only 3-37°: Leona Flanders, Rockland
All is in readiness at the Bowl,
THE MUTUAL
Gulf (4)—Payson 222, Murphy 272, Brown, Ruth Emery, Delight Rey the play. Barbara Robinson, in
and the audience enjoyed every about 50 rehearsal nights^ over a 1010; Hazel Crooker, Camden, 1010 to receive the throngs that are ex Simmons 247, H. Black 264, Daniel
nolds, Mary Studley, Vernon Stud charge of decorations, told of the
SAVINGS
minute of its romance and comedy, period of about three years. It was The contest closes Thursday noon pected to be in Camden during this son 321; total 1326.
ley,
Dorothy Havener, Dorothy Tib colors to be used, and the drawings
All the excitement of big league “off agin, on agin, away agin. Fin- Promptly at 12 o'clock and all period.
Old Timers (1)—F. Richardson betts, Kathleen Blackman, Margaret made by Virginia Bowley, Grace
BANKS OF
football has been captured and an nigan” with me. The band held - ---------------------------------------------244, Rogers 268, R. Richardson 249, Johnson, Connie Newbegin, Everett Blethen, Marjorie Mills, and Wil
authentic rivalry between two col- meetings when I was not present, of mentioned by this scribe, but here
Benner 264, Lawry 269; total 1294. Spear, Doris Weymouth, Arlene Hill, liam Burns.
Basketball Battles
MAINE
lege football teams is featured, course, and I laid out work for the they are.
Coca Cola (5)—Gregory 251, Tay Ebba Kalloch, Billee Aylward and
The clean up, w.th Mr. Bowden
Wayne Morris as Bill Jones the boys that kept them improving
Jimmie Lewis, clarinet player and Victory For Union Stags
lor 273, Grover 330, Mitchell 274, Madelyn McConchie. All bought as faculty advisor, is in charge of
This large sum of money
quarterback is the man who put steadily even when I could not be "sniff, by Judas” just like his grandGlidden
347; total 1475.
The Union Stags finally hit the
memberships to the Camden Outing Irving McConchie, who will be as
saved by Maine peoole
the win in twin. He used to play with themPa- now principal of High School in
Old Timers <0)—Leach 228. Rogers
sisted by one member from each
from their earnings makes
football in college and knows all1 1 regret that this sketch was not Massachusetts, Alton Lewis, trom- “victory trail” again Tuesday night. 292, F. Richardson 268, R. Richard Club. Miss Lawry, Mr. Whiting and class, Richard S. Brown, Jchn
Mr. and Mrs. Nutter were chaper
the answers. From the day the written before the passing of the bone in the band and new expert ac- i b>' defeating the Foreign Legion of son 298, Benner 277; total 1363.
is possible tor thousands of
Munsey, Barrett Jordan, and Onni
ones.—Maxine Cheyne.
other Maine people fo own
twins were first discovered on the
cornet and leader of this band countant. According to my infor- Rockport, 26 to 20. Esancy and
• • • •
Swift (4)—Gardner 269., Small
Kang as, and 35 other workers.—
their own homes.
doorsteps of an orphanage. Bill,
Brown. I believe in saying mant his job is to untangle any Heald starred for Union from the' 25?, L. Lufkin 251, Leeman 255, Mur
Eleanor Young and Marie Sander
Miss
Virginia
Shepardson,
from
the athletic brother, put it over on nice <*^8* about Pe°Ple while they snarl in figures that other experts floor, and for R^p^ Pa
wa. phy 265; total 1295.
Farmington Normal School, will son.
Thus through these Mu
Jimmy, the student. When Jimmy are livInS in*teadof waitinS untilfail to untangle. His field is the , the ace with 10points. The lineup.
• • • *
Van Baalen (1)—Epstein 254, Lev- arrive Monday to do practice teach
tual
Savings
Banks
of
goes west, to college. Bill decides they Pass on- ^e is so much whole Unned States. “They say” Union SUgs (2fi)
enthal 219, Goldberg 244, Frantz ing in the Home Economics depart
Three
names
were
omitted
on
the
Maine
thrifty
people
help
he has had enough and stays in ^°°d in our fellow men that
he * unbeatable.
Q
267. Murgita 307; total 1291.
ment for the next six weeks.—Eliza honor roll, Osmond Palmer of the
each other.
the big city where he takes up with seems a shame
wait until our
Harold Beverage, trombone in the Esancy If
4
Kiwanis (4)—Scarlott 284, Flan beth Marston.
Freshman
class
who
had
all
As
the easy money men. Jimmy falls Prab* cannot be heard by them band is now a big time radio man. Eaton. rf ....................2
agan 276, Miller 262. Barnard 304.
• • • •
Approximately e i g hteen
Eloise Law's who had all A s in the
in love with a co-ed and every and then quite suddenly shout their Hal Crockett, bass player, now a i L. Esancy, c.......... 0
Brackett
298;
total
1424.
per cent of all the re
The hockey team will play Cam Junior Class and Miss Shirlene Mc
5
thing is going along smoothly virtues to the world. I believe that Boston banker. Hal is a fine bass Heald rf
Rice (1)—Gardner 271, B. Heal den at Rockland next Monday, Kinney of the Senior class, who had
sources of these thirty-two
until
bills lo'r Fo>'
degree' •»
Lw”‘ «*Ues was super-j Kirkpatrick^'""" 1
238, Smith 309, Walker 274, Cargill Kents Hill at Kents Hill on Feb. 15, three A's.
mutual savings banks is
his brother That takes all his ception 10 the general rule in that intendent of schools in Connecticut
• • • •
295; total 1387.
loaned
on Maine real es
Hebron
at
Hebron
Feb.
17,
Camden
money. Then through accident h* was made conscious of the high the last I heard of him
26
Swift (3)—Gardner 243, Small 282. at Rockland Feb. 19, but the dates
David Starry of the Pitt Parker
esteem in which he was held by
Scott Staples went away as school R .
„
12
tate.
the
football coach sees Bill kick a
Lufkin 229, Leeman 253, Baum 250; for the Camden Snow Bowl game Entertainment bureau will present
football and gives him an .Udrtfc *“
wh“' h' ““ ">=der and then turned business j "
gives him an athletic
F. Pts. total 1257.
When you want fo save,
a program “Witchcraft in Jamaica,”
brightened this old world with his man. M:ss Emma Parsons is now
,, ,
has not yet been decided upon.
scholarship. Jimmy and Bill de happy laughter and hearty hand- a valued and highly efficient teach- parr° ..................... °
0
0
or need fo borrow, these
Feyler’s (2)—Hallowell 237, Greg
• • • •
next Monday afternoon before
cide to team up, Jimmy to do the sdak'
2
13 ory 260, Moran 232, Seliger 231. W
Mutual Savings Banks are
Junior High assefnbly Wednesday Senior and Junior High. He will
er in the public schools in Plain- !vaJS011' f
.......... *
studying and Bill to play football.
0
0
Heal
270;
total
1230.
consisted
of
a
movie,
“
Years
of
Prog

ready to serve you.
gvle
a
brief
account
of
Jamaica
’
s
There was heaps of talent in the ville, Conn., Bryant Hopkins has a i
a .................... °
They have to keep out of every North Haven band and Poy was fine position in the Great North- j chards- c ........... 0
0
0
Rice (4)—Gardner 287, Heal 241, ress,” made by the Chrysler Motor early history, some humorous ac
one's way in
Bill no exception. His natural comet era Paper Co , according to my in- ' Turner’ rg............. 1
0
2 Smith 277, Walker 251, Cargill 328; Company. Pauline Guistin was In counts of his life there, and a
***. the meantime. ~***i
falls in love with Jimmy s girl and
„ ,u
,
;
J
Woodward, Ig......... 0
2
2 total 1384.
charge of devotions, and Mr. Ed reel cf colored movies, depicting the
"
tone improved with every passing formant.
decides to leave town on the day
„ T , ., , .
A.
Turner,
lg
........
2
6
2
Water
Co.
(1)
—
A.
Winslow
281.
wards
accompanied the group sing scenic beauty of the island and its
of the big game. JlmmT. who has "Wn‘h and- “ 1 tOld lum
Thesc and
“"d
Curtis
262,
Bartlett
272,
C.
Wins

ing
on
the piano. At last week's as- colorful inhabitants.
times, he “had what it takes” to daughters of North Haven are a
been on a bender, is in the hospital
14
20 low 293, Simmons 243; total 1351.
6
become a front rank comet artist, credit to the town and State.
• • • •
when the coach finds him and puts
• • • •
My memories of him bring noth- j Next installment will be devoted
him in the game. How Jimmy, ing but pleasure to me. My deepest mostly to the band and I hope we | The Union Stags pulled a close
Tuesday night matches will be
the student, makes out in his new
one
out
of
the
fire
Wednesday
night
Elks
vs. Texaco, and Perry’s Mar
sympathy is hereby extended to his will be able to present a photo of
THE COURIER-GAZETTE VOTE COUPON
AndroMiiKidn
Cou « I >
SavIuii
role as an athlete is the comedy bereaved family and the host of, the boys in uniform,
by taking the Community Trojans kets vs. Mid-Town Cafe. Wednes
Rank, l.rwlstun
Auburn Saving Hunk
highlight of the picture.
22 to 23. Leonard was high scorer day night, Post Office vs. Snow's,
Augusta Kavinga Mank
friends to survive him.
CONTEST COMMITTEE
•’The Ranger and the Lady”
for
Union,
and
for
tiie
Trojans,
and
Wonders
vs.
McIntosh
Ice.
Hangur Savings Rank
Before speaking more specifically Our Grange Corner
Hath Navlnga lnstllulluu
• • ••
stars Roy Rogers, Gabby Hayes of this
x
minded u
a
Huntley and Billings shared the
COMMUNITY
FOOD
FAIR
Bethel Saving* Hank
Charles McIntosh is on the bench
Hlddt-rurd Sav Inga Hank
honors. With but four seconds to
and Jacqueline Wells. The story , few words about the people who live
Brewer Saving* Hank
deals with the founding of Texas1 on this beautiful little “natureplay, Kirkpatrick made a nice lay- for the rest of the season, due to a
Hrunawlrk Saving* Institution
Please credit Miss............. ............ ..................
and the days of the immortal Sam blessed" island. I met a good many
up shot to win the game for Union. leg injury which at present has him
Eastport Sav Inga Bank
wearing a oast.
Huston, Roy Rogers has his usual of them and have nothing but ad
Union Stags (22)
with 20 Votes in the “Miss Rockland' Contest at the
Franklin
County
Sating*
Bank,
he-man role and is given an op- miration for them. They all treatrurmlngton and Fkllllpa
G.
F. Pts.
Community Food Fair.
Gardiner Sating* InMItutlou
portunity to display an excellent jed me with respect, courtesy and
Esancy, If ............. 3
0
6
Swine Men Use Recerds
10-18
Gorham Sat Ing* Rank
singing voice.
The
best
swine
producers
keep
Leonard,
rf
...........
3
1
7
kindness on my every visit
Houlton Saving* Bank
Saturday night is cash night.
L. Esancy, c .......... 0
0
0 records to determine superior pro
I doubt if any community of its
ducing
ability
of
sows
and
boars.
Krnnrhrr Saving* Rank. Auguata
Spend your last Saturday night at size has ever sent cut into the
Eaton, rg............... 2
5
1
Kennebunk Suving* Bank
Production
testing
of brood sows is
the Comique Theatre Camden world more talented and success
Kirkpatrick, lg .... 2
4
0
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
one of the most successful methods
Marhla* Saving* Rank
where you will meet all your friends. ful sons and daughters than has
—
—
— used in Illinois, according to H. G.
Maine Saving* Rank. Portland
Small Summer Hotel, completely furnished, Club House, Wharf,
The lecturere of Pleasant Valley
Mrrhanlra Sating* Hank, Aukura
10
22 Russell, extension live stock special
2
North Haven. Only a few of the Grange offers the following pro
etc. Established business (summer trade). All'ready to operate,
Norway Saving* Rank
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS many who are now a success in their
at a profit. Owners have reached the retiring age.
ist at the University of Illinois.
gram for Tuesday: Opening song. Trojans (20)
WORK WONDERS
rrnnhacot
Saving* Rank. Rangor
Eight
Room
House,
barn
attached;
one
acre
land;
10
minute
Most
of
the
swine
breed
associai
G.
F. Pts.
several lines of endeavor can be “America"; address on Lincoln.
It-uple* Saving* Rank. Ia>wl*tun
walk
to
Rockland
Post
Office.
Will
exchange
for
smaller
house
tions
now
have
programs
for
recog

I l*ratauul* Saving* Hank,
Uotrr
2
Benner, If ........... 1
0
F. L. S. Morse; guest speaker, Ad
I ogerull
and more land on Route 1.
3 nizing superior sows and boars. |
1
Cole,
rf ................. 1
Portland Sating* Rank
Ten Room House in Warren Village. Can bo used for two
jutant Edward ORoake, <peaking
Litters are usually marked, when
Huntley, c ........... 3
6 farrowed, for future identification
0
Rockland Savbtga Rank
families.
Will exchange for other real estate.
on "Home Defense"; quartet, “Star
Winchenbaugh, rf 1
1
3 and the birth weight of the litter is
Need extra cash to pay old billsS
Fine Residence in Waldoboro Village, 10 rooms, 2 barns, 13
Sara
* Biddeford Saving* InstltnSpangled Banner." Mr. and Mrs.
meet a financial emergency or buy
acres of land.
• l««. Sara
Billings, lg .......... 3
6 recorded. Weights are again taken
0
Sanford Institution for Sating*
Kenneth Cassens and Mr. and Mrs.
things? You can get a loan of $15
Farm. 55 acres, in Uakm; good buildings, nice location.
—
—
— on individual pigs at weaning time,
Skowhegan Saving* Rank
to $150' or more at fbaaam^ if
R. L. Andersen; reading, "The Blue
Farm,
38
acres,
in
Warren,
good
house,
low
price.
South Farl. Saving* Hank
or
56
days
of
age.
20
9
2
you can afford to make small
Farm,
18
acres,
in
Owls
Head,
good
buildings,
with
or
without
and
the
Gray.
'
Edna
Harvey;
male
W'stervllle Saving* Bank
Since this is probably the best sin
monthly payments. Write ln
shore front.
chorus, "America the Beautiful;"
or telephone us today. There's •
gle
measure
of
a
sow
’
s
ability
to
pro

Xork County Saving* Bank, Bidde
no obligation.
Woodlots in Waldoboro and Lincolnville.
ford
stories about Lincoln, Vallie Mac
duce, the weaning weight and the
COMMUNITY
FOOD
FAIR
Many fine Shore Properties, Shore Farms and Islands. With
size of the litter are important. A
Room 210, Kresge Bldg. 241
Laughlin and Myron Young; read
or without buildings; large and small.
Water st. TeL 11X5, Au
2OS.8S3 Deposltcra
FEBRUARY 17-22
good standard for an aged sow is
ing, Florence Young; solo, “Old
gusta. Me. Small Loan Statut
New subdivision of Cottage Lots, on shore, at Friendship.
Have More 1 ban
eight
pigs,
each
of
which
should
License No. 1. Charges
m
Would like more listings, especially farm and shore proper
Glory,'’ Mrs. Kenneth Cassens; Community Bldg., Rockland
>130,000.000 OO
uuutld monthly balances up t
weigh 35 pounds or more at 56 days
ties. Call or write:
On Saving! Account!
More Fun. More Prizes, More Games
$150; 2!2% monthly on balance
closing
song
by
all,
"Now
the
Day
above.
standard for t a gilt
In The Above
F. H. Wood, care O. H. TRIPP ENGINEERING CO, Rockland
Than Ever Before
, of
, age.
. .. A
_ good
.
is Over.” Refreshments will be
Mutual Saving^ Canks
15-°0 ls “ lltter ot sev«n pigs weighing
11S17
served.
———X. j 35 pounds each at weaning timt.

EDNA FULLER AGAIN LEADS

«Vb. 16--Klwanla Chard
Mntel Rockland
*Feb 10—Thomaston T I
teopathlc Society meets
Inweb
10—Knox Coun’ 1
ass’n meets at LlttlellJ
Church, Rockland
L *yb il—Knox County H
A«’n' meets at Camden
j?rb 11 -Radio Round-J
v F w . hafi-

Feb. 11—Celebration or
oxth anniversary
2 Feb 12—Lincoln’s Blrtlf
Feb. 12-13—Junior Clu I
wild Nlttht
WFeb 12-22 National !>• I
Peb 13—Thomaston P.J
Ass n meets at High Sch-, j
Feb 1* St. VaTentln.
Feb. 14-Kippy Karnlti
land
School.
Feb 14 16 —Camden—
carnival.
Feb. 17 Union "Downl
tprtaliiment at High H
soonsoreck by Community
1 PYb 17-22—Community

peb' 21—Educational «’
GAR h»H.

Feb 22— Washington's S
Feb. 26—Ash Wednesd i
B Feb 28 Thespian Soi J
three one-act plays at R
school.
i
March 6—State convent!
Independent Oil Marketi I
1‘March 10-Waldoboro I

inc,

The Weat
iWe had a right sm.
rain last night but it t
terfere with the Knox
rade, and no snow f;J
Ute ski-gulls. The J
mometer read cose to -W
morning, but cooler yy
just around the comer
ago today it was 10 tJ
Tlil9 is the 39tli day |
The sun arose nt 6.50.
in evidence until 5.07
stay away.
Miss Jennie Guptill
the Carini bungalow
street.
Congratulations are
tended today to two Ki
boys who yesterday
State Bar examination
Beverage of North Have

tis M. Payson of Unio:
Harry H. Hanscom hai
pointed janitor of the ir
building and will ente^
duties tiie coming v
Hanscom is a prom ine
of the Masonic fraternl
commander of Clarem
mandery K. T, and t
high priest cf King
Temple Chapter, R. S.
A public supper will
Tuesday night by the n
St. Bernard’s CaUiolic
the church basement,
man, Miss Helen Burns
sisted by Mrs. Donald
Mrs. Ray Foley.
Mi
Doherty. Mrs. T. S. La
John Ranlett, Mrs. Sanh
Mrs. Ray Duff, Mrs. .1

holm, Mrs. Gregory W

Raymond Moulaison, M
gan and Mrs. Dante Gi
charge of the various coi

Beano at GAjR. ha
Feb. 10. 2.15 p. m.—adv
Sarah Linnell Hat Sh
Kettle. Sale—All Winte
duced in price—$1, $2. $
$3 to $5.—adv.

For flying' instruction i
Treat, 68 Grace St., I
adv.
Visit Lucien K. Oi
second floor, 16 Schoc
Fellows Block, City, 1
Coats and Cloth Coab
prices.

DANC1N(

EVERY SATURDA
At

GLEN COVE
Music By

HAL’S RHYTHMS
Admission 35c and 85c.

BEAN(
Mrs, York s’
’'’'day night,
Set given at e
2 sheets,
spread, pair
boor prize eacl

LIFE INSURAA
SERVICE
LOUIS A WALI
^9 Summer St., Ph

BURPEE
FUNERAL HOI
Ambulance Seri
TELEPHONES
890 or 781-1 or 781

UO-112 LIMEROCK S
ROCKLAND, M»

Every-Other-Day

Evefy-Other-DayTALK OF THE TOWN

Feb. 10- Klwanls Charter Night at
Hotel Rockland
F<*b 10—Thomaston—Tri-County Os
teopathic Society meets at Webber's
nFeb. 10—Knox County Ministerial
Ass'n meets at Littlefield Memorial
rtntrch, Rockland.
Feb 11—Knox County Fish ft Game
A n meets at Camden Snow Bowl
Feb ll—Radio Round-up Revue at
v j. w. hall.
Feb ll—Celebration of Odd Fellows'
25th anniversary.
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 12-13—Junior Class play, “One
wud Nnrht."
Feb. 12-22—Natlonal Defense Week.
Feb
13—Thomaston Parent-Teacher
Ass n meets at High School auditorium
Feb. 14 St. Valentine’s Day.
Feb. 14 Kippy Karnival at Rock; .nd High School.

Mr**. F. F. Brown

Photo by Nicholas
The faculty of Senior and Junior
Igh were pleased to have as their
taker at the bi-weekly faculty
peting, Monday afternoon, Mrs.
eeinan Brown, who talked on her
terestlng hobby, ‘'Weathervanes.”
[though she has been studying
ji, subject less Chan two years,
ie lias acquired a great deal of
aterial regarding the history of
in« and has made many pen and
k sketches of those she has seen
travelling through New Engalnd.
be.se artistic drawings were shown
the screen, through the use of
ie dehneascope projector, in conmction with her paper, and her
tarers found both very illuminatg Especially interesting were the
ines in Bockland, which, when
ice brought to one's attention, are
lit apt to be passed by unnoticed.
Tiie growing need for hobbles in
ie well rounded life of the indi(dual was stated by Mr. Edwards
ho was chairman of tiie meeting.
• • • •
F< ur movies have been shown to
[r Lord's classes this week: “The
[con," Water Power," "Conservaon of Natural Resources,’’
ground Water."
• * * e

and

The Sophomores have selected
through a local
boys having gold
and the girls having onyx or
aid Charlotte Gilchrist,
leu cias- rings
wi .ry store, the

[Trolley buses are
reet cars in Spain.

supplanting

326,799,911.66
LOANED ON
MAINE REAL
ESTATE BY
THE MUTUAL
SAVINGS
BANKS OF
MAINE
This large sum of money
saved

by

Maine

peoole

from their earnings makes
is possible for thousands of
other Maine people to own
their own homes.

Thus through these Mu
tual Savings
Banks ot
Maine thrifty people help
each other.
Approximately

e i g hteen

per cent of all

re

the

sources of these thirty-two
mutual savings banks is
loaned on Maine real es
tate.

When you want to save,

Feb 28 Thespian Society presents
three one act plays at Rockland High
School.
March 6—State convention of Maine
Independent Oil Marketeers ln Port
land.
_
March
10—Waldoboro—Town meet
ing
________________

The Weather
We had a right smart spell of
rain last night but it failed to in
terfere with the Knox County pa
rade, and no snow famine faces
tiie ski-gulls. The porch ther
mometer read cose to 40 above this
morning, but cooler weather was
just around the comer. Five years
ago today it was 10 to 20 below.
Tills is the 39th day of he year.
The sun arose at 6.50. and will be
in evidence until 5.07 if the clouds
stay away.

Miss Jennie Guptill has bought
tiie Carinl bungalow on Walnut
street.
are

being

ex

Beano at G^AjR. hall Monday
Feb. 10. 2.15 p. m.—adv.
lt
Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, Copper
Kettle. Sale—All Winter Hats, re
duced in price—$1, $2, $3. formerly
$3 to $5 —adv.
16-17

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
prices.
9-tf

EVERY SATURDAY NITE
At

GLEN COVE
Music By

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
Savlua*

Admission 35c and 15c, plus tax
117Stf

Hnnijor
Rank
Hath Mailmen Inntltutloa
Hrtliel
Hank
Hlillifi.nl Saving* Hank
Hrrurr '.aiiuun Hank
Hrunawlrk Katlaa* InMHutioa

Savina*

Eastport

Bank

trnnktln
County
Savina*
karmtagtoa anil l-hllllp*

Bank,

GarAInrr Having* Inntltutlon
Gorham Matings Hank
lloulton

Sating*

Maritina Savings Hank
Sittings Hank. hirllug
Mrrltanlr* Savings Hank, Auhura
Saving*

Mrs. York starts Beano Series Sat
urday night, Spear Hail. ..Bedroom
s»t given at end of Series. Rose silk
Puff. 2 sheets, pair pillow slips, bed
spread, pair curtains.
Free special
door prize each night.
16-17

Augutta

'l.lnr

Norway

BEANO

Hank

Krnnrber sating* Hank.
Kriirirbunk Nuvlngg Hank

Hank

Prnoharot Matings Rank. Hangnr
r!?' T'
®ank. la-ttlsltm
llstulaqnl* sating* Hank, UutrrI ugrroft
Portland Sating* Hank

A Sonotone demonstration will
be held Feb. 12 at Hotel Rockland
10 a. m. to 8 p. m. J. A. Mac
Donald of Portland and1 H. W.
Beale of Friendship will be in at
tendance.

For the benefit of contestants in
the “Miss Rockland” contest, it
must be stated that all news deal
ers are given no return value on
copies of old papers from which
the votes have been, removed. A
man
was
discovered stealing
“spoils,’’ i. e. papers directly off
the prsrj not fit icr sale, and he
wifi be forbidden the premises if
he appears near the press again.

Next Tuesday the V.F.W. will
sponsor a radio round-up revue at
their hall on Water street. Among
the attractions will be the Lime
City Boys, popular local hillbilly
band, Billy Sunshine, comedian,
and Smilin’ Art, singing cowboy.
An interesting feature will be an
amateur contest with a cash award
to the winner. The show starts
promptly at 8.15. Free candy for
the first 100 children. All con
testants for talent contest must re
port before 7.30.

Wentivrrth -At Union. Feb. 7. Cairle A., aged 73 years. 9 months. 2 days.
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock from
residence of her daughter, Mrs. Ralph
Young. Burial at Union cemetery.
Goodey—At Portland, Feb. 5. Miss
Mary A. Goodey. formerly of Rockland.
Funeral Sunday morning at 10 o'clock
at 74f> Congress street, Portland. In
terment ln Achorn cemetery.
Creamer—At Warren. Feb. 6. Wayland A. Creamer, aged 71 years. 5
months. 3 days. Funeral Sunday at
2 o'clock from residence.
Chapman—At Waldoboro. Feb. 6.
Cora E. Chapman, aged 81 years, 5
months. 29 days. Funeral Monday at
2 30 o’clock from residence of daugh

For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
Mrs. Herbert Standish.
adv.
2-tf ter.Hoffses
At Quincy. Mass., Feb. 5.

DANCING

AndrnwugKln
Com! i
Hiuik. I.rwl'ton
Auburn Savina* Hiuik
Aiikii»Iu Saving* Hank

Attention is again called to Past
Exalted Rulers' night which will
be observed by Rockland Lodge of
Elks Tuesday night.
Initiation,
supper and entertainment at 6.30.

tended today to two Knox County
boys who yesterday passed the
State Bar examinations—Milton A.
Following is the Sea Scout pro
Beverage of North Haven and Cur gram for Scout Week, Saturday,
Feb. 8—Mobilization between 5 and
tis M. Payson of Union.
7 p. m. Hear results of mobilization
Harry H. Hanscom has been ap and address to Scouts by President
pointed janitor of the new Masonic Roosevelt over WGAN. A radio will
building and will enter upon his be provided at quarters in Gen.
duties the coming week.
Mr. Berry building. Sunday, Feb. 9—
Hanscom is a prominent member Scout Sunday! All Sea Scouts are
of the Masonic fraternity, a past requested to meet at the Library
commander of Claremont Com- at 10.15 a. m., at the latest, and
mandery K. T., and the present march in a body to the Episcopal
high priest cf King Solomon’s Church for the Service (Catholic
Temple Chapter, R. S. M.
Scouts are requested to attend early
mass before joining the other
A public supper will be given Scouts at the Library). Monday,
Tuesday night by the members of Peb. 10—Rally at the High School
St. Bernard’s Catholic Church in at 7.30 p. m. Sea Scouts to act as
the church basement. The chair judges. Wear uniform all week.
man, Miss Helen Burns will be as
sisted by Mrs. Donald Perry and
MARRIED
Mrs. Ray Foley.
Mrs. Arthur
Cummlngs-Achorn — At Rockland.
6. Alexander Donald Cummings
Doherty, Mrs. T. S. Lawson, Mrs. Feb.
ot Machlasport and Mildred Achorn
of
Rockland.-By
Rev. J. Charles Mac
John Ranlett, Mrs. Sanford Delano,
Donald.
Mrs. Ray Duff, Mrs. John Chis
holm, Mrs. Gregory Wynne, Mrs.
DIED
Raymond Moulaison, Miss Flana
Winchenbaugh—At Monhegan, Feb. 7
Frank L. Winchenbaugh. aged 77 years.
gan and Mrs. Dante Gatti, are in Funeral
Monday at 1 o'clock from
Community i Lurch.
charge of the various committees.

or need to borrow, these
Mutual Savings Banks are

ready to serve you.

The Home Economics girls have

finished 30 Red Cross baby blankets
which are to be sent to England.

Liberale Paladino, Jr., who flew
to Colorado with Nelson Rokes as
pilot, is now located in Denver. Mr.
Rokes, who has been a flying in
Feb 14 16 —Camden— Outing Club structor at Fort Collins, is now
Carnival
Feb. 17 Union "Down Easters" en taking an advanced course in in
tertainment
at
High
School
gym.
structing. While in the downtown
uuiisorecp by Community Club.
Feb 17-22—Community Pood Fair.
section of that city, Mr. Paladino
Feb
21—Educational Club meeting
met Ralph “Gabby" Fowler, who is
at G A R hall.
Feb 22— Washington's Birthday.
employed
as salesman in a pack
F’eb. 26—Ash Wednesday; Lent being company.
Bins

Congratulations

LIFE INSURANCE
SERVICE

Elva F. (Kaler). wife of David W.
Hoffses. aged 80 years. Funeral serv
ices at the John Hall funeral home, 19
Cottage avenue. Quincy. Sunday at
2 30 p. m. Relatives and friends are
Invited. Committal services at Sweetland cemetery, Waldoboro, Monday.
Feb. 10 at 2 p. m.

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Benia Hill who passed
away Feb. 8. 1927.
There is someone who misses you and
ls sad.

And finds the time long since you
went;

There ls someone who thinks of you
dally
And tries to be brave and content.
But our hearts Just ache with sadness.
Our eyes shed many a tear,
God alone knows how we miss you.
At the dawn of another year.
Lovingly
remembered
but
sadly
missed toy her Mother and Sister. •

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank Dr. Jameson. Dr.
Soule and nurses for their wonderful
care, also friends and neighbors for
flowers, gifts, cards and kind
sages they sent me while I was in. the
Knox County Genera1
•
Mrs. Estelle A. Lothrop

Public supper tonight. Legion
hall. Limercck St., 5 30 to 7 o'clock,
—adv.

BEANO PARTY SERIES
A series of beano parties is be
ing held Monday afternoons at 2
at OAK hall Feb. 17; March 3
and 17 and April 7 and 21. auspices
Ruth Mayhew Tent —adv.

LOUIS A. WALKER
”9 Summer St., Phone 577
13-21

Korkland Saving* Rank

Saro « Botdrford Mating* ln*tltntlon. Saro
Sanford luslltutk.n for Mating*
skoHliegnn Mating* Rank
South Pari* Mating* Hank
Waterville

Saving*

Rank

lork County Sating* Rank, Bidde
ford

29S.SS5 Depositor*
Hit* Mure Than
*130.000.000.00
On Saving* Accounts
In The Above
Mutual Saving^ tank*
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BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Servict

Ambulance Service

• ••

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11

118-118 LIMEROCK STREET
BOCKLAND, MB.
119-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

lrbmont bt.
tel.
• CLAREMONT
BOCKLAND, ME

•«

98-tf
*■
i.

ALLflUT AID TO BRITAIN

“One Wad Night”

Gets A Commission

Junior Class Play Bound
To Please Patrons Next
Wednesday and Thursday

Prof. Wilkinson Told Colby Group it Was
the Only Answer and Why
SERMONETTE

The Knox County Colby Club held , “They trusted in the Maginot Line,
open house Wednesday night at the i This nation is putting the same
Copper Kettle, the occasion being j trust in the two oceans.” But with
the presentation of a profoundly in British defeat and the consequent
teresting lecture by Prof. William likelihood of the Atlantic being
J. Wilkinson of the Colby faculty i dominated by the Nazis and the
on the highly controversial “Lease- Japanese constituting a threat in
Lend" bill.
the Pacific, our situation would b’
Prof. Wilkinson, widely known perilous Indeed As Otto Tolischuss
and quoted authority on history- has observed, therej are people in
economics, is a forthright exponent America who are quite complacent
of “all-out” aid to Britain, and as they view the European scene.
that at once, if in his opinion, this They seem to be qfrite content to
wait and see. Like Norway. Hol
democracy is to survive.
These thoughts are taken from land and Belgium, they act as if
the talk.
[ everything will be all right provid
If the testimony of Secretary of ing we attend to our own business
State Hull and Mr. Stimson, who and do nothing to offend Hitler.
was the very capable head of the They refuse to take seriously the
State Department during the threat Of Hitler against democracy.
Professor Wilkinson prior to
Hoover administration, is to be be
lieved, this country faces a real these quotations explained that Mr.
danger in the event of British de Tolischuss for many years had
feat. Quoting from the recent been not only the Berlin corre
testimony before the Foreign Re spondent of The New York Times
lations Committee of the House of but was at the head of the
Representatives as given not only European bureau of that news
by Hull and Stimson but also by paper and that he is generally re
Ambassador Bullitt, the speaker garded as being a very competent
asserted that there was little like authority on the European situa
lihood of a direct invasion of this tion in general and Nazi Germany
country. The attack would coine in particular.
Ex-Congressman E. Carl Moran
by way of Latin America. Accord
ing to Mr. Bullitt, several of the is a Bowdoin man, but like Presi
South American countries will at dent Sills, is Coltoy by adoption,
once adopt totalitarian forms of and has been of very great aid to
government and enter into agree tiie Waterville College in many
ment with Nazi Germany shortly waj-s. Mrs. Moran is a Colby
after the British defeat. Sum graduate, class of ’21. For this
ner Welles in a recent speech in particular affair, Mr. Moran made
New York has made similar state a special motor trip from Moosements. At first, according to Mr. head Lake to Rockland and was
Welles, who is regarded as one of warmly received. He is a long
the ablest secretaries of the State time friend' and political compa
Department, there will be economic triot of Prof. Wilkinson though
conquest of the Latin American they don't see eye to eye on the
states in the event of Nazi victory Lease-Lend Bill. The result was
in Europe, to be followed by physi plenty fun in the open forum
with E. C. Teague DI of Warren
cal control.
“America is like France the year and George F. Sprague '21 of Rock
before the war,” said Mr. Bullitt. land mixing in with vigor.
Residents of The Meadows will
Motor boat owners are advised
miss that “U B Careful” sign which that at a date to be announced in
ornamented the side of the giant these columns local inspectors from
rock crusher now being dismantled. the office in Portland will be in
Rockland at the Customs House
The Central Maine Power Com for the purpose of making exam
pany will be ready for patrons in inations and issuing operators' li
the new Masonic building next censes to owners of motor boats.
Monday, and will have a formal
The hearings on the proposed
opening later.
4
water charter willl take place
John Marshal of Rockport was before the Legislative commit
in Municipal Court yesterday, tee on Utilities at 8 p. m., Feb.
charged with overloading his truck. 18. The case for the proponents
He was fined the costs of court, will be presented by Judge Zelma
$2.70. The arrest was made by M. Dwinal of Camden, and it is
expected that the water company
State Patrolman Ray Foley.
will be represented by its presi
There will be a stag meeting of dent Alan L. Bird. The propon
the Knox County Fish and Game ents base their case on the grounds
Association at the Snow Bowl, that it will be a self-sustaining
Camden, next Tuesday. Supper undertaking, with a prospect of
will be served at 6.45 p. m. It is rate reduction. The proposition
important that all members be depends solely upon the ability of
present due to legislative and im the proposed district to obtain the
portant local business. Tickets are existing property at what it con
on sale by Association members in siders a fair rate.
your community. Make It your
date for that night.
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMS
The United States Civil Service
The guest speaker before the Old Commission announces open com
Town Retary Club Tuesday was petitive examinations for filling the
Supt. Walter V. Wentworth of the positions of Junior Stenographer
Penobscot Chemical Fibre Company (male) at $1440 a year, Senior
who gave an interesting talk on typist (male) at $1440 a year, and
the Making of Pulp and Paper Junior Typist (male) at $1260 a
going back to times when people year, for employment in the First
wrote on sand and giving the dif U. S. Civil Service District which
ferent stages up to the present comprises the New England States.
time. Supt. Wentworth is a for Applications will be received until
mer resident of Rockland.
further notice. The necessary ap
plication forms and further infor
Friends of Mrs. Betty Foxwell, mation may be obtained from the
secretary of the Camden Chamber Secretary, Board of U. 6. Civil
of Commerce learned yesterday Service Examiners, at any first or
that her oldest son, Marshall second-class postoffice in New Eng
underwent an emergency appen land.
dectomy operation at the Camden
Community Hospital late Wednes
The part the famous Clipper
day night. The patient was doing ships played in the California Gold
very well at last report. On the Rush is recalled in the next episode
eve of the Snow Bowl Carnival of “When The Yankee Clipper
Mrs. Foxwell finds her secretarial Ruled The Seven Seas'—a two
duties unusually heavy at this page feature in the American
time
Weekly Magazine with the Feb. 9th
Boston Sunday Advertiser.
17*lt
The February term of Knox
County Superior Court will con
Peru is expanding its highway
vene at 10 o’clock next Tuesday constriction program.
morning, and will mark the initial
appearance of Raymond Fellows of
Bangor as the presiding Justice in
V.F.W. HALL
this county. Judge Fellows will be
a guest at Hotel Rockland during
Water Street, Rockland
hb stay. The grand jury will en
ter upon its duties at once, but the
RAOIO ROUNDUP REVUE
traverse jurors will not report until
AND TALENT CONTEST
9.30 Thursday morning. On the
civil docket a few automobile cases
TUESDAY, FEB. 11
may be tried, but it is not likely
Doors Open 7.00.
Show at 8.15
that much else will require Jury
attention from that angle. This
Admission;
Children 15c; Adults 30c
session is faced with a possible
murder trial. John B. Phelps has
been in custody since his alleged
admission that he slew his step
SAVE!
daughter Alzada Pauline Young on
Halloween night, and dismembered
TIME-MISTAKES-WORRY
her body on the following day.
NEW ADDING MACHINES
With the exception of the head all
Price $47^8.
Capacity $9,000.00
portions of the body were located
Price $5599.
99,000.08
where Phelps is said to have told
Price $70.00.
” 9.999,000.00
the officers they would be found.
Twelve naturalization cases await ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER CO.
hearing, together with the usual 71 Park St. Rockland Tel. 297-W
crop of divorce cases.

Bishop Brewster

Lloyd Clark, Jr.

Lloyd E. Clark, Jr., son of Lloyd
E. Clark of this city, will go Feb.
14 to Fort Stewart, near Savannah,
Ga., as a second lieutenant in the
2d Battalion, Headquarters Bat
tery, 209 Regiment Coast Artillery
Anti-Aircraft, as an aide to the
Lieutenant Colonel.
Mr. Clark,
who is employed as mechanical en
gineer at Snyder Packing Corp, in
Rochester. N. Y., attended the
officers’ school in that city, receiv
ing his commission in January,
when he voluntarily enlisted.

The Rotary Club
Dr. Boardman Tells of
Big Profits For State

Stores and Beer Parlors
Lowering skies marked yester
day’s meeting of the Rotary Club,
and inside the Hotel Thorndike din
ing room where the members were
assembled the occasion had a dis
tinctly dampish flavor—for the
speaker was Dr. Harold Boardman,
chairman of the State Liquor Com
mission, and he talked shop.
The only visiting Rotarian in ad
dition to Dr. Boardman was Elmer
L. True of Camden. There .were
two guests, County Attorney Stuart
C. Burgess and Eugene M. O’Neil.
Stanley Murray was at the piano.
Dr. Boardman discussed some cf
»
the Commission’s problems, and new
legislation which is proposed. Maine
is one of 17 States operating under
the so-called monopoly system, by
which it is able to obtain lower rates
from the distillers, because the bills
are paid more promptly. There
are three dry States, and the rest
are open.
One bill under consideration at
Augusta would require the Commis
sion to blacklist a person against
whom the officials of a town have
complained. This system is already
in operation to some extent. The
Commission is maintaining strict
neutrality in regard to all of the
proposed measures.
At the present time the Commis
sion employs 17 inspectors who visit
the various State stores. It is pro
posed to have their work done by
the State Police.
Another bill would require beer
parlor patrons to stand while drink
ing. The speaker wondered what
they would do about their lunches.
At first the State allowed the
Commission $205,000 with which to
buy liquor, but a survey showed an
average inventory for the first three
months amounting to $550,000, and
it was estimated that $700,000 would

The State has met with a dis
tinct toss in the death of Rt.
Rev. Benjamin Brewster D. D.
for the past 24 years Episcopal
Bishop of 'Maine. He w’as the
fourth to hold1 this high office
It has been my privilege to have
known three of them.
While a young man, I song
in the vested choir of St.
Peter’s. Rockland, and: through
the rector. Mr. Moody. I met
Bishop Nealy when he came to
Rockland for confirmations.
When I came to Portland I met
Bishop Codrnan and held him
in high esteem. He wus very
wealthy and1 exceedingly demo
cratic. He built a large camp
for boys on Lower Goose Island.
Lower Goose was a favorite
island in my sailing days. Bishop
Codrnan had a fine well, lined
with heavy tile pipe.
Portland people will miss the
genial Bishop who had always
been, during his incumbancy, a
familiar figure. To the very
last he walked with a vigor
which younger men could' well
envy. Two years ago he led
the devotions at the convoca
tion on faith artd order at
Brunswick.
He was a friendly man. as
well as a distinguished church
man—a man one is glad to have
known. There was not a spark
of intolerance about him. A
friend of the Jewish people, he
delighted in all interracial
gatherings and was loved equal
ly by Catholics and Protestants.
Canon Pressy said to me, “He
was full of years and passed to
his heavenly rest quickly, as he
would have desired.’’ By a
singular circumstance his fu
neral occurred! on the date set
for the convocation called to
elect his successor.
A layman, and former Rock
land business man, A. J. Huston
assisted in that election. In
common with other thousands
who knew him, we can truly
say we have lost a good friend.
—William A. Holman

Sunday’s services at the Church
of the Nazarene begin with Bible
School at 1000 a. m. At 11 is the
morning worship when Rev. Mr.
Lee's subject will be "A Lesson
From Philip.” The Young People’s
Society meets at 6.30 p. m. Fol
lowing this will be the evening
service. The pastor will speak on
"We Would See Jesus.” The week
ly prayer comes Wednesday at 7.30.
• ♦ ♦ ♦

Rev. Kenneth H. Cassens will
occupy the Methodist pulpit Sun
day morning and evening. Sunday
school classes and Tuesday evening
prayer meeting as usual.
• ♦ » •

“Spirit” is the subject of the
lesson-sermon that will be read in
all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
throughout the world, on Feb. 9. The
Golden Text is “If we live in the
Spirit, let us also walk in the
Spirit” (Gal. 5:25). The citations
from the Bible include the following
passages: "The Spirit itself heareth
witness with our spirit, that we are
the children of God” (Rom 8:16).
• * • •

be ecessary to carry the business
through the peak.
A tax of $2 a gallon on liquor is
coming, the speaker stated.
Last year's State store sales
amounted to $6,000,000. and it was
At the Congregational Church
profitable business for the State,
the combined service of public wor
with a net profit of 2.4 percent. The
ship and church school, is at 10.30
net profit on beer was $1,260,000.
a. m., and the theme of the sermon
by Rev. Corwin H. Olds will be. “The
No Shortage of Narcotics
Challenge of the Church.” The
There is no danger of a war-im- Comrades of the Way will meet in
duced scarcity of the great majority
of drugs, such as occurred in the the vestry at 6.30 p. m. and the
last war, according to a report pre program will be devoted to prepara
pared by Dr. Ernest H. Volwiler, tion for the morning church service
vice pesident of Abljott laboratories, Feb. 16, when the Comrades will
North Chicago, Ill.
take charge. The Pilgrim Fellow
The store of opium in United ship will meet at the parsonage at
States treasury vaults in Washington 8 p. m., and Miss Inez Bowley will
—approximately 500,000 pounds—in
sures this country against a short lead the discussion on the religion
age of morphine, writes Dr. Vol of Zoroaster.
• * * •
wiler.
Dr. Volwiler also said the national
The third sermon in the series
defense program has opened a new ‘‘What Is His Name?” will be
field for biological manufacture in given at the First Baptist Churcn
the immunization of troops with
Sunday at 10.30, the subject betog,
tetanus toxoid.
Although Dr. Volwiler’s report is "Jehovah-Shalom.” Music appro
reassuring as to medical supplies priate to this name will oe sung by
of narcotics, Frank Smith, director the choir under the direction of
of the New York state narcotics bu Loella Orace Patterson. The Church
reau, said that the war had sharply School with a class for every age
curtailed the supply tapped by ad
dicts and that thefts of morphine group will meet at noon. A spe
and other narcotics bad greatly in cial Endeavor meeting will be held
at 6 o’clock The people's evening
creased as a result

service will open at 7.15 with the
big sing and special music by the
choir. Mr. MacDonald will begin
a series of sermons on the general
theme: "A Restudy of the Divine
‘ Plan of the Ages as Taught in the
Scriptures.”
• • • •
At the Universalist Churrn 10.45
a. m. Louis A. Walker will speak
in the absence of Dr. Lowe; solo
ist, Miss Lotte McLaughlin. Small
children cared for during the serv
ice of worship. The church School
meets at noon in the vestry; Mrs.
Glover s Class at her residence; the
men's class will meet ln Mr. Glov
er's office; Junior Y. P. C. U 5.30
p. m. and Senior Y P.C.U. at 7.
• • • •

Rev Cliarles A. Marstaller will
will resume his pulpit in the Little
field Memorial Baptist Church, fol
lowing an attack of the grippe,
when he preaches Sunday at 10.30,
using as his subject “Unceasing
Joy.” The choir will sing. Sun
day School follows at 1145 with
classes for all ages. Perley Bartlett
will be the leader of the Young
People’s meeting which opens at
6 o’clock. “The Outreach of God's
Love” will be the topic used by the
pastor for the service at 7.15. Spe
cial music will include a selection
by the choir. The mid-week prayer
and praise service Tuesday night
at 7 30. The Ladles' Aid will hold a
Valentine party Wednesday night
in the vestry.

New Sermon Series
A series of Bible expositions on
the theme: “A Restudy ctf the Di
vine Plan of the Ages as Taught ln
the Scriptures,” Is to be given by
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald at the
First Baptist Church beginning
next Sunday evening, at 7.15.
The purpose of this series is to
give a bird’s eye view of what the
Bible teaches from Genesis to Reve
lation, and so will treat of the past,
present and future of God’s plan.
The expositions will be popular in
style and the blackboard and
charts will be used to illustrate the
truth. Each sermon will be pre
ceded by a live song service under
the direction of Deacon Osmond
Palmer, assisted by the Instruments
and choir. Also the choir directed
by Loella Orace Patterson will pro
vide special music. It is suggest
ed that all bring their Bibles, an
open mind, and a friend to these
Bible expositions.
Tilted Bed for Relief

whether he needs it or not. He is

under the constant care of his
butler. Jodwillow (Harrison Dow)
and his housekeeper, (Barbara
Lassell).
All gdes well until Aunt Myra
Opal Dodd (Miriam Dorman)
comes to visit, accompanied by
her young friend Charlotte Allen
(Carol Hall). Rodney is immedi
ately overwhelmed by Charlotte
and has Jodwillow send for Doc
tor BeU (Arthur Scholfield) and
Nurse Trent (Norma Philbrick).
Thinking that he is going to die,
Rodney decides to spend his last
hours doing all the things he was
afraid to do before. He sends a
story to the newspapers of the
evidence he has against Scorpio, a
gangster, (Ernest Dondis) and
then gives hLs house to the girls’
school next door, of which Mrs.
Rolley < Eileen Beach) is president.
After a few more errands of mercy
he lies down to die.
Awakening tiie next morning,
Rodney is very much surprised to
find himself still alive. Ned Steerwell (Douglas Cooper) comes
hurrying over in search of Doris
Winthrop (Betty Munro) andi Marbelle (Pauline Spear), two students
of the girls' school. Ned charges
Rodney with having kidnapped
them. Rodney is annoyedi to find
that Marbelle and Doris, wanting
to be the first to sleep in the new
dormitory, have spent the night in
his house. By this time, the story
about the gangster has appeared
in the papers and Scorpio has read
it. He sends some bombs to Rod
ney as revenge. A group of pub
lic-spirited citizens, led by Mrs.
Batson (Harriette Clark) stand
outside the door, cheering him for
exposing Scorpio.
Meanwhile, Rodney has decided
to move away to a place where he
can have some peace and quiet.
He hires two moving men, Haw
kins (Herbert Ellingwood) and
Dickens (John Knight). Rodney
telephones to the police for Officer
Brayden (Suto Salo) to bring a
warrant of arrest. Jade Damelll
(Janet Shannon) who Is trying to
blackmail Rodney, comes to the
house. Formerly she was a mem
ber of Scorpio's gang. During all
this confusion. Scorpio comes to
the house with tiie purpose of
shooting Rodney. When he finds
Jade there, matters become even
more compUcated.
If you want to know how the
story ends, we suggest that you go
to 'see this fast-moving, exciting
production. You are sure to enjoy
it.

Dr. A. R. McLean of Rochester,
Minn., reports the discovery that
tilting the bed in which a sufferer
from certain severe types of low
blood pressure and fast pulse
brought complete relief, and sug
gested that tilted beds might be prof
itably used for surgical patients
both before and after the operation,
and for all patients who are con
fined to their beds for a long time.
Dr. MacLean described a patient
whose blood pressure fell so low
when he got up that he could not
stand for more than three minutes.
After sleeping for four days in a
tilted bed with his head 16 inches
higher than his feet, he was able to
stand for an hour; after two weeks
he returned to his work for the first
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
time in eight months. But he may
have to sleep in a tilted bed for the
rest of his life, the doctor added.
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
Pointing out that when a patient
FEBRUARY 17-22
first gets up after an operation, or
a long period in bed, his pulse races Community Bldg., Rockland
and be often faints. Dr. MacLean More Fun, Mere Prizes, More Games
said his experiments indicated that
Than Ever Before
a tilted bed would prevent this oc
15-20
currence.

Dry Cleaning
SPECIAL

DRESSES

-’w

2 for $1.00
Beautifully Dry Cleansed and Pressed
MID-WINTER
DRY CLEANING SPECIALS
STILL ON

- ■

A NNOVNCEMEN T

The Junior Class play. Guern
sey LelPelly’s "One Wild Night”
will be presented in the Rockland
High School auditorium next Wed
nesday and Thursday nights. It
is lively and comical, and1 is sure
to prove a great success. The play
is coached by Allston E Smith of
the faculty.
Rodney Dodd (Walter Butler), a
healthy young man who believes
that he is an invalid, spends liis
time quietly sitting in a wheelchair
and partaking of cod-liver oil,

■ ■ ■■

I ■ I ■ ■—1
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WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER
DR. NEIL

A.

FOGG

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

IFill Resume His Surgical Practice

on

TEL.
170

FEBRUARY 12, 1941.

155-20

17 LIMEROCK ST, ROCKLAND

TEL.
170

An Educational Talk

Warren Parent-Teacher
Ass’n Hears About the
Role of Youth

A BLACKOUT
Is in order today on The Courier-Gazette’s

Edward

serial story—

“ATTACK ON AMERICA”
Forced by crowded columns, but the regular
installment is promised for Tuesday.

WALDOBORO

Training Tie Youth

Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Fogg of Ban
gor were overnight guests Wed
nesday of Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
Miller.
Mrs.

Every-Other-Day
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Gladys Grant

and Miss

Edith Levensaler were Portland
visitors Thursday.
Charles Howard was a business
visitor Friday in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan McLain
have taken an apartment in Le
land Johnston’s house on Friend
ship street.
Donald French will leave the
latter part of this month for the
Panama Canal Zone where he has

employment as a postal clerk.
MLss Glenys Mank is a patient
at Memorial Hospital, Damaris
cotta.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Heald and
son. Gary have been recent guests
of his mother Mrs. Gladys Heald
in Massachusetts.
Mrs. S. H. Weston entertained
tht Baptist Missionary Society at
her home Friday afternoon. A pa
triotic program in charge of Miss
Clara Gay and Miss Gene Keene
was enjoyed. Refreshments were
served by Mrs. A. D. Gray ani Mrs.
Ralph Benner.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Heyer en
tertained a group of friends Tues
day night. Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. George Hahn, Mr. and
Mrs. Anthony Abbotoni, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Black, Donald and
Robert Heyer and Esther Black.
Worship Sunday at the Baptist
Church will be at 10.46 a. m. The
pastor will speak on the subject,
‘The Great Judgment Morning.”
Sunday School meets at noon;
Young People at 6, with Miss Shir
ley Morse in charge. Worship and
song will be at 7 with sermon topic
“The Stone that was never thrown.”
Player meeting will be Wednesday
at 7.30; choir rehearsal Thursday
at 7 30; Association Prayer Meet
ing Monday at 7.30 at the South
Somerville Baptist Church. Guests
at the Baptist parsonage during
the past week were Mrs. Irene
Mink, Mrs. Jaunita Martin, Mrs.
Hazen, and Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Meservey of Appleton, Mr. Skyler
Hawes of Union, and Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Howes and Mrs. Lloyd Colby
of Liberty.
Schools on the Air

Waldoboro Acts Promptly

In the Matter of
Vocational Courses
The appeal from the government
for speed in setting up vocational
courses for the training of local
youth brings National Defense ac
tivities faster and closer home
every day.
The Waldoboro Vocational Ad
visory Committee, composed of
business and professional men, has
Just been organized for the pur
pose of acting immediately on the
appeal. Four courses are outlined
in the Defense plan: Al, the op
eration, care and repair of trucks
and automobiles, including both
gas and Diesel engines; A2, metal
work, including simple welds, temp
ering, drilling, shoping, and farm
machinery repair; A3, woodwork
ing, including the skills of rough
sketching, blueprint reading, con
struction, maintenance and repair;
A4, elementary electricity. This
last one to be offered only as
called for.
Only woodworking and mechan
ics will be offered at first. Later,
as and if the the other courses are
needed, they will be added.
The headquarters and general
shop will be the laundry building
which already contains much of
the heavy machinery required. All
cost for equipping and carrying
on these courses will be provided
for by a fund set aside for the
purpose by the federal government,
so that no expense will fall upon
the town.
This opportunity is available
only to towns which already have
a Federal vocation course in op
eration. Richard Gen-y, who heads
the agricultural course will have
direct supervision of these courses
which actually represent an ex
tension of the vocational wcrk to
out-of-school young men between
17 and 25.
Although these courses in no
way affect the draft status of an
enrollee, they do provide the much
needed preliminary training which
often determines the kind of a job
and rate of pay which he gets,
whether he enters the service or
not.
Each course will be given for 15
hours per week for eight weeks
each. An enrollee may take more
than one course if he desires and
has the time. All special training
will be done in private shops and
garages which already have this
type of equipment.
In order to avoid as much in
convenience as possible it is hoped
to give this course evenings from
6 to 9.
Alton Frock has been engaged
as instructor in the mechanics
and welding; and Thomas Brown,
retired manual training instruc
tor, for the woodworking. Each
course will start as soon as at least
10 enrollees have signed up with
Intention to complete the period
of training.
The fact that this training is ab
solutely without charge, and, that
it gives those who complete it a

The High School will broadcast
a program featuring the Depart
ment of Vocational Agriculture
Sunday from the gymnasium and
agricultural room in the High
School building. This program is
one of the series of “Maine Schools
on the Air” broadcasts. A direct
telephone line will carry the pick
up to WCSH, WCOU, WRDO and
WLBZ.
The entire gymnasium, except for
the stage will be used1 for seating
the audience. It is hoped that the
gymnasium will be filled with in
terested parents and citizens be
fore the doors are closed at 4 dec died advantage over untrained
o'clock for the beginning of the youth ought to result in a wide
broadcast.
response.
Further information can be se
Mrs. Cora E. Chapman
cured from Richard/ W. Gerry,
Mrs. Cora E. Chapman, 81, died the agricultural instructor, who
Tliursday afternoon at the home of represents the Federal end of the
her daughter Mrs. Herbert Stand courses.
ish. Mrs. Chapman was born in
this town.
UNION

E.

Roderick,

Deputy

Commissioner of Education, from
the State Department, as guest
speaker Thursday night at the Par
ent-Teacher meeting, auspices of
the Warren Woman’s Club, held at
the new junior high school build
ing, delivered a fine talk to 80 par
ents, teachers, and club members.
He was introduced by Supt. Frank
D. Rcwe who was chairman of the
meeting. Hu? talk was a discussion
on the major aspects and serious
problems connected with the educa
tional system. He pointed out
that the first line of defense of
this country is in its school sys
tems, and concerning its pupils and
teachers. He said that education
in all its phases can right the ills
of the world, If education had an
opportunity to do so.
“No industry in this country or
the world can compare with edu
cation,” he continued, “But there
are over a million children less in
the schools of this country this
year than five years ago. The best
blood and brains are not reproduc
ing. Psychologists say intelligence
of the present generation ls nine
per cent lower than the previous
generation. Every one is too busy
with other matters to pay atten
tion to bringing up children,’’ and
he drew an apt illustration of the
last statement by quoting a census
taken from a large apartment house
in a city, proving there were only
17 children there, but more than
100 dogs.
Of the phases of education he
brought out four of the most im

portant, first, the need to empha
size self realization, pointing out
that education is an individual
matter, not collective, that crafts
men and artisans are few today,
and that there is too much aca
demic training for white collar jobs.
The development of human re
lations Is the teaching that the
farthest country in the globe today
is a neighbor with the lessening of
distances, and if peoples of one
country understand and know of
their neighbors in other countries,
through that understanding, class
and religious hatred will be done
away with, and wars lessened. With
the need for teaching of economic
efficiency, and civic responsibility.
Mr. Roderick pointed out that edu
cators have done little of the for
mer,
in
training
youth
to
know the values of commodities.. He
went on to say, "Unless problems
of democracy are taught how can
young people tell the right from the
propaganda?”
In quoting one of the news com
mentators, Walter Winchell, he said
that the nations overcome already
by the Nazis have been conquered,
not so much by ^physical force as
by Infection, and'that the soul of
a nation is more vulnerable than its
coast defenses.
In conclusion he remarked that a
nation’s central theme is the child,
and that citizens must not permit
anything to detract from him. It is
the duty of adults, including the
educators, to open doors to the
young people for a more abundant
living.
Musical numbers included tenor
solos, by Roger Teague, his accom
panist Mrs. Chester Wyllie, and the
singing of the two winning junior
high school songs, one by Gilbert
Boggs and the other by Robert
Wyllie, which were sung by Mrs.
Sidney Wyllie. Mrs. Willis Vinal,
Mrs. L. Clark French and Mrs. Le
roy Norwood, their accompanist,
Mrs. Dana H. Smith, Sr.
Hostesses were Mrs. Florence Da
vis, Mrs. Lina Smith, Mrs. Ethel
Griffin, Mrs. Inez Mathews and
Mrs. Lillian Mathews. All those
who inspected the building were
well pleased with its roomy and
light class rooms, and the other nu
merous features.

She is survived by tw’o daughters
A missionary meeting will be Augusta, grand patriarch with
Mrs. Myrna E. Standish and Mrs. held Thursday at the home of Mrs. Charles Hall as grand marshal,

Minnie A. Feyler and by two sons, Clara Wallace.
Harold and Stacy all of this town
There was a large attendance at
and by one sister, Mrs. Edith Pomona Grange last Saturday to
Leavitt of Sanford; and 12 grand East Union. Mr. Libby was the
children.
guest speaker and Mrs. Doris Miller
Mrs. Chapman was a member of lecturer gave an interesting account
the First Baptist Church.
of her trip to the lecturers' confer
Funeral services will be held ence in Augusta.
Monday at 2.30 at the Standish
The "Down Eastern” of Portland
home. The body will be placed in have been engaged for an enter
the German Protestant Tomb.
tainment at High School gym Peb.
17, sponsored by the Community
Tiie navy in late September had Club. .
a total of 1812 aircraft and 1234
Boys' and Girls- basketball teams
of this number were classified as
won Friday from Erskine Academy.
useful combat planes.
An encampment “get together’’

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

TOWN OF HOPE
AU persons having bins or un
paid taxes for the year 1040-1941
are requested to present them on
or before Feh. 15, as the town
books close on that date.

R. E. Ludwig, Frank Morse,
Arthur F. Hart. Selectmen.
Thomas R. Winston, Tax Col
lector.

will be held in Camden Feb. 13 and
Mt. Horeb is to confer the Royal
Purple degree upon six candidates
including one from Camden.

George E. Nichols of Camden,
grand high priest, and Earl P.
Banks of Pittsfield, gfand senior
warden.
Megunticook Encamp
ment conferred the Golden Rule
degree upon Allti Lehto, Oeorge E.
Gray, Ralph B. Robinson, George
P. Kenniston and George A. Buck.

MONHEGAN
Frank L. Winchenbaugh

Frank Lincoln Winchenbaugh, 77,
died Friday at his home in this
town after an illness of nine days.
He was born in Friendship, son of
Alden and Ellen Winchenbaugh.
He is survived by his wife Carrie
J. Winchenbaugh, a son Everett L.
Winchenbaugh, a brother Ernest G.

Winchenbaugh, and
The
Vernon W. Burton.

a

grandson

meeting of the Encampment Tues

Mr. Winchenbaugh came here at
day night was well attended, 60 be
the
age of 17 and was married to
ing present for supper. Among the
Carrie
J. Davis daughter of Bain
visitors were Frank L. Douglas of
bridge and Martha Davis.
Mr. Winchenbaugh was one of
the
few surviving old time Monhe
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
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gan fishermen, a good citizen, and

well loved by all who knew him.

World War Conspiracy WARREN
by Albert E. Averill
(Second Installment)
It need not be argued/ that it
would have been the human as
weU as the national interest of
the French people to have the
Germans driven out of the basin
of Briey and thus reestablish peace
within six months from the begin
ning of the World War. Indeed
Gen. Sarrail of France reasoned
somewhat in this direction, he
being uninitiated into the mys
teries of the war. In 1914 he pro
jected an offensive that would
have given the French possession
of the Briey Basin, if successful
He was told by the French general
staff that it was too difficult to
manuever in that district, although
the Germans found no difficulty
in advancing 14 kilometers in two
days. To assure the tranquility
of the iron mines held by the
Germans, the patriotic and un
initiated Gen.

accident Monday, is improving.

Sarrail

was

re

moved from the command of that
front and was replaced by the
more complaisant Gen. Gerard.
What discourtesy it would have
been to disturb, or worse, to dis
lodge the Germans from ’the
peaceful mining of the French
Iron! “It is only for the poor
devils that war is not a gentlemen’s
agreement.”
Finally, in 1917, it was decided
to bomb the iron industries of
Germany and thus end the war
quickly. Even the French grand
general staff approved the plan.
The plan was drawn up under the
direction of Lieut. Lejune, who
was to command the bombing
operation against the Briey Basin.
But the expedition was never start
ed. When the reason for the de
lay was investigated, it was found
that Lieut. Lejune. although a sol
dier, was in the employ of the
French Steel Trust. The military
organizations were in the hands
of the international financiers, who
had1 the final say as to how long
and what intensity and on what
fronts the war had to be fought.
Thus almost unbelievable situa
tion was recognized by members
of the French Chamber of
Deputies. From the tribune of
that chamber, Deputy Barthe on
Jan. 24. 1919. solemnly declared:
“I affirm that either by the fact
of the international solidarity of
the great metallurgy companies or
in order to safeguard private busi
ness our military chiefs were
ordered not to bombard the es
tablishments of the Briey Basin
which was being exploited' by the
enemy during the war. I affirm
that our aviation service received
instructions to respect the blast
furnaces in which the enemy steel
was being made, and that the gen
eral who wished to bombard them
was reprimanded!. All the reliable
evidence and all the testimony of
responsible men point to the fact
that the international, industrial
and financial magnates stand con
victed before the bar of civiliza
tion as the responsible parties for
causing and continuing the last
World War.”
The investigations of the muni
tions industry by the Nye special
committee of the United States
Senate show that, ever since the
World War of 1914-1918 and right
down to the present world struggle
a monstrous military octopus holds
every warring nation in the clutch
of a hideous tentacle that is suck
ing the life blood of each nation
for the common profit of the mili
tary branches in each nation involyed in the war.
The Nye Report describes the
international organization as “In
ternational relations in war mater
ials or processes including financial
arrangements for sales, or part
ownership or prices or territory.”
Interchange or sale of chemical or
other patent information on im
mediate or convertible, war ma
terials or processes, the same ar
rangements exist for international
relations in chemicals The fol
lowing nations are involved in the
combine: United States, Canada,
England, France, Spain, Germany.
Norway, Sweden, Holland, Bel
gium, Switzerland. Italy, Czecho
slovakia, Hungary, Rumania and
Japan.
The mutual relations involved
are common ownership; exchange
of patents and inventions; divi
sion of sales territories, in the
United States the du Pont Co.,
General Motors, Electric Boat Co..
Colt Arms Co., and Sperry Gyro
scope Co., are the dominant mem
bers of the munitions combination.
The du Pont Company owns 25
percent of General Motors. Lammont du Pont is chairman of the
board of directors on which sit
also Irenee du Pont, P. s. du Pont
and H. F. du Pont (Note that Wm.
6. Knudsen of General Motors is
the chief official on the national
defense committee), in England.
Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd.i
has a close connection with Vick
ers, the huge British armament
firm, and with chemical, ammuni
tion and explosives companies in
France. Belgium. Germany, Hun
gary. Italy and Norway. The I. G.
Farben industry is the great Ger
man chemical combine and Ger

many’s biggest trust. Now the du
Pont Co., in the United States has
a 38 percent holding in this Ger
man trust and the Imperial Chem
icals Industries Ltd., of England,
has an 82 percent holding in it.
Another item in this interna
tional munitions combine; the
Schneider-Creusot Co., the great
armament producer of France, is
one of the foremost industrial
enterprises of the world, with

Funeral services will be conducted
More Fun, More Prizes, More Games at the Community Church Monday
Than Ever Before
at 1 o’clock. Burial will be in the
15-20
island cemetery.
affiliated

companies

in

France
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Mrs. Ruby Allen will be chair
man of the public dinner to be
served Wednesday at the E. A.
Starrett Auxiliary. S.U.V. Members
not solicited will furnish sweets.
Members of the Baptist Young
People’s Union are planning a pub
lic Valentine supper Friday at the
Montgomery rooms.
Douglas Gray, who has been
training at ©quantum. Mass, at
Squantum. Mass, at the U. S. Avia
tion Base, is now at Pensacola,
Fla., for advanced courses in fly
ing. He passed last weekend with
his parents Mr. and Mrs. George
Gray in this town.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Overlock were her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Leigh Miller and
their son. Ray Miller, and Mrs.
Harry Drinkwater, her aunt, from
Lincolnville. Mrs. Overlock, shak
en up and bruised severely in her

The Boy Scouts are requested to
be present Tuesday night at the
Congregational Chapel.
The pictures shown Thursday at
the meeting of the Baptist Men’s
Forum included besides “The U. S.
Army on Wheels,” “The Develop
ment of Transportation ”, through
the courtesy of John Luke of
Rockland.
William H. Robinson has been
ill.
The Forget-me-not Girl Scouts
have changed their meeting night
to Tuesday, after school and the
meeting place to the seventh and
eighth grade rooms cf the new
junior high school building. At
present the members are making
silhouette pictures and- magazine
covers of plywood.

Mrs. Otto Bowden visited Wed
nesday with Mrs. Judson Benner
in Warren. Mrs. Bowden and
daughter, Caroline were in Dam
ariscotta recently. Accompanied by
Charles Bowden and Thurlow Heyer
they called Sunday at Wilbur
Stratton’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Beedy of
Togus were recent guests at G. J.
Mank’s.
Edward Coombs of Portland and
William Coombs of Brunswick were
at the former’s home Sunday.
Charles Harvey of Rockland
called Friday at Miss Ellie Mank’s.
Mrs. L. A. Winchenbach and
daughter Arvilla of South Waldo
boro dined Saturday at Mrs.
Charles Bowers’.
Chester Wren was called to
Hallowell by the serious illness of
his mother.
J. L. Flanders and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry lives Jr., visited last Satur
day at Rockland and Feyler’s
Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vinal of
Warren were callers Sunday at
J. A. Rines’.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson of
Portland visited Monday at L. L.
Mank’s.
Will C. Miller, grand representa
tive of I.O.OF. of Augusta was
guest Wednesday at LaForest I.

- SENTER * CRANE'S
Buy stockings
with

TESTED
and APPROVED
Better Fabrics Testing Bureau,

Sprague.
The Night Hawks met 1 i
with Dorothy Billings and
of luncheon.
Miss Fronia Tolman li
turned from Rockland win
was called by illness of Ik
Mrs. Sophronla Beggs.
De Valois Commandery
met Friday night.

This important Seal
appears on every pair of

STOCKINGS

Mank’s.

It’s a little thing to look for, but a big thing to find. It's
your assurance of satisfaction in stockings For 8 years
NoMend Stockings have proudly carried this coveted Seal.
Try a pair of NoMends and see the difference yourself I

Gardner Mank. Sulo Pietila, Ed
win Mank and Miss Margaret Mank
were visitors last Saturday in Rock
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Black and
children of Tenants Harbor were
guests Sunday at Russell Mc
Leod’s.
Levi Morse of Harrington is

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Taylor of
Long Cove and Mr. and Mrs. A. K.
Meservey of Tenant’s Harbor were
recent callers of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Butler.
Mrs. Jessie Williams had as visitor
Thursday her son’s employer of
Quincy, Mass.
Edwin Baum, George Baum, Jr.,
and Marilyn Baum passed last week
end with their aunt, Mrs. Mary
Hanley of Thomaston.
Mrs. William Caven of Rockland
visited Sunday at her home here.
Miss June Webel, who is employed
in Rockland, visited Tuesday with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Caven.
Herbert Mattson of Worcester,
Mass., was guest Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Henning Johnson.
Mrs. Lewis Hart is able to be out
again after a few days’ illness.
Charles McLeod is in failing
health.
George Baum is employed at the
Northend A. & P. store in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. James Harrison had
as recent guests Mr. and Mrs. Ed
ward Hopkins and son Randall of
South Thomaston, Mrs. Nellie Mon
aghan and daughter, Mrs. Maurice
Simmons of Willardham, Miss Hazel
Lane of Rockport, Mrs. William
Wiggin of Rockland, Mrs. Owen
Chaples, Miss Elizabeth Monaghan
and James Clagg.

NORTH WARREN
Agnes Wiley, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alford Wiley, sustained a
fractured arm Sunday upon run
ning into a door in her dooryard
while sliding.
Mr. and .Mrs. Lloyd Jameson of
Rockland were recent visitors at
Mrs. Alma Jameson's.

Luxemburg. Czechoslovakia. Hun
gary and the Balkans.
The
Schneider-Creusot Co., owns a 60
percent interest in the Skoda
Works, the great munitions works
of Czechoslovakia. And it has
been claimed repeatedly that the
Skoda munitions works have par
ticipated in the rearming of Ger
many. In a speech in the Chamber
of Deputies on Feb. 11, 1932, M.
Paul Faure called the attention of
the chamber to an article recently
published in- Le Journal, which re
ported contributions from the di
rectors of the famous Skoda works
(controlled by French interests—
Schneider-Creusot) to the Hitler
campaign funds.
(To be Continued

Colson, who is convalescing from
illness.
Oscar Colson, Levi Morse and Mrs.
Marion Stevens motored last Sat
urday to West Gardiner.
The Social Club met Thursday
with Mrs. Hazel Bowers. Due to
the illness of the president, Mrs.
Edna White, the vice president, Mrs.
Mildred Gammon led the meeting.
Clippings and items of interest were
read by members. Refreshments
were served and a social hour en
joyed. The next meeting, Feb. 13,
will be with Mrs. Leavritt Mank.

ROCKVILLE
Mrs. Charles H. Morey of Rock
land spent Wednesday with her
brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. D. A. Sherer. Thursday, Mrs.
F. C. Maloney was dinner guest of
Mrs. Sherer.
Mrs Minnie Davis has been pass
ing a few days with her grand
daughter Mrs. Albert Korpinen.
Miss Lane, successor to Miss
Margaret McKnight as director of
Rural Religious Education, visited
the school this week and found the
students interested.
Charles H. McIntosh has com
pleted filling his ice houses with
clear ice of satisfactory thickness
and is cutting for the company at
the foot of the Chickawaukie Pond.
Miss Gladys Tolman was hostess
at brithday party given in her home
TOesday night. The evening was
pleasantly spent in playing beano,
Chinese Checkers and other games.
Refreshments were served featur
ing three birthday cakes. Those
present were Lillian Messer, Union,
Miss Auni Hill and Mrs. Henrietta
Moulaison of Rockland, Mrs. Doris
Turner, Misses Josephine, Mary
and Gladys Tolman of Rockville.
Miss Tolman was the recipient of
many nice gifts and cards.
Harold Crockett is spending a
few days with his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Tolman.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron W. Hobart of
Caryville, Mass., and his sister,
Mrs. Kenneth Henderson of Hopedale, Mass., were in town Wednes
day to attend the Wheeler-Drinkwater wedding at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Wheeler.
The grippe epidemic still prevails

The "Famous 5"

’I” to $l35

PersonaLengths

2, 3, 4

One Is exactly yours

and Z-threada

YOUNG MEN: LEARN A TRADE
IN YOUR SPARE TIME

ELECTRIC WELDERS
ARE IN DEMAND
A trade that will assure you of a steady job with gcod pay.
No classroom or home studying. Students Learn by Actual
Welding. The oldest and largest school in Maine.

YOU PAY AS YOU LEARN
We guarantee to teach you regardless of time required.

The

only Electric Welding School in the State that offers you this
guarantee.
We help you find a job at the completion of your course.

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND
Advertisements ln thia column no»
to exceed three lines Inserted once foi
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines five cents each for on*
time, 10 cents for three times.
Flv*
small words to a line.

FOR SALE
MODEL A Ford for sale, 1931 tudor
sedan: also three-plpe furnace. F. O.
PRIEST. Rockport, Tel. Camden 2211
17*19

1936 Chevrolet >i-ton panel truck,
1934 Plymouth sedan. 1932 Pontiac se
dan and many others for sale. FRED
ERICK U. WALTZ. 165 Broadway. Tel.
838 R______________________________ 17-19
6 FT. <3. E refrigerator for sale. In
very good condition. B. L. GRAFTON.
16 Knox St.. Tliomaston.
17’19
SPECIAL prices on New Marine Gas
Engines, good until Feb. 15 only. 4
cyl, 60 h. p., 3'4"x4 ”, straight drive.
$325; with 2 to 1 Red Gear, $395. 6 dvl
95 h. p., 3 3-16''x4>a ”, straight drive.
$4?5; with 2 to 1 Red Gear, $535. 6 cyl.
130 h. p„ 4i«’x4V straight drive,
$575: with 2 to 1 Red Gear. $695. Tel
Camden
2209
Work
quick
KNOX
MARINE EXCHANGE Camden, Me
117 118

COMPLETE bathroom set for sale,
all In good condition, bowl. tub. etc.;
large hot air furnace complete with
pipes, pans • and register, all ln fine
shape, also two copper hotwater tanks,
indirect type.
Apply ROLAND G.
WARE, at the Talbot Ave.-Main St.
Sunoco Station, Rockland.
16-18

assures you of proper Instruction Low
tuition, convenient terms
CAPITOL
WELDING SCHOOL. 290 Forest Ave .
Portland. Tel. 3-2451.
11*28
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered T. J FLEM
ING, 19 Birch St.. Tel. 212-W.
14-tf

y p e w Filers

CENTRAL WELDING SCHOOL
85 WATER ST., RANDOLPH, ME. TEL. 1015
PIONEER WELDING SCHOOL IN MAINE
11*1*

THREE small books, records of in
vestments with papers attached, lo.-t
Monday 8.30 a. m. between 39 Pleas
ant St and Park St.
Return to
CHRISTOL K CAMERON. 39 Pleasant
St.
15-17

Eggs And Chicks
S C R T. Red Chicks for sale, U. S
Pullorum clean. Write or phone M M.
KINNEY, Thomaston. St. George Rd ,
Box 49. Tel. Tenants Harbor 56-14
_____________________________________ 9*20
CLEMENTS Chicks -“Stand the gaff '
of heavy, profitable production be
cause they have years of finest breed
ing behind them. Customers report
excellent results. You can get them
too. Pullet chicks In all breeds WrKe
for free complete catalogue. CI.EMEM'
BROTHERS FARMS, Rt. 33. Winterport, Me.

R. I, Red chicks for sale, hatched
from 2-year-old hens; also day-old
roosters 2c each.
W. H. TOLMAN.
Waldoboro. Tel. 153.
14-tf

TO LET

the

past

“March of Dimes” Report
O. V. Drew, local chain
the Infantile Paralysis Can
reports sending to Blake B
of Rockland, the county ch
the sum of $64.08 the net p
frem all collections and ai
for this town.
This sum was made up o
items: Net proceeds from i i
Pequoit Tribe, I O If M
arda Council D. P, $26 61
proceeds on sale of cak<
from collection boxes. Nell
83 cents, F. I. Walls 71 cent
Lawry, 70 cents, Post Ofii
97 cents. Bowling Alley 12
From sale of tabs by schc
dren, pupils of Dorothy
$7.70; Ruth Billings $150;
Orcutt, $1.70; Marie Teel
Barbara Dickey, $3 60; Lcui:

■7

MISCELLANEOUS
OLD, Weak, Over 40! Men. Women'
Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep up bodirlacking bon, Vitamin Bl. Oet vim
Get 35c size today. Call, write C. H
MOOR & CO . and all other good drin;
stores
_______
15*23
Lad lea—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair 8 tore. 24 Elm 8t. Mall order*
solicited.
H. O. RHODBB. Tel S1B-J

in their new class room over the
church parlor last Sunday after
147-8-tf
the morning service. Rev. Byrd
Springer’s subject for tomorrow
We say a nut is “shelled1" when
morning will be “The Faith That
the
shell is off; “unshelled1’’ when
Overcomes.” There will be special
the
shell is on.
music by the adult class. Sunday
school follow’s immediately. In the
evening Rev. Mr. Springer will talk
on “Does God Ever Forget?” Music
VINALHAVEN
by the young people’s choir. The
&
ROCKLAND
leader of the Christian Endeavor for
STEAMBOAT CO.
Friday will be the pastor who will
ROCKLAND, ME.
make a study of John 7:1-53 Ail
Service to:
young people are welcome.

Tv

CALL OR WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

SMALL brown
and white male
Beagle dog lost: last seen at South
Warren. Finder notify FRED NORD.
Cushing, or Tel. Thomaston 198 2
____________________________________ 16*18

by

“Caleb’s Request.”
Prayer service Tuesday <
will be at 7 o’clock.
Union Church Circle w
a public baked bean suppci
vestry Thursday at 5.30.
There is still time to do
Memorial Hymnal to the
Anyone who wishes to do
notify Rev. Kenneth Cook
the week.

WANTED

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

TERMS TO SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS
SCHOOL OPEN EVERY DAY AND EVENING

WIREHAIRED terrier lost; black and
white, buff head, answers to name
“Static.’’ TEL. 1069 or 643-W
17-19

BOAT “Racketash" for sale, 38 ft. by
OFFICE to let. central location
11 ft. 3 In., fully equipped, ln good
17-25
condition; would make good draggcr. heated, low rental. TEL 133
HAROLD BUNKER. Matinicus, Me
FURNISHED apt. to let. 2 room
16 18 mntry, llush, clean, warm and sunnv
DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant St.
14-tf
30 HORSES for sale, weight 10001600 cash, trade or terms
WILLIAM
DOWNSTAIRS tenament to rent at
HALL, Whitefield, Tel. 17 11.
13*18 81 North Main St. Available Feb 15
YOUNG work horse for sale: also Call MAURICE LEONARD. Tel 117-W
16-18
100 cord of good dry cord wood. MURDICK CRAMER. Route 17, Washing
TWO-room furnished apt. to let. with
ton. Me.___________________________ 13-25 bath at Foss House. 77 Park St.. TEI.
Hard wooa per loot, fitted, $150; ! "30.___________________ ___ _________ 13-tf
Sawed. $140; long, $130. M. B. & C O
THREE furnished rooms to let for
PERRY, Tel. 487,__________________ 14-tf | light housekeeping with private bath
LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal Apply 65 North Main St., TEL 887-M
11-tf
for sale, $14.50; Pocahontas lumpy __________________________
soft, $9; fitted dry hard wood, $1.50 ft. ;
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. MRS
12-tf
J. B. PAULSEN, Tel. Thomaston 62. ' FLORA COLLINS. Tel, 579-W
____________________________________ 14-tf ! 5-ROOM tenement with bath to let.
D. <& H. hard coal, egg. stove, nut ; Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen
$14.50 per ton, del. Household soft coal tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire
$8 per ton, del. Nut size New River soft M. ARMATA, The Men’s Shop. Main
not screened $9 ton del. M B. ti C. <fc Park Sts.. Rockland.___________ 14-tf
O. PERRY. 519 Main St, Tel. 487. 14-tf
LARGE store with three rooms and
ba^h ln rear 73 Park St Center store
ln block $6 week. V. F. STUDLEY
283 Main St.______________ 14-tf
FOUR-room furnished, heated apt
to let. automatic hot water. At 15
GOOD home for aged persons or In Summer St. H. M FROST. Tel. 318-W
valids at 17 Suffolk St., expert, lndl- _________________ ___________14-tf
vidual attention. TEL. 1200
17»19-tf
HEATED apartment to let, modern
USED upright piano wanted ln good conveniences, hard wood floors. Three
condition.
MAINE MUSIC CO . Tel
rooms bath and kitchenette.
Apply
708
17-tf at 130 Union St., or TEL 158 or 723-R
14-tf
TWO nurses wanted: housekeeper;
chauffeur, $15; maid MRS. HAWLEY.
TWO or 3-room furnished apt i •
780 High St.. Bath. Tel, 725.______ 17*lt let on Warren St. Inquire at 12 WAR
14-tf
STANLEY Steamer or gasoline car REN or 11 JAMES ST
made before 1912 wanted; also brass
LARGE heated room and bath to
head (gas) and side (oil) lamps, horns let. $4 week. FOSS HOU8E. 77 Park
and other accessories; want old auto SV_________ ____ ____________________ 14 tf
magazines. “Horseless Age ", etc. Write
to let at 9 Llmerork
F. H. GARDNER. 127 Homer St., New St.APARTMENT
Inquire at PEOPLE'S LAUNDRY
ton Centre, Mass.
15-17
14-tf
SHIPYARD—Welding and burning

Our

graduates are working.

Union Church Notes
Sunday School will meet
row at 10; worship at 11. wi
mon by Rev. Kenneth Cook
subject "God, not ashamed
Special music will be sun
choir.
Junior Epworth League wi
at 4; Christian Endeavo;
praise and praper servlet
meditation

taught the an practical way. Our 15
in this community, several of the years
’ experience ln shipyard work

townspeople being confined to the>r
homes.
The Baraca men’s class of the
Sunday school met for the first time

Winners 4-H Club ho
distinction of being the first
unty to have completed tl(
demonstration and the
contest. Mrs. Kenneth (
leader of this club and Mu
Littlefield is assistant lead,
the next meeting to be held <
Libby’s Feb. 17, the girls wi]
dish towels.
Mrs. Helen Marden of No
ven was recent guest of Mb
Robinson.
Freeman L. Roberts was ir
land Tuesday on a busineCapt. and Mrs. Charles E
left Thursday for a visit w
and Mrs. Howard McFarl
Belmont, Mass. Enroute tlu
guests of Arthur Ott in Rod
Ernest Hatch of Portland
town Monday.
Mrs. Alfred Creed entr
Monday st afternoon t*.
Maude Peaslee. Mrs. Bes
jlrs Cora Bunker and M:

IV

visiting his daughter, Mrs. Allison

CLARK ISLAND

r Every-Other-Day

All Makes—New and Used
New Portables,
129.50, $34.50, $3930. $54.50

Rockland Typewriter Co.
7£_Park_St.

Rockland

Tel. 297-W

Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle an Haut, Swan’*
Island and Frenchboro

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY

A. M.
5.3® Lv,
6.30 Lv.
7.30 Lv.
8.30 Lv.
9.30 Ar.

Swan’s Island,
Stonington,
North Haven,
Vinalhaven,
Rockland,

P. M
Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
Ar. 3.30
Ar. 2.43
Lv. 1.30
119-tf

and see how

.*

MORE YOU GE
lOO. HORSEPOWER «t>ER ECONO-MASTER E
118-INCH WHEELBASE

cER, ROOMIER FISHER
NEW INTERIOR LU
* COIL-SPRINU KHY1

Ride •

famous olds

ITY THKOUGHOU’

the

CARj

f

firepro.

Every-Other-Day '

I r Every-Other-Day
VINALHAVEN
■pic Winners 4-H Club holds the
distinction of being the first in the
county to have completed the pub
lic demonstration, and the judging
contest. Mrs. Kenneth Cook is
leader of this club and Mrs. Scott
I Littlefield is assistant leader. At
the next meeting to be held at Jane
Libby's Feb. 17, the girls will make
dish towels.
Mrs Helen Marden of North Ha
ven was recent guest of Miss Grace
Robinson.
Freeman L. Roberts was in Rock
land Tuesday on a business trip.
Capt. and Mrs. Charles E. Young,
left Thursday for a visit with Mr.
and Mrs. Howard McFarland in
Belmont, Mass. Enroute they were
guests of Arthur Ott in Rockport.
Ernest Hatch of Portland was in
town Monday.
Mrs. Alfred Creed entertained
Monday at afternoon tea Mrs.
Maude Peaslee, Mrs. Bess Burns,
Mrs Cora Bunker and Mrs. Villa
Sprague.
The Night Hawks met Thursday
with Dcrothy Billings and partook
of luncheon.
Miss Fronia Tolman has re
turned from Rockland where she
was called by illness of her aunt
Mr- Sophronia Beggs.
De Valois Ccmmandery, K. T.,
met Friday night.
j

KANE'S
stockings

STED
PROVED

Ar
ics Testing Bureauj

important Seal

irs on every pair of

Ct<

TOCKINGS
a big thing to find. It's
1 stockings For 8 years
Iy carried this coveted Seal,
j the difference yourself I
$l'5,o$l35

Union Church Notes
Sunday School will meet tomor
row at 10; worship at 11, with ser
mon by Rev. Kenneth Cook on the
subject "God, not ashamed of Us.”
Special music will be sung by the
choir.
|
Junior Epworth League will meet

2, 3, 4 and Z-tbreads

1ST AND FOUND
flREHAlRED terrier lost; black and
ite buff head, answers to name
[a11
TEL. 1069 or 643-W.
17-19

SMALL brown and white
male
aide dog lost; last seen at South
irrrn
Finder notify FRED NORD,
■-lung, or Tel. Thomaston 198 2.
___________________________ 18*18
[TREE small books, records of lnitments with papers attached, lost
nrlay 8 30 a m between 39 PleasSt
and Park St
Return to
[RI.srOL K CAMERON. 39 Plea-ant
15-17

fgs And Chicks
C ft I Red Chicks
jlloruna clean. Write
’NNEY. Thomaston,
|x 49. Tel. Tenants

for sale, U. S
or phone M. M.
St. Oeorge Rd .
Harbor 56-14
9*20

CLEMENTS Chicks ‘ Stand the gaff ‘
p tuiible production be
i- they have years of finest breedbehind them Customers report
eel lent results
You can get them
Pullet chicks In all breeds Write
ir free complete catalogue. CLEMENTS
^OTHERS FARMS. Rt 33. WlnterMe______________________________

I. Red chicks for sale, hatched
2-year-old hens; also day-old
2c each
W. H TOLMAN.
aldoboro. Tel. 153.
14-tf

>m

..-ters

0 LET
>1 PICE

to let. central location.
rental
TEL 133
17-23
FURNISHED apt. to let. 2 rooms,
ntry, Hush, clean, warm and sunnv.
rfl.IA YORK lll Pleasant St.
14-tf
DOWNSTAIRS tenament to rent at
i Main St
Available Feb IS.
I MAURICE LEONARD. Tel 117-W
________________ 16-1R
t’WO-room furnished apt. to let. with
Ph at Foss House. 77 Park St.. TEI.
10
________________________ 13-tf
THREE furnished rooms to let for
.’ht Iousekeeping with private bath
[>pl> 63 North Main St . TEL. 887-M

at 4; Christian Endeavor at 6;
praise and praper service at 7;
meditation by the pastor on
•'Caleb’s Request.”
Prayer service Tuesday evening
will be at 7 o’clock.
Union Church Circle will serve
a public baked bean supper in the
vestry Thursday at 5.30.
There is still time to donate a
Memorial Hymnal to the church.
Anyone who wishes to do so may
notify Rev. Kenneth Cook during
the week.

"March of Dimes” Report
O V. Drew, local chairman of
the Infantile Paralysis Campaign,
reports sending to Blake B. Annis
of Rockland, the county chairman,
the sum of $64.08 the net proceeds
frem all collections and activities
for this town.
This sum was made up of these
items: Net proceeds from dance by ,
Pequoit Tribe, I. O. R. M, and Men- ,
arda Council D. P, $26.60; net
proceeds on sale of cake, $6.50;
from collection boxes, Nellie Hall
83 cents. P. I. Walls 71 cents. G. A.
Lawry. 70 cents, Post Office lobby
97 cents, Bcwling Alley 12 cents.
From sale of tabs by school chil
dren, pupils of Dorothy Clayter
$7 70; Ruth Billings $1.50; Helen
Orcutt. $170; Marie Teel, $180;
Barbara Dickey, $3 60; Lcuise Libby

The Bowling War

Shortage of Food One of
the Terrors of Skirmish
At The Cascade
(Delayed by Censor)
Special Despatch to The Ccu

rier-Gazette :—
Reports coming in from the
bcwling front carry the same news
that has been making the head
lines for the past three months.
In a brisk skirmish Tuesday night
the Ganders rolled back the Skip
pers for about three miles on alley
No. 1 and about a mile and a half
cn alley No. 2. The Skippers were
in an ugly frame of mind and re
sisted savagely but it was of no
avail for the Ganders brought up
their big guns in the shape of V.
Shields and Link Sanborn to pul
verize the Skippers’ line, and then
under a barrage of spares and
20 cents; Dorrice Trickey, $3.20;
Ruth Arey, $4.55; High School,
$1.40; 4-H Club, $2.
Minstrelettes Make Merry

Monarda Council of Pocohontas
observed its first anniversary Tues
day r.ight at Red Men's hall, with
an attendance of 40. Supper was
served by the committee. Lorna
Swears, Sada Geary, Lucy Skoog
and Lottie Polk.
The meeting was presented over
by Pocchontas, Ruth Billings, after
which a drill was presented by the
degree staff, with Miss Fronia Tol
man as coach. A minstrel show,
lasting 45 minutes was put on by
W. H. Ingerson and his colored
ladies. In the cast were: Inter
locutor, George Swears; end ladies,
Ruth Perkins, Blanch Davidson,

strikes they swept in to occupy the
place and capture another victoryThere was one department of
the all-out war, however, that the
Skippers could hold their own at.
That was in and. on the air. There
is no question but that the Skip
pers can do as much with air,
either hot or cold, as the Ganders
can, in fact it is pretty well con
ceded that without a goodly sup
ply of hot air the Skippers would
have been put cut of the war long
ago. It is reported that they are
new making secret plans to catch
and store all the hot air given out
by the Ganders especially that
from Captain Grimes and this sup
ply, in addition to their own is
expected to carry them through
the season.
The matter of their food supply
has been worrying both sides for
some weeks and it has only very
recently that Captain Grimes of
the Ganders has assured his hun
gry army that there will be plenty
for all at the next encounter. The
only one who seems to have the
necessary capacity to carry off all
the food he desires is the Ol’ Goose
who put away six bottles of CocaCola, 25 cents’ worth of penny
candy, six corncakes, and a couple
of ice cream cones during the
match, and then took home a pint
of ice cream for a little snack be
fore he went to bed.
If the shortage of cargo capacity
continues Cap’n Grimes is going
to give the Goose something to
dull his appetite, but the Goose
counters with the remark that he
still has the right to strike, and
will stage a sit down strike on
strikes and' spares unless he can
have enough food to keep body and
soul together.
The casualty list (sccre):

Lucy Skoog, Bessie Polk; black

Ground Gaining Ganders—Little

face circle, Mrs. Edward Dickey,
Eva Amiro, Barbara Mills; pianist.
Dorothy Billings.
The balcony with its background
of the Stars and Stripes presented
a fine appearance with the color
ful ladies, seated behind the glow
ing foot lights. There were chorus
selections by .the entire company
interspersed1 with jokes, many of
which were hits on members of
tiie council.
The four end ladies were heaid
in quartets followed by dances.
Walter Ingerson sang a coon song,
en costume and was a big feature
as was the solo “Go to Sleep My
Little Picamny" and donee by Mr?.
Eddie Lickey. The trio by George
Swears and sisters Lucy and Bes
sie; solo by Mrs. Charles Polk; and
comic duet, by Bessie Polk and
Walter Ingerson were among the
high lights of the entertainment.
It was an evening of fun and the
cast have been requested to repeat
it at an early date.
Owing to illness several grand
officers were unable to be present
but sent telegrams with regrets.
The grand finale was singing of
“Star Ppangledl Banner”.

field, 253; Sanborn, 283; Grimes,
276; Shields. 301; Goose Arey, 275;
total, 1388.
Slowly Suppressed Skippers—G.
Hall, 258; Drew, 268; Peterson, 255;
Skip Arey, 278; D. Poole, 281; total,
1340.

APPLETON RIDGE
Mrs. Lucena Wentworth, Mrs.
Bertha Wentworth and Nelson
Moody were Augusta visitors Fri
day.
Mrs. Ida Mitchell of Burkett
ville is weekend guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Williams. Rachel
Mitchell is spending a few days
with her grandparents.
Eleanor Puller, Gwendolyn Fitz
gerald, Gertrude Wentworth, Lucy
Moody and Arnold Pitman attend
ed the Spnior play which was pre
sented Friday in Burkettville.
Arnold Pitman passed last week
end at his heme here.

Spain will not permit Spanish
films to be shown in other coun
tries without the Spanish Govern
ment's consent.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

‘GUESS IT WILL HAVE TO BE ONE OF

THE LOWEST PRICED THREE AGAIN. ••

_ H"tf-

»M t" let at 15 Grove St. MRS
I OR \_COU.[NS. Tel. 579-W
12-tf
I.'oom tenement with bath to let.
ewlv renovated Opposite Maine Cena! S-iit: ri Rent reasonable. Inquire
ARMATA. The Men's Shop. Main
Park Sts Rockland___________ 14-tf
I ARQB store with three rooms and
)tti in re ir 73 Park St Center store
block $6 week. V F STUDLEY
Main St_______________________ 14-tf
FOUR r m furnished, heated apt.
let. automatic- hot water. At 15
pinmer St H M FROST. Tel. 318-W
________________________ 14-tf
HEATED apartment to let. modem
incentrnrcs, hard wood floors. Three
loms bath and kitchenette.
Apply
130 Union St . or TEL 158 or 723-R
_____________________ 14-tf
TWO or 3 room furnished apt to
' on Warren St Inquire at 12 WAREN i 11 JAMES ST.
14-tf
LARGE heated room and bath to
fl week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
14 tf
APARTMENT to let at 9 Limerock
Inquire at PEOPLES LAUNDRY
14-tf

OLDS MOBILE

IS LOW-PRICED
TOO J

'852-

K:;

HSCELLANEOUS

Olds prices begin at $852
for Special Six Business
Coupe. Sedan prices start at
$898, * delivered at Lansing,
Mich. State tax, optional
equipment and accesso
ries— extra. Prices subject
change without notice.

DLD. Weak. Over 40! Men. Women!
'rex Tonic Tablets pep up bodies
king Iron, Vitamin B-l. Oet vim
t 35c size today. Call, write C. H
X>R & CO . and all other good drug
>res_____________________ _
15*23
Ilea-Reliable hair goods at Rockid Hair Store. 24 Kim St. Mall order*
lclted. a O RHODES. Tel 518-J
147-6-tf

We say a nut is "shelled” when
i- shell is off; “unshelledr when
e shell Is on.

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

■ervice to:
’inalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro

WINTER SERVICE
'Object to change without notice.

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY

i. M.
■30 Lv, Swan's Island,
.30 Lv. Stonington,

.30 Lv. North Haven,
.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
.30 Ar. Rockland,

P.
Ar.
Ar.
Ar.
Ar.
Lv.

AND SEE HOW MUCH
MORE YOU GET!
1OO-HORSEPOWER 6-CYLIN
DER ECONO-MASTER ENGINE
119-INCH WHEELBASE • BIG
GER, ROOMIER PISHER BODY
NEW INTERIOR LUXURY
4 COIL-SPRING RHYTHMIC
RIDE • FAMOUS OLDS QUAL

ITY THROUGHOUT!
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ALSO AVAILABLE WITH

ERE’S the correct way to say
HYDRA-MAUC DRIVE!*
it! “ Why should we be con
Hydra-Matic saves half
tent with one ofthe lowest-priced
the effort of driving be
three, when Oldsis priced so low?”

H

For it’s a fact — the big, qualitybuilt Oldsmobile Special costs only
a few dollars more than de luxe
models of lowest-priced cars—but
there’s a whale of a big difference
in what you get. Come in and see!

cause there’s no clutch
pushing or manual gearshifting. You save
plenty on gasoline, too!

VO CLUTCH

TO PRE88
it Optional at Extra Coat

Oldsmob
fireproof garage co.

Rested Long Enough To Be Photographed

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC. Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ. Bangor.

An old-time group of lime workers.

Perhaps you will recognize some of them.
Simmons Look, 78 Mechanic street.

“KNOX COUNTY ON PARADE”
Continued from Page One)

there was Associate Editor Wins
low; John M. Riichardison, Adver
tising manager; and Mrs. W. O.
Fuller, president. And out in the
“back shop” were seen Bill Cross
at the linotype machine, Forest
Pinkerton and Wilbur Strong
"making up,” and in the job de
partment, Neil Perry, foreman,
Theodore Sylvester and Ray An
derson; Kenneth Orcutt in the
photo engraving "dark room." ,
The good old Summer time, and
there was a softball game in prog
ress. Catcher Henry Day of the
Amoco team was in action, and
among the spectators were Everett
Davis, Jarvis Perry. John Baeton
and Jimmy Thomas. Rockport Re
gatta, the swimming and diving
events, fly casting, leg rolling, yacht
races and fireworks, all brought
back fond memcries.
Next a day was spent at Union
Fair, seeing pulling events, horse
races, vaudeville and the grand
stand packed with racing fans.
Along the midway were seen Wil
liam Sanson and Earle Gowell. and
Carl Christoffersen.
The Rockland vs. Mcrse football
game made good action scenes, and
on the sidelines were Mayor Vea
zie, Mrs. Clara Kelsey, Albert Mc
Carty, Basil Stinson, Nidi Pellicane John Karl and Harold Karl.
Other views were of Lawrence
Portland Cement Company, the
blasting, quarry operations, dump
ing rock in the crusher, the power
huose, and smiling Hollis Young
ready to go to work. Safety direc
tor Oscar E. Wishman showed the
trophy awarded to the plant.
Other scenes were of the Maine
State prison, prison farm, State
Police barracks, views of Thomas
ton Main street, “Montpelier,” Le
gion Fair parade, Battery F, Capt.
William Hoffses. and Battery E
marching to the train for depar
ture to camp.
Warren's new bridge and the
running of the alewives were seen,
and then to the Camden arch,
down through Main street, the fire
station, the beautiful harbor and
the yachts laying at anchor, the
vagabond cruiser leaving on a trip,
and the rugged beauty of Camden
hills. A side trip of much interest
was to the Knox Woolen Mill, to
see the process of making felt,
singeing, shrinking, drying, fold
ing and packing.
The coronation of Miss- Lucie
Dickens as queen of Snow iBowl
and her attendants at the ice pal
ace, skating, toboganning, the
lodge house, sled dog races were
j seen next, and walking albng were
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Rich. Up on
the ski slope were sighted Miss
Shirley Stickney, Sidney Harden,
Ernest Crie and Kenneth Carroll.
Then the cameraman journeyed
back to Rockland, to see the steam
er North Haven at the wharf, and
Moody's diner basking in the sun
light. The rose gardens of Mrs.
Colby Moore was gloriously pic
tured, and was the night blooming
Cereus owned by Miss Edna Payson.
Then in the finale were seen the
ice harvesting activities at Chickawaukie Lake, and the smiling
countenance of Charles McIntosh,
and finally looking across to
Dodges mountain was sunset, the
end. of a perfect day ar.d a perfect
picture.
Wilbur Senter was the chief
cameraman, ably assisted by Ray
mond Cross. Sidney Cullen, Joel
Miller of Thcmaston, and Betty
Foxwell of Camden. The com
mentators for the performance
were Crosby Lud^wick and Jerome
Burrows. Others who contributed
to the success cf the venture were
Hiram H. Crie. ticket chairman,
and the Camera Club officers. Os
good Gilbert, president; Mr. Cullen,
vice president and advertising
chairman; Mr. Crie, treasurer and
William Cress, secretary.
All shots taken in the air were
from the Airlines plane, and the
pictures of the lobster and scallop
industry were made through Che
efforts of Warden Hallowell, on
the Maine Sea and Shore Fisheries

boat “Maine,” by the courtesy of
Commissioner Arthur Greenleaf.
The club, which was formed in
1937. now has 38 members, who are
besides the officers, Richard P.
Bird. Clifton A. Cross, Hugh Little,
Donald Fogg, Robert Hills, Ken
neth Orcutt, J. Alton Perry, For
rest Pinkerton, R. S. Sherman,
Frank M. Tibbetts, James A.
Moore. Frank Harper, Percy Blais
dell, Dr. E. L. Scarlott, Rev. Cor
win H. Olds. Dr. James Kent,
Percy Tibert, Bertram Gardner,
Guy Nicholas, Alton Drinkwater,
Richard1 Spear, Miles Sawyer,
Charles Carver, Francis Harding,
Leu Darling of Camden, G. Brad
ley Dennett of Owl's Head. Joel
Miller of Thomaston, Charles L.
Veazie, Earle Dow and Robert Hanscom of Rockport, Mr. Senter, Mr.
Cross, Mr. Burrows, and Mr. Lud
wick.
—By Ruth Mazzeo

Photo loaned by Mrs. Edna

Down In St. Pete

Henry Howard’s Color
Pictures Evoke “Ohs”
and “Ahs” At Mrs.
Thayer’s Party

We’ll round up a flock of ques
tions today that represent small
problems in the lives of women
scattered around New England.
Someone whose husband demands
shrimp, crab and oyster cocktails
served at home wants a good cock
tail sauce. We like a half cup of
tomato ketchup, two tablespoons of
Chili sauce, two of lemon juice,
salt, freshly ground pepper and
one or two tablespoons of horse
radish, depending on the “zip" cf
that last ingredient. Add tabasco
sauce if you like it but wield the
shaker carefully.
Miriam Locke has been moving
her furniture in new groupings
and asks what to do about dents in
the nap of the living room rug. A
chamois wrung out of warm water
and placed over the spots for sev
eral hours should do the trick. Did
you know sealing wax the color of
your linoleum can be melted and
smoothed into dents in the kitchen
lineoleum?
Someone asks about Squash Soup
and it is delicious. Just scald a
quart of milk in the top of tne
double boiler . . . add a slice of
onion or onion salt, if liked . . . use
one cup of left-over sifted squash
and thicken with a tablespoon of
flour, stirred until smooth with two
tablespoons of butter. Cook until
soup is the consistency of heavy
cream, strain, if necessary, re-heat
and season. So good with cheese
croutons.
We’ve had so many questions
about stain removal lately we won
der if you all know of Farmer’s
Bulletin 1474, U. S. Department of
Agriculture?
It’s called “Stain
Removal from Fabrics” and is
practical and belongs ln your
kitchen reference file. Send five
cents to the Supt. of Documents,
Washington, D. C. for this.
Chicken Loaf—Three cups cooked,
diced chicken, 2 cups soft bread
crumbs, 1 cup cooked rice, 2 tea
spoons Sterling Salt, 2 tablespoons
chopped pimiento, 2 cups chicken
broth or milk, 4 eggs.
Mix diced chicken, bread crumbs,
rice, salt, pimiento and chicken
broth or milk; add well-beaten
eggs.
Bake in a greased tin
10x3 *4x2Vi inches in a 325 degrees
F. oven, for one hour. Slice and
serve hot with mushroom sauce
made with condensed mushroom
soup, thickened slightly.
Bechamel Sauce—One slice onion,
1 slice carrot, Vi bay leaf, sprig of
parsley, 6 peppercorns, 1 cup chick
en stock, 2 tablespoons flour, 2
2 tablespoons butter, Vi cup cream.
Vi teaspoon salt, Vi teaspoon
pepper.
Cook stock 20 minutes with
onion, carrot, bay leaf, parsley and
peppercorns. Strain, and if neces
sary add enough water to make Vi
cup. Melt butter, add flour, and
gradually hot stock and cream
Ccok 5 minutes, stirring constantly.
Add seasonings. Serve on chicken
timbales, croquettes, etc.
Dried Beef Rarebit—One-fourth
pound dried beef, 2 tablespoons
Land O’ Lakes butter, 2 tablespoons
flour, 1 Vi cups milk, 1 package
Shefford American Cheese, cut into
pieces, 2 eggs, Vi teaspoon pepper,
toast points.
Shred dried beef and rinse wich
boiling water. Melt butter in top
of double boiler, add flour and mix
well; add milk gradually and stir
until mixture thickens, then cook
3 minutes longer, stirring occassionally. Add cheese and dried
beef and stir and cook until cheese
is melted. Pour a portion of hot
mixture on slightly beaten eggs;
combine the two mixtures and
cook in double boiler about 1
minute longer; add pepper, mix
well and serve hot on toast points.
Yield: Four servings.
Peppermint Stick Ice Cream—one
and one-half cups milk, Vi cup
peppermint stick candy, 1-3 cup
sugar, 3 tablespoons light corn
syrup, Vi teaspoon salt, 1 table
spoon flour, 1 egg yolk, V4 Jar
cream, 1 egg white, 2 teaspoons
vanilla.
Scald in double boiler the milk
and peppermint stick candy which
has been pounded finely or put
through food chopper. Mix to
gether and add to hot milk the
sugar, corn syrup, saJt and flour
Let cook 10 minutes with cover on.
Add mixture to beaten *egg yoik
and cook one minute. Allow to cool
and put in freezing tray of refrig
erator. Let freeze two hours and
add Vi jar cream, whipped, 1 egg
white beaten stiff, and 2 teaspoons
vanilla.
Pour into refrigerator
tray and let freeze. Cream should
be stirred every 20 minutes until
mushy to keep ingredients well
mixed and creamy.

There was an “Oh” and Ah" party
at the home cf Mr .and Mrs. W. J.
Thayer in St. Petersburg Thursday
night, Jan. 30. when some 20-odd
Rockland people assemble ! there
to see a series of scenes in color
thrown on the screen by Henry A.
Howard.
The "Oh’s” and “Ah’s” were, of
course, occasioned by the beauty of
the views presented. Mr. Howard
took them at various times during
the past few years and all were se
lected with an artist’s eye for
beauty and general effect. There
were many pictures cf the colorful
floats in St. Pete's annual Festival
of States parade, a view of the
George Innis studio at Tarpon
Springs, the St. Petersburg-Havana
yacht races, waterfront baseball, the
famous sunken gardens and other
points of interest in and about
this
city and vicinity.
PORT CLYDE
The real "oomph" of the pro
Whitney Thompson is appearing gram came> when the views of
in the Sea and Shore Fisheries ex Maine's
autumn foliage were
hibit at the Boston Sportsmen’s flashed on the screen. There were
Show.
several people present who have
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lowell have never seen Maine in its Fall gown
returned from a visit to Chicago. and who might have been suspect
ed of entertaining delusions about
Mrs. Carlos Davis has been visit that "stern and rcckbound ccast.”
ing friends in Montville.
If they did, they know better now
Walter Kesjter of Midland Park, and the demonstration which put
N. J., has been guest of Mr. and Mrs. them straight in the matter was
most gratifying.
Forest Davis.
One Mainiac present so far forgot
Mrs. Julia Field and son Donald himself as to shout “Whee” when
recently went to Portland.
the sparkling blue water of a lake
The Willing Workers held a food and the riotous colors of a real
honest to goodness Maine hill shot
sale Wednesday at the Library.
into view under the skilful manipu
Miss Josephine Thompson is at lations cf the operator-lecturer of
tending the Sportsmen’s Show in the evening.
Boston.
Owls Head, Hosmer Pond. Coop
A shower was given Thursday er’s Beach, Crescent Beach, and
night for Mr. and Mrs. Levi Hupper familiar country roads around Lin
at the Library community room, colnville Center appeared on the
screen.
Mr. Howard's famous
with 65 relatives and friends pres
Crescent Beach flower garden blos
ent. The couple received many fine somed; the surf roared on the rocks
gifts including money. Music was and the audience could almost smell
furnished by Hupper's orchestra, the seaweed and taste the lobsters.
and a light repast was served.
Of course Mr. Howard had to
The Advent Christian Church ser ring in a picture of Webb’s Drug
vices Sunday: Worship at 10.30; Store. According to an announce■ ment made by Ed Brown last WinSunday school at 11.45, Loyal Work | ter, Mr. Howard lost a tooth there
ers at 6, and evening service at 7. J once and he's been trying to find it
At the morning service Rev. Harry ! ever since. Perhaps he thought a
R. Daniels will preach on the sub ' picture of the place would help him
ject, "Lack of Vision,” and at the in his quest.
After the pictures Mrs. Thayer
evening service on "The Spirit of
and
her daughter, Mrs. Hailey,
Lincoln.” Mrs. Daniels will be the
served
refreshments.
soloist at the morning service.
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs
Prayer service will be in the vestry W. J. Thayer, Mr. and Mrs. H. G.
Wednesday at 7.
Fales, Miss Mildred Demmons, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Cheney, and Mrs. L awrence Dunn, Mrs. Lura
daughter Margaret, Frank Tibbetts Fales. Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Hall, Mrs.
and Raymond Ames have retumed Robert Hailey, Mr. and Mrs. John
F Dean, Harriet Dunn. Mrs. Alvin
from a trip to Millbridgc.
F. Dean, Mrs. Helen Fales, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Allard called Mrs P. E. Demmons, H. A. Howard,
Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dr. and Mrs G H. Reed
Kerswell in St. George.
Other guests of Mrs Thayer were
Mrs. L. C. Elwell attended the Mrs. and Miss Dowst and Mrs. and
G. H. R.
wedding of her daughter, Virginia Miss Ray.
Drinkwater to Whitney Wheeler
Wednesday night in Tenant’s CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Young are
Harbor.
visiting relatives in Connecticut and
Mrs. Esther Harvey of Rockland Massachusetts for a few weeks.
visited Thursday with Mrs. Frances
Mrs. Webb Barnes has returned
Barnes and Mrs. Lucy Wall.
from a trip to Boston where Mr.
Mrs. Herbert Elwell entertained Barnes’ ship docked a few days the
the Twenty Club recently at the past week.
home of Mrs. L. C. Elwell. Lunch
Mrs. Lucia Cooley will serve on
eon was served.
the Grand Jury in Rockland next
Mrs. Callie Rackliff and Mrs. Eu week.
genie Godfrey spent Tuesday after
Gerald Delano has delivered the
noon with Mrs. Frances Newhall in mail from Friendship this week
Rockland.
while his mother was ill with flu.
Philip M. York has returned from
Mrs. Sarah Seavey celebrated her
several days’ visit in Boston and 85th birthday last Satuday. Al
Nantucket, Mass. On his return he though confined to bed, she has
was accompanied by Clifton Man been gaining and was able to enjoy
chester who is guest of Mr. and Mrs. her gifts of fruit, money, cakes and
H. F. York.
cards. Her sister, Mrs. Alice Heyer
accompanied by her grandson,
Wendall Genthner ind Miss Phyllis
APPLETON
Newbert, spent Sunday with her, as
High School Notes
The basketball teams played Wal did her sister, Carrie Geyer.
The town fathers have been busy
doboro High School Monday on the
home court, the girls losing by 27 this week, settling accounts at town
hall.
to 17, and the boys, 33 to 18.
Several new members have re
The seniors presented the play,
‘Aunt Bessie Beats the Band" in cently been added to Acorn Grange,
Burkettville Friday night to a among whom are Rev. and Mrs.
large audience. Miss Wincna Clark Van Deman of Friendship and Miss
substituted for Miss Doris Hustus. Fannie Miller.
Mrs. Richard Davis is making a
A group of students are attend
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
9x12
braided rug for a Thomaston
ing the Connecticut-Maine game
FEBRUARY 17-22
resident, and Mrs. E. K. Maloney
tonight at the U. of M.
Doris Hustus and Kenneth Hus is alsc making one the same size Community Bldg., Rockland
tus recently left this school to at for a Connecticut woman. Rug More Fun. More Prises, More Games
Than Ever Before
tend Freedom Academy.
They making has become a fairly active
15-20
industry in this State.
were both basketball players,

Breakfast
MENU

Orange Slices
Finnan Haddie Delmonico
Bean Muffins
Cherry Conserve
Coffee
Sunday Dinner
Tomato Bisque
♦Chicken Loaf
♦Bechamel Sauce
Peas and Carrots
Perfection Salad
Date and Nut Pudding
Foamy Sauce
Coffee
Supper

♦Dried Beef Rarebit on
O & C Potato Sticks
Tossed Oreen Salad
Hot Biscuit
♦Peppermint Stick Ice Cream
Sponge Drops
Canada Dry Ginger Ale

♦Recipes given.

Girls Are Helping

Members of N. Y. A. Staff
To Be In Evidence At
the Food Fair
A special meeting of the N.Y.A
Girls’ Staff was held Wednesday
night to discuss and perfect plans
for the co-operation of the whole
N.Y.A. Girls’ group with tiie Com
munity Building board in the com
ing Pood Fair. A memorandum
from Judson B Flanagan, Director.
Division of Work Projects, State
Office, to the supervisor of the
Girls’ Project state that “all the
co-operation possible should be ex
tended to the Community Building

Committee on the prosecution of
the Pood Fair.”
N.Y.A. girls will be found on duty
in the Chamber of Commerce office
of the custodian, at tiie refreshment
booth, in the game room, and at
the doors, both afternoons and eve
nings.
In the N.Y.A. Sewing room, which
will be used as a game room by the
Fair, all profits from their room
going to the Building Board, will
be found a display of work done by
the girls on Project 18-Y. This dis
play will include work done for the
City of Rockland, American Red
Cross and City Matron Corbet.
Two N.Y.A. Girls will have charg"
of the two large .tables on which
the handicraft of these youth work
ers will be exhibited.
Miss Marion Freeman, vice presi
dent of the N.Y.A. Girls’ staff, will
be the chairman in charge of the
decorations and the arrangements
of the N Y.A. exhibit. Miss Free
man will be assisted by Annie
Brooks, Mildred Ferrin, Edith Gray,
Mildred Barter, and Vada Hoffses.
A fleeting of the whole group will
be held at the N.YA. sewing room
next Wednesday night at 7 30. Every
girl on the project is expected to
be present.
Wilhelmina T. Fogg, Supervisor

N.Y.A. Project 18-Y.

EAST FRIENDSHIP

Mr. and Mrs. William Bradford
who lost their home by fire Mon
day night, are residing at A. G.
Jameson’s for the present, but will
later take up housekeeping at the
R. W. Bradford place.
The live stock at the Autio farm
has been sold to the Augusta Live
Stock Co.

A. O. Hussey is spending the re
mainder of the Winter in Portland.
The chemical was called Wed
nesday morning for a bad chimney
fire at the A. V. Grafton residence.
Miss Carleen MiUcr has been
visiting friends on Matinicus.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Marshall
and son Albert of Boothbay were
visitors Sunday at R. J. Marshall s.

FRIENDSHIP

The Parent-Teacher Association
meets Monday at 8 o'clock at Ray
Winchenpaw's upstairs hall. Dr.
Richard B. Kennan of the Maine
Teachers’ Association will speak on
"Teacher Tenure." Everyone is in
vited.

neotti tropical skies

awaits i|ou
.. Miami awaita yool Bask in tha
aunahine of golden days and tha
cooling breeiea of alarry nighta.
A COMPLETE vacation ia yours
—at El Comodoro Hotel, eaaily

scceaaible to all activities. Rate*
are from $2.50 aingle to $4 00
double. Attractive season rates.
250 newly redecorated rooms
with bath. Our air-cooled ooffee
ehop ia famoua tor ita fine,
moderately priced food Popular
Cocktail Lounge.
Uatfer Perteaal Dirartlaa
JOSEPH N ADAMS. MANAGE*

A. W

HAST STRICT AT

MCOMO

AVI

Yomn tei vi*« teuMa
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THOMASTON
A rehearsal of the officers of the
Grace chapter O.E.3. will be held
Tuesday at 7 o’clock,
Mrs. Oscar Crie entertained
Thursday Cltfb this week prizes
going to Mrs. Weston Young, Mrs.
William B. D. Gray and1 Mrs. Stan
ley Macgcwan. The next meeting
will be Tuesday at 7 o'clock at the
home o£ Mrs. Warren Knights.
Joseph Bradlee returned home
Wednesday after several weeks
employment in Boston.
Dr. C Harry Edwards, State di
rector of Physical and Health
Education will be the speaker at
the meeting of Parent-Teacher As
sociation, Thursday night at the
High School.
The Jolly Toilers 4-H Club met
Thursday night at the home of
Miss Elaine (Risteen. Plans were
made for a Valentine party to be
held Feb. 15 at the home of Mrs.
Mildred Harjula. During a social
hour, refreshments were served.
Miss Lulu Simmons of Friend
ship is caring for Miss Eliza Whit
ney who recently returned home
from Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Herbert Prescott has re
turned home after a visit in Bos
ton.
The Federated Circle will meet
Tuesday at 2 o'clock at the home
of Mrs. Philip R. Greenleaf.

Tracks In The Snow

INTHB

A Castine Flavor

Normal School Grads

(By the Rockland Ski Gulls)
Banquet At Copper Kettle
A column edited weekly by
—
R. A. Webster the
this club for the promotion and
New President
development of skiing in our
own locality. Each week a few
The Knox-Lincoln Eastern State
steps on “Ski Technique’’ wall
b? published thus’ making, at the Normal Schcol Alumni Association
end of the season, a complete held a banquet Thursday night at
Dry Course on skiing.

By Oliver R. Hamlin
Regular meeting of the HuntleyHill Pest, Friday night, Commander
Briekley asks that all members
attend. A report of the coming
encampment will be given. Much
important business will be dis
cussed. Meeting starts at 7.30 p. m
Huntley-Hill Post and Auxiliary
held an open joint meetirg of all
patriotic and civic bodies last Frii day night. Vernon O. Giles as
, chairman presented a very fine
program cf music and speakers.
Comrade Frank Yourg and a pupil
' of his music school played a duet
on tiumpets, assisted at the piano
by Mr. Lindall of Ocean avenue.
I Comrade Young then played a
; very pretty solo, accompanied by
Mr. Lindall. Raymond Andersen,
master of Pleasant Valley Grange
gave a comic sketch of a crying
schoolboy, causing a very hearty
laugh. Elizabeth Passon gave a
song and dance, in a costume over
70 years of sge, assisted at the
piano by Bertha McIntosh. Mr.
Lindall's piano solo delighted all
present. Rev. Herman Wincapaw
delivered a very impressive pa
triotic address on National De
fense, and World War days in
France. Comrade Hans Johnson,
Spanish War Veteran spoke on the
Spanish War days and the hard
ships they went through. Comrade
Johnson is a brother of Capt.
Johnson of North Main street, and
a new member of Huntley-Hill
Post. Edward J. Roark spoke on
the new Tax Exemption bill for all
veterans.
Other speakers were
Sister Wiley, president of the
Friendship Auxiliary. Fred1 Young,
past commander of the Friendship
Post. Sister Roberts, Sister Lora
Boynton. Sister Trundy, Sister
Gladys Hamlin. Comrade Beals of
the American Legion, Commander
Albert Briekley and Raymond
Andersen, Pleasant Valley Grange.
A buffet lunch was served under
the chairmanship of Lawrence
Hamlin, assisted by the ladies.
Edward J. Roark has been ap
pointed as Legislative Officer for
the year of 1941 and his first duty
was to place the Veterans Tax
Exemption bill in the hopper at
Augusta last week. The members
of Huntley-Hill Post, feel very
preud of having this Appointment
in the Post, and to have such an
outstanding member as comrade
Roark to head this committee in
the Dept.
Huntley-Hill Post will observe
National Defense week Feb. 12-22.
Comrades Frank Young, Law
rence Hamlin Andrew Boynton,
Edward Roark, Ralph Cline and
Oliver Hamlin attended the De
partment meeting at Waterville.
There were over 200 veterans in
attendance. Supper was served.
Comrade David Pcllock was in
Augusta last week in behalf of
veterans legislation for Maine.
Sister Lenore Cussons of the
Auxiliary attended' the joint meet
ing, her first visit since returning
from the hospital.
Andrew Boynton went Monday
to the Togus hospital for further
treatment and1 a general check-up.
Leroy P. Smith of Tcgus, past
Department commander was a re
cent visitor at Oliver Hamlin's
farm. South Thomaston,
fledged game chicken dinner will
be served.
Napoleon Frechette of Bidde
ford, chairman of Junior activities,
Department Maine; George Leon
ard. Rockland, chairman of the
Post and their wives will meet
Sunday at Oliver Hamlin’s farm to
lay plans for the Drum Corps for
the State encampment. A full

Our first dancing party of the
season was held at the Snow Bowl
last Thursday. The night was an
ideal one and the homelike atmos
phere of the lodge house, with its
glowing fireplaces, made a fine
setting for such a gathering. Those
present were: Muriel Baum. Louise
Harden. Erleen Cates, Eleanor
Barnard', Edith Grey, Shirley
Stickney, Norma Patten. Norma
Havener, Helen Stone, Barbara
Orff. Betty Byther, Anne Baker,
Joan Ripley, Pat Allen, Alice Baum.
Virginia Merriam, Homer Hay
ward, J. Gleason Perry, Ernest
Crie, Joe Emery, Ken Carroll,
Dick Harden, Kent Glover, Ott
Billings. Sid Harden, Milt Rollins,
Charlie Higgins, Drury Rice, Blen
Felker. Ed Gordon, Fred Harden,
Charles Merritt, John Karl, Kelsey
Benner, Elmer Lufkin, Gus HuntThe New President
ley, Stan Sleeper, Mr. and Mrs.
Don Karl, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mer
riam. and Mr. and Mrs. Harold the Copper Kettle, when Robert A
Kaler. Dancing and games made Webster, class of "98 was elected
In the Churches
up the evenings entertainment j president, Mrs. Bessie Norton, class
St. James' Catholic Church. Mass and refreshments weTe served. The of 1917, vice president, and Mrs
jolly crowd agreed that the eve Addie R Rogers, class of 1916, sec
at 9 a. m.
ning had passed all too quickly
St. John’s Church. At 9 a. m., and/ everyone hoped for another retary.
Principal William D. Hall acted
Holy Eucharist.
gathering in the near future.
as toastmaster, and this program
• • * *
St. George s Church, Lor.g Cove
At 2.30 p. m„ Evensong.
Orchids for politeness go out was presented: Piano solos, Roger
Federated
Church.
Sunday from this column to Ski Gull Kent j D™; community singing, led toy
School at 9.45, worship at 11 o'clock Glover. It seems that last Sun- , Charles Parker; address by Jasper
The sermon topic for the morning day he left his place on the ski F. Crouse, vice principal; business
is "The Soul's Surmise." Music tow, half way up the slope, just meeting and games.
will include the anthem “Beneath to pick up a small girl's pole for ■ Retiring officers were Miss Annie
the Cross of Jesus," by Norman. her—Oh well Kent—maybe she has m. Rhodes, president, Marion Spurjling, vice president and Mrs. RogThe Women's Mission Society will an older sister!
i ers, secretary, who was re-elected.
be in charge of the service at 7
We are glad to welcome the fol Members of the nominating como'clock and the topic is "Dangerous lowing new members into our club:
Opportune.;/, The Christian Mis Pat Alien, Edith Gray. Alice Baum. mittee were Grace S. Bowden. Anna
sion ,’n China Today.” Eleanor Eleanor Barnard. Gus Huntley and L. Webster and Margaret Simmons.
Those present were Prin. William
There's plenty of
Gregory is in <Targe of the Ep Ott Billings.
D.
Hall, Vice Principal and Mrs.
worth League meet!: g at 6 o’clock. room for other new members but
the
season
is
getting
shorter
and
Jasper
F. Crouse, Mrs. Bowden,
Baptist Church. Sunday School
shorter,
so
what
do
you
say
—
let's
Charles
Parker, Roger Dow. Mr.
at 9.45, wi’-slrp at 11. For the
hurry!
hurry!
j
and
Mrs.
William Brcwn, Robert
morning sermon the pastor has
Webster,
Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Norchosen the topic “Thou Shalt An
Anton Am Arl/berg didn’t have ton, Miss Annie M. Rhodes, Mrs.
swer, Lord, For Me”. Music will anything on the Megunticock trail
include the anthem “Now Thank over the weekend. Ski Gulls Ed. Addie R Regers, Relief A. Nichols,
L. Webster, Marion Harvey,
We All Our Ood,” by Cruger-Muel Gordon, Kent Glover, John Karl, Anna
_ __ .... , ..
ler, and a baritone solo, “Beside Sid Harden, Charlie and Freddie Lerna M’tcheU’ Pnscllla Plummer,
Marion Spuriing, Vernita Colson,
the Still Waters,” Hamblen, by Merritt, Oscar Marsh, Stan Sleep
William T Smith. Jr. Christian er and Drury Rice ran the trail Margaret Simmons and Ellen Bir
mingham.
Endeavor will meet at 6 o’clock last Saturday afternoon and re
ported
excellent
skiing
—
four
in

and the topic of the evening serv
ches powder on a hard crust base.
ice at 7 o'clock is "Gideon’s Band.” The new trail was unscratched himself to the hill by leaning fur
ther forward or backward and the
save for a few fox, squirrel, and knees must be bent more or less,
‘Gone With The Wind’ deer tracks. It was like a deep resulting in a lower or a higher
white velvet carpet—winding up crouch.
through the tall hardwoods— a I A few years back the beginner
Famous Picture Will Play sight that would have warmed the started by seeing how fast he cculd
Four Day Return At the heart of every nature lover . . . and go without falling down. In this
to think that those guys had to manner he did not acquire confiStrand Next Week
mess it all up!
| dence quickly. Nor was the method
It
is
on
this
trail
that
the
at all safe. Modern ski technique
Not only did “Gone With the
United
States
Eastern
Amateur
teaches control first. With con
Wind” leave a stock of awards in
Ski Association down hill races trol comes confidence, then speed
its trail, following the opening in wilt 'be held during the Sncw
comes gradually^-but there is al
Atlanta, Ga.. but it brought to the Bowl Carnival.. Last year our club ways control. With control there
attention of the public a brilliant reported skiing on this mountain is safety, and a feeling of accom
cast of players, some of whose side trail as late as April.
plishment, instead of merely the
• • • •
talents had not previously been
thrill of being run away with. The
Ski Technique—Part 3
recognized.
secret of control lies in the mastery
Among them is Hattie McDaniel.
The Crouch: The skier changes of the turns. The following turns
The daughter of a Baptist preacher from a deep crouch to a more erect shculd not be regarded as ends in
from Virginia, she ls the first mem position and back again as the themselves, but as means of giving
ber of the colored race to win the conditions of snow, slope, and control under varying conditions
coveted Motion Picture Academy speed vary. The steeper the slope, of snow, slope and speed.
Double Stemming or Snow Plow:
Award. She received it for the best the faster the speed, and the more
icy and slippery the snow—the Double stemming or the Snow Plow
work done on the screen in 1939 in deeper the crouch. On slippery or as it is commonly termed, is a
a supporting role by an actress, as hard crusty snow the feet should most useful method of lessening
a tribute to her performance of be separated to give a better side speed and stopping on gentle hills,
••Mammy" in “Gone With the Wind.” ward balance. Forward jerks of and is very useful in trail running,
It is the second medal Miss Mc the body caused by bumps, holes. Proficiency in double stemming
Daniel has won, incidentally. Sev changing snow or flattening out may well be called the foundation
eral years ago she was awarded the of tho slope, have to be counter- on which the different methods of
medal for dramatic art by the balanced by leaning back; back- ski control, characteristic of the
Women’s Christian Temperance ward jerks caused by increasing modern ski techniue. are built,
Union in Denver, Colo., where she steepness of the slope have to be i Starting the Snow Plow the
answered by leaning further for- points of the skis are nearly to
was born.
She is also tiie first colored woman ward. Thus the skier does not al- gether and the ends of the skis are tween both skis. The arms are
relaxed in front of the body with
ever to have sung over the radio. It ways keep the same crouched posi- wide epart—knees bent. The sta the poles pointing out and to the
tion but must continually adapt er's weight is evenly divided beoccurred when she was singing with
rear. The upper part of the body
George Morrison’s band in Denver
is bent slightly forward. At the
during the early 20's. Subsequently, STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.
start of the double stemming the
she went on tour with the band,
skis should! be kept as fiat on the
’•SANTA FE TRAIL”
playing Pantages time in the west
sncw as possible. To slow down or
and later appearing at the Shriners’,
atop—widen the position of the
skis by straightening the legs, and
Elks and other entertainments
also at the same time edge the
throughout the South. This led to
skis. To again go forward, flatten
her engagement in the picture,
the skis.
“Show Boat," in which she sang with
Many of the leading ski instruc
Paul Robeson.
tors drill their pupils oif this until
Other film roles have followed,
they can do it perfectly before they
but it was not until she was selected
are allowed to try any of the turns.
by Victor Fleming for the part of
The importance of constant prac
Mammy that she was able to demon
ticing of this fundamental cannot
strate her superb acting ability,
be over-emphasized.
recognized by the Academy.
A few parting glances of our
dance before we put it on the
clubs shelf of memories ... I
WASHINGTON
wonder if anybody chanced to hear
Harvey Mooers who has been
Joe < McNamee > Emery's announce
confined to the house two weeks
ments — Didn't active member
with flu. is now able to be out.
Don Karl and Mrs. Karl go to town
Mrs. Gertrude Ludwig, Edward
on the Grand March!—It reemed
Ludwig, Lurlie Davis and Mr.
so different to see the lodge lined
Parker were visitors Monday in
with fellows and gills dressed p.
Bangor.
something besides ski clothes for
a change—Party chairman Ed.
Miss Lucille Nash has enrolled
Gordon was tight on the job col
in the Maine General Hospital
lecting pictures of George Wash
School of Nursing in Portland.
ington. Nice goirg Ed.—A bouquet
Marshall Nash and Ray Daw
to Shl-ley and Erleen fcr the tine
son of Fcrt McKinley passed last
wn-k
they did on the s&cdwictics
weekend with relatives here.
and lest we forget, the lodge house
“Santa Fe Trail." the new Errol the Civil War, the story is said to comnrttee. thanks foT the 'tne hos
Bids for wood for Washington Flynn-Olivia de Havilland co-star- top the thrills of "Dodge City.” “Vir- pitality folks; well be back
schools will be opened Feb. 11. ring picture, which has its premiere ginia City,” and “The Sea Hawks." again.
»
Anyone wishing to bid may do so local showing Sunday at Strand
• * • *
Flynn portrays Jeb Stuart, famed
before that date. Merle S. Jones, Theatre, brings to life some of the cavalry commander, Ronald Reagan
We certainly will appreciate any
Supt. Liberty —adv.
17-lt most colorful figures of America’s is cast as General George Custer, items or suggestions you may have
just leave them in care of "Ski
history. Dealing with the turbu- and Raymond Brown—three names
Read The Courier-OMette

Every-Other-Day

lent days of the era just preceding that ring out of history’s pages

Gulls’—Courier-Gazette. Ski Heil!

CAMDEN

Old Camden Band

STARTING YOUNG AT SNOW BOWL

Mrs. Good has added a new de
luxe Meteor service car to the
equipment at the Good Funeral
home,
Mrs. Charles North, and Mr. and
Mrs. Jcsiah Hobbs attended the
graduation cf Miss Grace Russell
from the Massachusetts General
Hospital School cf Nursing Triday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred W. Bryant,
observed their 26th wedding anni
versary Thursday. They were mar
ried in this town by Rev. S. E.
Frohock.
(
Any persons having rooms to let
in the vicinity of the Snow Bowl
during the Carnival, are asked to
contact Bernice Firth or Henrietta
Martin, and state whether or not
they are heated. Any persons hav
ing barn of stable accommodations
for the degs for over the weekend,
may contact Victor Elmore.
Rcbert, .Paul and Frederick, sons
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Davis are
confined to the house with grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lauterjung
of Mineola, N. Y„ have been guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim Wiley.
At the meeting of the Baptist
Senior Forum Sunday at 6 o'clock,
the leader cf the devotional service
will be Grace Qray. Rev. Mr. Brown
will show sterecpticcn pictures of
the story “Ponnusawny Grows Up.”
All young people of Senior High
School and over are invited. No
charge but the regular offering.
At the Intermediate Forum meet- ;
ing at 5 o’clock Sunday, the devo
tional leader will be Jean Knowles.
Rev. Mr. Brown will show stereop- '
ticon pictures of the story “Ponnu
sawny Grows Up.” All boys and
girls of the 7th and 8th grades are I
invited.
The MegunticockzGrange Sewing
Circle met Wednesday. A haivest
supper was served and about 125
were present. The Grange meet
ing was held in the evening and
the third degree was conferred by
Past Master Norman Crockett of
Penobscot View Grange.
The
Philip, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery of Camden, is one
fourth degree was conferred by
of the members of the children’s class at the Snow Bowl. He is picking up
Penobscot View Grange, with the the fine points of skiing from n»mer Hayward, the new Instructor.
George Cunningham, master of
—Photo by Virginia Mack.
officers in the chair. Dorothy Kel
ler of Mt. Pleasant Grange was lec the Methodist Church Sunday at cently, is a patient at Knox Hospi
turer. A feature of the program
10 30 b.v Rev. Weston P. Holman, tal.
was a contest for the beautiful lov
Roger Rhodes is remodeling the
ing cup, between the Clam Cove the music to be in charge of Mrs. house which he recently bought
Alfred
Wilman
and
Bible
Classes
Ramblers of Glen Cove under Da
on Harrison avenue and will occupy
vid Eaton, and the Gypsy Camp and church school will convene at it in the Spring.
11.45
under
the
supervision
of
Mrs.
Eire Group of Megunticook Grange
Funeral services for Joseph
under Harold Arnold. The judges Stella McRae. The Junior League
meets
at
5
o
’
clock
and
is
followed
Greenlartv
who died Tuesday in
were the master of Waldo Pomona,
by
the
Epworth
League
at
6.
Happy
Newton,
Mass.,
will be held from
Robie Ames, the master of Lime
Hour
Service
is
at
7
o'clock
with
a
the
Good
funeral
home Saturday
rock
Valley,
Pomona,
Myron
song
service
and
brief
talk
“
How
at
2
o'clock
with
Rev
W. F. Brown
Young, and Alice True of Hope
To
Meet
Disappointment.
”
by
the
officiating.
Burial
will
be in Moun
Grange. The cup was awarded to
tain
Cemetery.
pastor.
Tiie
soloist
will
be
Mrs.
the Clam Cove Ramblers, the pre
At the Baptist Church “Beyond
sentation being made by J. Herbert Weston P. Holman. Church night
service
in
the
vestry
Thursday
at
7
the
Great Divide" will be the ser
Gould.
o
’
clock
and
choir
rehearsal
Fri

mon
topic Sunday at 11. Music will
“The Temporal and The Eternal”
day
at
7.30.
be
by
the young people’s choir.
will be the subject of the sermon at
Melden Smith cf Waterville spent Church school convenes at 9 45 with
Thursday in town.
fully graded courses for all grades.
I have been asked how many
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will The intermediate forum and the
Overseas veterans now live in
South Thomaston, and Clark observe Brothers' Night Wednesday young people’s forum will • have a
Island. Will these veterans write with a picnic supper at 6 o'clock. story illustrated by colored slides.
to me at South Thomaston, Box An entertainment under the direc The mid-week worship will be held
tion of the men will fellow the Thursday at 7.30.
124.
C. M. Havener has been appoint meeting. Members not solicited, are
ed to the encampment ball com asked to take pie.
Notices of Appointment
mittee and will have charge of
The Brownies met Wednesday at
I. Mary V. Ryder. Register of Probate
arrangements.
the home of Mrs. D. Preston Wy- Pro
Tem. for the County of Knox, ln
A constitution and by laws will seng, Jr. Through the kindness of the State of Maine, hereby certify
ln the following estates the per
be issued to every member who Robert Dexter, half of the group that
sons were appointed Administrators,
has paid his 1941 dues. Pay your accepted an invitation to skate at Executors, Guardians and Conserva
tors and on the dates hereinafter
dues and get ycur copy.
•
his place on Elm street. Gianini named:
I. IN WOOD
Lawrence Hamlin, chairman of Gallanti was in charge. The other
A. THAYER. late of
Vinalhaven,
deceased.
Nellie
M
the boating for the encampment
Thayer
of
Vinalhaven
was appointed
is lining up speed and sail boats half attended the usual classes. Admx.. June 18. 1940. and qualified by
Prizes for perfect attendance were filing bond Jan 7. 1941.
for the three days in June.
CARRIE R GLEASON, of Union
Nathan Berliawsky is the hous received by Lois Cookson, Shirley Carrie B. Mank of "Union was ap
pointed Guardian Jan 10. 1941, and
ing chairman for rooms for the Fuller, Betty Gallanti, Grace Gal qualified
by filing bond on same date.
encampment. Write now to him at lanti, Mary.Carey, Doris Mae HopCELIA J. HURD. late of South
kinsfi Lucille Jameson, Mary Kel Thomaston, deceased. Sidney O. Hurd
Hotel Thorndike.
South Thomaston was appointed
Elizabeth A. Passon sister of leher, Patricia McGrath, June Pet- of
Exr., Jan. 21, 1941, without bond
Lawrence and Oliver Hamlin, has tapiece and Mary Tranquillo. The 1 MATH JOHNSON, late of Rockport,
been engaged to sell the Encamp new term started Wednesday and deceased. Alan L. Bird of Rockland
was appointed Ekr., Jah. 21. 1941, and
ment program book and has start Mrs. Wysong states that there is qualified by filing bond on same date.
ELERSON J. HART, late of Port
ed on her duties. She will travel not room for any more children.
deceased.
Clara p. Hart of
to all the large cities and towns in Those wishing to join may send Clyde,
Port Clyde was appointed Admx c.t.a..
Jan. 21, 1941, and qualified by filing
lier work.. All merchants and
on same date.
business men are asked to co-op their names to Mrs. Wysong, who bond
CLARA O. SPALDING, late of Owl’s
will
notify
them
when
there
is
a
erate in making this program a
Head, deceased.
Harry B. Spalding
vacancy.
of Owls Head was appointed Exr., Jan.
great success.
21. 1941, without bond.
Kenneth Wadsworth who re
The slogan of the Rockland Con
MAUDE SMITH COMINS. late of
vention is—Come to Rockland and turned from the Peter Bent Rockland, deceased. Henry E. Comlns
of Rockland was appointed Exr , Jan
Brigham Hospital in Boston, re 21,
Rejoice.
1941, without bond.

PARK THEATRE SUNDAY-MONDAY

Wi

4

H

Rockland, Feb 4
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
While Knox County with its pa
rade and bands is making headiines
why would it not be a good time
for Camden and her bands to join?
Who remembers, cr is left, among
those who played in the Camden
band in 1899 and 1900 Among them
were the late Charles Thorndike,
a snare drummer, if I remember
correctly, and a Mr. Perkins whose
wife’s name was Kate.
They
worked daily in what was then Megunticook mill (now Seabrighti.
Was he a cornet ist?
Orman Beverage attended re
hearsals for awhile playing the
slide trombone. Unexpected cir.
cumstances forbade his contiim.
ance. Perhaps David Crockett, Sr.
might be able to furnish the in!. mation.
Im Reviewin :

The fuel burned in blast fur
naces. coke, is the residue aider
gases have been distilled from bi
tuminous coal.
i

Fishermen cut off the head, of
moonflsh before bringing them io
port, because their human-like
faces make them hard to sell.

COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR

FEBRUARY 17-22
Community Bldg., Rockland
More Fun, More Prices, More Games
Than Ever Before
15-20

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE

ANDERS ANDERSON, late of Rock
land, deceased. Annie E. Anderson
of Rockland was appointed Admx ,
Jan. 21, 1941 with out bond
RONALD ROBISHAW. late of Rock
land. deceased
Herbert Robishaw of
Rockland was appointed Admr.. Jan
21. 1941. without bond
WILLIAM PARTRIDGE BURPEE, late
of Rockland, deceased Winnifred Fales
of Rockland was appointed Exx . Jan
21. 1941, and qualified by filing
""
bond
Jan 24. 1941
ANNA M. CONARY, late of Rockland
deceased. Corwin H Olds, of Rock
land. was appointed 8peclal Adminis
trator January 30. 1941. and qualified
by filing bond January 31. 1941.

In “Little Men,” famous story of a street Arab's regeneration, the lad
LAFAYETTE W BENNER, late of
Floyd L
Ben
Dan. shown here in a scene of the photoplay now produced by Gene Towne Rockland, deceased
ner of Rockland, was appointed ex
and Graham Baker, is welcomed to Plumfield School. Jimmy Lydon plays ecutor January 31, 1941, without bond
the lad. Ann Gillis is Nan. his tomboy friend, while Charles Esmond and
Attest;
MARY V RYDER
Kay Francis are cast as his preceptors in the Louisa M. Alcott novel picRegister Pro Tem
turized for RKO Radio release.
_
14-6-20

Thursday to Bates College t.
tend the Winter carnival bem I
this weekend.

Chapin Class monthly suppcJ
he Tuesday night in the Uim
list vestry with Mrs. Kathary
Clair as chairman.

Mrs. Ethel Turner returne,
terday to Lowell, Mass., iJ
been the guest of Mr. and
Alden Perry.

Mis. Jerome C. Burrows and
Allan J. Murray wil be co-c
men of the supper committee J
Congregational Church Wcdi■<
night, assisted by Mrs. Jose:
Blaisdell, Mrs. Donald Kelsey
Albert Havener, Mrs. Donald ■
,nings, Mis. Kenneth Spear.
Frank Marsh. Mrs. John G .1
Mrs. E. Carl Moran, Mrs. J
Beach and Mrs. Chauncey H
Mrs. Carl Freeman was hl
Thursday night to W. I. N
(or cards and luncheon.
Oardner French, Mrs. F
Knowlton and Mrs. Herbert (
won awards for high scores.

Shakespeare Society will bi
tertained Monday at the hod
IM, Josepii Emery. Limerock |
Mrs. David Beach the leader.
Nettie Frost will present a
entitled “The Flowers, Son;
Wares in Act 4 ”

To all persons Interested ln either

of the estates hereinafter named
At a Probute Court held at Rock
land, ln and for the County of Knox,
on the 21st day of January, ln tho
year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and forty-one, and by ad
journment from day to day from the
21st day of said January. The follow
ing matters having been presented
for the action thereupon hereinafter
Indicated lt ls hereby ORDERED
That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively in The Courier-Ga
zette, a newspaper published at Rock
land. ln said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
at said Rockland on the 18th dav f
February, A. D. 1941, at nine o'clock
ln the forenoon, and be heard there
on If they see cause.
AUGUSTA O. SHIBLES. late of
Rockport, deceased. Will and Petition
for Probate thereof, asking that the
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary issue to
Adelaide Belle Skinner, of Rockport,
she being the Executrix named in
said Will, without bond.
WILLIAM E BROWN, late of Rock
land. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letter, Testamentary lasue
Carrie B Brown of Rockland. she be
ing the Executrix named ln said Will,
without bond.
STANLEY W MACGOWAN. late of
ThoinaSton. deceased. Will and Peti
tion far Probate thereof, asking that
the same tnuy be proved and allowed
and that Letters Testamentary 1 -ne
to Alice L. Macgowan, of Thomaston,
she being the Executrix named In
said Will, without bond.
EZRA
MERRICK,
late of North
Haven, deceased.
Will and Peti'lon
for Probate thereof, asking that the
same may be proved and. allowed and
that Letters of Administration with
the will annexed, be issued tj Allen
V. Sawyer, of Rockland, with bond.
CHARLES F. COLI INS late of Rock
port, deceased
WIU and Petition lor
Probate thereof, a-sklnr that the n me
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters of Administration with the
will annexed, be Issued to ttu^ell
Thurston, of Rockport, with Load.
ESTATE CHARLES H ERAZIER late
of Philadelphia. Pa., deceased. First
account presented for allowance by
Charles S Cheston of Whltemarsh. Pa
and Fldellty-Phlladelphla Trust Co. of
Philadelphia, Pa., Exrs.
ESTATE LIZZIE M HILL, late of
Thomaston, deceased. First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
Gilford B. Butler. Exr.
ESTATE ERNEST A. MUNRO, late
of Rockland, deceased. First Account
presented lor allowance by Alan L.
Bird, Exr.
ESTATE LELAND MORTON, late of
St. George, deceased First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
Albert Slingeby. Admr.
ESTATE DALLAS C. MURCH. late
cf Vinalhaven, deceased.
Hrst and
Final Account presented for allow
ance by Winifred M Murch, Admx
ESTATE LEWIS R VAN SDCKIJE,
late of South Hope, deceased. First
Account presented for allowance bv
Sylvester Van Sickle. Admr.
ESTATE

LEWIS

VAN

R

late of South Hope. dece*sed

SICKLE,
Petition

for Distribution presented by Sylves
ter Van Sickle, Admr.
ESTATE DELORIE K

Union, deceased.
to Sell

certain

LAW.

Estate,

“The Arts and Craits si
met this week witli Mrs. Helen
son. An heirloom quilt, and
of English copper plate <
both over a century old, weJ
display, from Miss Maude
The society recently bought
ten yards of material to be ma
into sleeping garments, by
N.Y.A. girls' project, for Miss
bett’s work. Mrs. John Smith
displayed one of these, most I
tifully made knitting nei
tape and thread had also
given to the project. Mrs. E
Peaslee is allowing the N.Y A
to come to her home, for knl
instruction, and many are av;
themselves of the opporti
Sweaters are being made foi
I Red Cross, and mittens for
Corbett's needs Five dollars
also been sent for Chinese i
and Mrs. Peasle told of the i
rative arts and crafts of China
Society will meet on Monda
7.30 p. m. in rear of the Whal
Shop. Another lecture on C
and an Institute day for Aria
Crafts of Rockland, are to be
sidered.”
Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, C<
Kettle
Special Rayon crep
satin gowns, regularly $2. $1

adv.
Visit Lucien K. Green &
second floor, 16 School street
Fellows Block, City, for Furs
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moi
prices.

COMMUNITY FOOD F/
FEBRUARY 17-22

Community Bldg., Rock
Mere

Fun, More Prices, More (j
Than Ever Before

The World !

The Christi

I

An Internal

late of

rublishrd by THE CHRIS
One, Norway

situated

ii Truthful—Conatructi'
i»m
Editorial* Are 1 i
Feature*, Together with
the Monitor an Ideal Nd

Petition for License

Real

In Union, and fully described ln said
Petition, presented hy Frederick L.
Law. of Whitefield. Admr.
ESTATE CARRIE F BAKER late of
Thomaston, deceased.
Petition for
Administration asking that Marlon B.
Grafton of Thomaston or some other
suitable person be appointed Admx.
ORRIN J. PIERCE, late of South of said estate with bond.
Thomaston, deceased
Sidney Pierce
ESTATE FUI.F J BAKES late of
of Rockland was appointed Exr. Jan •
Petition for
21. 1941. and qualified by filing bond Thomaston, deceased
Administration asking that Marlon B.
on same date.
Grafton of Thomaston or some other
M. ELLA COPELAND, late of Thom suitable person be appointed Admx.
aston. deceased. Leila W Smalley of of said estate with bond.
Thomaston was appointed Exx . Jan.
ESTATE NELLIE M BERNET. late of
21. 1941. and qualified by filing bond
Rockland, deceased
Petition for Ad
on same date.
ministration asking that Evelyn BerHJALMARI AUTIO, late of Friend net Crockett, of Rockland, or someship, deceased
Melvin
Lawry of other suitable person, be appointed
Friendship was appointed Admr d b n
Admx. without bond
Jan. 21, 1941, and qualified by filing
ESTATE JAMES T ROBINSON, late
bond on same date
Warren, deceased
First and Final
IRVING A. GRANT, late of North of
Account of John B Robinson, de
Haven, deceased
Bessie L. Grant of ceased executor, presented for allow
North Haven Was appointed Admx.. ance by Elizabeth E Robinson, execu
Jan 21, 1M1, without bond
trix of the will of said deceased ex
WTLUAM PAYSON TURNER, late of ecutor.
West Lafayette, Indiana, deceased
ESTATE FRANK E LONG, late cl
The First National Bank of Rockland St. George, deceased
First and Final
was appointed Admr., C.T A., Jan 21
presented for allowance by
1941, and qualified by filing bond on Account
Alfred C. Hocking, Admr
same date.
CHARLES B DAVIS, late cf
LAMAR K. LEWIS, late of North St.ESTATE
George, deceased
Petition for Li
Haven, deceased
H Alton Lewis of cense
to Sell certain Real Estate,
North Haven was appointed Admr.. situated in St Oenrge. and fully de
Jan. 21, 1941. without bond
Frank scribed In said petition, presented bv
H Ingraham of Rockland was ap Stuart C. Burgess, of Rockland. Admr

pointed Agent ln Maine

Every-Other-Day

ESTATE CORA E. FOGERTY, late of
Cushing, deceased.
E'lrst and Final
Account presented far allowance, by
Nelson W Fogerty. Admr.
ESTATE WILLIAM M
HOFE'SES.
late of Thomaston, deceased
First
and Final Account presented for al
lowance, by Radnry I
Thompson.
Exr
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME,
asking -that the name of Anita Goldfarb of Rockiand. be changed to
Anita Berllawsky, presented by said
Anita Goldfarb
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME
asking that the name of Oeorge Eu
gene Goldfarb of Rockland, minor,
be changed to Oeorge Eugene BerliawalRL presented by Anita Goldfarb
of Rodkland, mother.
Witness, H.ARRY E WILBUR Es
quire, Judge of Probate Court for
Knox County, Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
MARY V RYDER
Register Pro Tem.
14-S-20

Price >12.00
Saturday Issue, includi
Introductory

Obtainable ac;
READING ROOM <1
SCIENTIST, HAS B
Where the ReJ

M. B.
ROCI
THE FAVORITE PE

Evcry-Other-Da^

Tiie fuel burned in blast fur
naces, coke, is the residue after
jases have been distilled from bi
tuminous coal.

Fishermen cut off the heads of
tnoonfish before bringing them to
jort. because their human-like
'aces make them hard to sell.

COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
FEBRUARY 17-22
Community Bldg., Rockland
Mere Fun, More Prizes, More Game-,
Than Ever Before

15-20

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
T all persons interested In either
i»f the estates herein..fter named:
Al a Probate Court held at Rock
land 111 and for the County of Knox,
|)ii the 21st clay of January. In the
tear of our Ixird one thousand nine
jiundred and forty-one, and by ndjurnrneiit lrom day to day from the
list dav of said January. The foliow■
■
bavin
o, i H prenented
or the action thereupon hereinafter
Indicated lt is hereby ORDKREI)
That notice thereof Ite given to all
er-ons interested, by causing a copy
lif this order lo la- published three
te, ks successively In T he Courlcr-Oafcett- a new.paper published at Rockland. In said County, that they may
kppear ut a Probate Court to tx- held
it said Rockland on the 18th day of
“fbruury. A. D 1941. at nine o'clock
n the forenoon, and be heard there
in If tliey see cause.
AUGUSTA O. SHIBLES, late of
Ito, kport. deceased Will and Petition
ar Probate thereof, asking that the
,atne may be proved and allowed and
hat letters Te tamentary Issue to
\deiaide Belle Skinner, of Rockport,
die being the Executrix named in
laid Will, without bond.
WILLIAM E BROWN, late of Rockund, deceased. Will and Petition for
bate thereof, usklng thnt the
mme nuiy be proved and allowed and
hat Fetter- Testamentary Issue to
to b Brown of Rockland, she ben
Itrlx named in said Will,
vlthout bond.
I'ANLEY W MACGOWAN. late of
[’humaston. deceased
Will and Peti
tion tir Probate thereof, asking that
the
ame may lie proved and allowed
and that Lc ters Testamentary Issue
Alloe L Macgowan. of Thomaston,
.he being the Executrix named In
aid Will, without bond.
EZRA MERRICK
late of North
Haven, deceased
Will and Petition
>r Probute thereof, as'ilng thnt the
,ame may be proved and allowed and
hat Letters nf Admin stration with
he

will annexed,

be

Issued

tj

Allen

' Sawyer, of Rockland, with bond.
CHARLES F COLI INS. late of RockdM........ d
Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking t lat the seme
nay be proved and allowed and that
Letter* of Administration with the
vlll annexed, be Lsued to Russell
["hurst in. of Rockport, with Loud.
I'AT'K CHARLES H fc’RAZIER, late
if Philadelphia. Pa., deceased.
First
count presented for allowance by
[fharles s Cheston of Whltemarsh. Pa.
ind Ftdellty-Phlladelphla Trust Co. of
Philadelphia, Pa , Exrs.
ESTATE LIZZIE M RILL, late of
ed First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
311ford B Butler, Exr.
ESTATE ERNEST A. MUNRO, late
if Rockland deceased. First Account
ere., nted lor allowance by Alan L.
fird, Exr
ESTATE LELAND MORTON, late of
Bt i irge, deceased First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
Albert Sllngsby, Admr.
ESTATE DALLAS C. MURCH. late
Vina i en, deceased. First and
plnal Account presented for allow»nce by Winifred M Murch. Admx.
ESTATE LEWIS R VAN SUCKLE,
ate of South Hope, deceased. First
count presented for allowance by
Sylvester Van Sickle. Admr.
BSTA rE LEWIS R VAN SICKLE.
Mte of South Hope, dece ised. Petition
or Distribution presented by Sylveser Van Sickle. Admr.
ESTATE DELORIE K LAW. late of
hm ii, deceased
Petition for License
•o Sell certain Real Estate, situated
n t in ni and fully described In said
'(-tition. presented by Frederick L.
.aw. of Whitefield. Admr.
ESTATE CARRIE F BAKER, late of
rhomaston. deceased.
Petition for
Adniiulstr. tion asking that Marlon B.
ilrafton of Thomaston or some other
ultable person be appointed Admx.
>f said estate with bond.
ESTATE FULF J BAKER, late of
Th ma-ton. deceased
Petition for
Idnunlstration asking that Marlon B.
Irafton cf Thomaston or some other
ultuble person be appointed Admx.
if -aid estate with bond.
ESTATE NELLIE M BERNET. late of
to, k.and. deceased
Petition for AdUnlstrifflon a-klng that Evelyn Beru-t Croekett. of Rockland, or somether suitable person, be appointed
idmx. without bond

ESTATE JAMES T ROBINSON, late
if Warren, deceased
First and Final
("int of John B Robinson, dee«sed executor, presented for allown. e by E.lzabeth E Robinson, execurlx of the will of said deceased exeutcr.
ESTATE FRANK E LONG, late of
it George, deceased
First and Final
iccount presented for allowance by
ilfred C Hocking. Admr.
ESTATE CHARLES B DAVIS, late of
t George, deceased Petition for 14ense to Sell certain Real Estate,
ltuated in St Oeorge. and fully decrlbed In said petition, presented by
Ituart C. Burges*, of Rockland. Admr.
ESTATE CORA E FOGERTY, late of
'ushlng, deceased.
First and Final
iccount presented f ir allowance, by
lelaoq W Fogerty. Admr.
ESTATE WILLIAM M
HOFFSES.
ite of Thomaston, deceased.
First
nd F’lnal Account presented for alnwance. by Rodney I
Thompson.
Exr
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME,
sklng that the name of Anita Oold^rb of Rockiand. be changed to
,nlta Berllawsky, presented by said
inlta Goldfarb
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME,
sklng that the name of George Euene Goldfarb of Rockland, minor,
e changed to Oeorge Eugene Berlawsky. presented by Anita Goldfarb
I Rodkland, mother.
Witness, H.ARRY E. WILBUR. Esuire. Judge of Probate Court f°r
[nox County. Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
MARY V. RYDER.
Register Pr^Teor

Grace Chapter, 0. E. S. Red Cross Work

Only Six, But So Happy

lid Camden Band
Rockland, Feb. 4
Gditcr of The Ccurier-Oazette:—
While Knox County with its pa.
ade and bands is making headlines
rhy would it not be a good time
,or Camden and her bands to join?
iVi.o remembers, cr is left, among
those who played in the Camden
>nnd in 189f« and 1900 Among them
Here the late Charles Thorndike,
» snare drummer, if I remember
Correctly, and a Mr. Perkins whose
wife's name was Kate.
They
vorked daily in what was then Me.
?unticcok mill (now Seabright).
Was lie a cornetist?
Orman Beverage attended relearsals for awhile playing tiie
lide trombone. Unexpected cirumstances forbade his continuince. Perhaps David Crockett, Sr.
night be able to furnish the infornation.
Im Reviewing
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Every-Other-Day

This And That

Officers Installed In
Patriotic Setting—
Program By Children
Marion Ludwick returned
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Otis are ex-
fiursday to Bates College to at- pected to arrive today from Boston,
. nd tiie Winter carnival being held where Mr. Otis has been a patient
weekend.
in the Pratt Diagnostic Hospital.
By K. 8. F.

Ciiapin Class monthly supper will

Fred Cormier is confined to his
Tuesday night in the Universa- home on Crescent street by Illness.

4

- vestry with Mrs. Katharyn St.
c,jir as chairman.

The Silver Link Social, sponsored
by Miriam Supper Circle, will meet
-,lr Ethel Turner returned yes- Wednesday night instead of aftererday to Lowell, Mass., having nooh with Mrs. Jennie Feyler, Park
b„en hie suest of Mr. and Mrt street.
Nden P'-rry.

-j, Jerome C. Burrows and Mrs.
A;an j Murray wil be co-chair„ifn of the . upper committee at the
r.ingr-' lienal Church Wednesday
night, assisted by Mrs. Joseph E.
B.asdell, Mrs. Donald Kelsey, Mrs.
Albert Havener, Mrs. Donald CumMrs. Kenneth Spear, Mrs.
Frank Marsh, Mrs. John G. Snow,
\jrs. E. Carl Moran, Mrs. David
Beach and Mrs. Chauncey Keene.

V

Mrs. Lou Ingraham and daugh
ter Mrs. Maud Gould of Portland
are guests of Miss Margie Stahl.

/

Did it ever occur to you that
seaweed was good' fodder for
sheep?
England's finest fleeces
come from the Shetland and Ork
ney Islands and there the sheep
feed a great deal on seaweed and
sea grasses.
• • • •
“Riches," said tihe teacher, “take
wings and' fly away. Now what
kind of riches does the writer

mean?”
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary will w
The teacher waited for answer
have charge of the cooked food-------- ---------- ...................... .................. —
—
for some time, with no response.
booth at Community Food Fair the I
“Surely,’’ he said, “someone can
week of Feh 17 m
m
Th* party in honor of Roger Young’s sixth bir hdav was given at the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs
tell
me what kind of riches fly
. .
rs. Mary Dins- j|er5ert Young, on Leland street, Wednesday. Six young friends were present and played games and enmore and Mrs. Mildred Wallace, co- joyed refreshments. Left to right: Barbara Kaler, Frank Taft, Beverley Kitching, Roger Young the host, away.”
Johnny hesitated for a moment,
chairmen.
- John Alden, Marilyn Seavey, Donald Briggs.
—Photo by Cullen.
then said, “Ostriches, I guess.”
• • • •
Mrs. Martha Alley, who is em-1 Mrs. Carl Holt of Portsmouth,
With compliments to Col. Lind
ployed ln Lewiston Is at home for R I. who has been the guest of
bergh,
one would like to ask just
Carl Freeman was hostess a short visit.
' her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
how
long
he figured the negotiated
Thursday night to W. I. N. Club,
-------' Doherty the * past week, returns
peace would last with Hitler still
cards and luncheon.
Mrs.
Mrs. Clifford Oliver was hostess home this afternoon.
breathing? Scraps of paper are
Gardner French, Mrs. Florence Thursday night to Tantramar
WiD Hand Out Tasty Samples At
of not much use in Germany.
Knowitcn and Mrs. Herbert Curtis Club, for cards and luncheon. Mrs.
• * * *
Mrs. Bernard W. Jameson enter
won awards for high scores.
the Community Food Fair
Al Plourde won the prize for high tained last night,, at a bridge party |
Jacksonville Chamber of Con
score.
and
luncheon.
Awards
went
to
gress
says there are no more snakes
Shake?peare Society will be enin
the
woods in Florida than in
Mrs.
Maurice
Athearn
and
Mrs.
.ertained Monday at the home of
Miss Doris Borgerson of Bates Clara Curtis for high score, Mrs.
Marjorie Mills, famous radio large placards hung in conspicuous any other comparable area in the
yr-- Joseph Emery, Limerock, with college arrived Thursday to spend
United States. My experience is
Francis Harden receiving consola- star, will be one of the major at places.
1: David Beach the leader. Mrs. the weekend with her parents, Mr. ^
A new game room in charge of the “comparable areas" are all
on an(j -^rs Lloyd Jamescn the tractions of Community Food Fair,
Nettie Frost will present a paper and Mrs Carl Borgerson, Park
travel prize. Others present were carrying througli a vitally inter Frederick Bird and patterned after Southern States, and they are well
entitled Tiie Flowers, Songs and street.
the high successes of the Resusci- supplied with snakes to my
Mrs. Edward Baxter. Mrs. Elmer
Wares in Act 4.”
esting
program
of
her
own
Friday
tator Carnival will be a new and knowledge.
Teel and Mis. Della Peaslee.
• • * •
Mrs. Hattie Keating of Mechanic
afternoon, and, by special request, popular feature. Beano will un
The Arts and Cralts Society street entertained The Wawenock
Again the Maine Library Bulle
doubtedly be one of the most popu tin is being printed and thanks
Capt. Keryn ap Rice will speak on will officiate at the designating of
met tins week with Mrs. Helen Carl- Club Wednesday at dinner and. was
lar in local history due to the fine are heard from all quarters for
cn. An heirloom quilt, and piece given a surprise shower of birth “America and tiie Far East” before “Miss Rockland" Friday night.
prizes and reasonable prices. A
the study group on foreign rela
: English copper plate chintz, day cards by the members.
The whole week Feb. 17-22, will special public address system will this is a great help to library
workers. It is published quarterly
tions of the League cf Women Vot be crowded with attractions ex
both ever a century old, were on
connect
the
beano
room
with
the
and
the editor-in-chief is now
display, from Miss Maude Hall.
The Catholic Women’s Club will ers Monday at 3 o'clock at the ceeding any preceeding Food Fair. stage where all prize winners will Aine E. Hinckley of Colby College
”?• d- .ety recently bought over meet Thursday night, for a social home of Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy.
Library who has charge of the
Superb programs have been ar be announced.
• :i yards oi material to be made up meeting.
rural library field. Associates are
There
are
many
fun
features
in
into sleeping garments, by the
All members cf Winslow-Hol ranged for afternoon and evening connection with tiie big show, but L. F. Randlett of Bangor. Theresa
NYA -iris project, for Miss Cor- Miss Joan Proctor celebrated her brook Unit No. 1, American Legion and in addition grand prizes will the high light is bound to be tne C. Stuart of the State Library and
ik-tt > work. Mrs. John Smith Fogg 11th birthday anniversary Wednes Auxiliary are urged to be present be given away every night and 50 nightly dunking contests with a Ruth E. Lane of Gardiner Library,
di played one of these, most beau- day, by entertaining a group of at the meeting Monday night. An valuable attendance prizes at each grand finale on Saturday night has children's work and some
tifvlly made knitting needles, young friends at the home of her Americanism and National De session. Save your "attendance with marshmallow fluff as the piece others.
* » * *
tape and thread had also been parents, Mr. and Mrs. Howard fense program has been arranged slip” given at the door. There will de resistance. Cash prizes will be
Phillips
Brooks
was full of bril
given to the project. Mrs. Evelyn Proctor, Lake avenue. Games and by Mrs. Amelia Kenney and Mrs. be free motion pictures every night offered to assure there being plenty
liant
sayings
and
the joy he took
Pe.. Let- is allowing the N.Y.A. girls luncheon were enjoyed by the Catherine Libby. A D. Gray of in the tower room.
of candidates. All boys and girls in his work was reflected by these
to ome to her home, for knitting gueists, who were Diane Cameron, Waldoboro will be the speaker on
Patrons of the fair will be wishing to enter should leave their utterances, one of which was "Joy
instruction, and many are availing Ruth Bowley, Marilyn Spear, Ann Americanism and Capt. Keryn ap amazed at the number of food names at once at Perry’s Main in one’s work is the consummate
em-ehes of the opportunity. Ross, Earlene Perry, Kathleen Rice on National Defense. All demonstrators handing out samples Street Market or the Chamber of tool."
cf
Winslow-Holbrook of their tasty wares. Every booth Commerce. A special courtesy to
Sweaters are being made for the Paul, Richard King, Donald King, members
Donald
Teel,
Milton
Proctor,
Stan

Pest
an'd
other
patriotic
organiza is a live wire, and every available patrons has been arranged with
R-d Cross, and mittens for Miss
“I can’t understand why Bill
The sewing inch of booth space has been sold. the Camden-Thomaston Bus Lines didn't propose to you after you
Corbett's needs. Five dollars have ley Walsh, Harold King, Philip Fer- tions are invited.
circle will meet at 2 in the after As a matter of fact, all desiring which will have its machines wait told him you were the sole heir to
a. i been sent fcr Chinese relief, nald and Bruce King.
your auntie's riches."
noon.
Mrs Peasle told of the coopfloor space could not be accommo ing at the end of the night shows
Opportunity
Class
met
at
the
“He proposed, all right, but it
rcive arts and crafts of China. The
dated and had to be content with Friday and Saturday.
was
to Auntie, and what is worse,
home
of
Mrs.
Christine
Dorr
Thurs

ety will meet on Monday at
MLss Dorothy Frost cf Bates col
she accepted."
day
night
with
25
members
pres

’30 p in. m rear of the What Not
lege arrived Thursday to spend the
* ♦ 8 8
i Scout Sunday. Rev. C. B. OverSlop. Another lecture on China, ent. The meeting was presided over weekend with her mother, Mrs. ROCKPORT
A lot of persons are still subject
Miss Muriel Giles of Rockland 1 man will speak from the subject
and an Institute day for Arts and by the vice president, Mrs. Frances Nettie Bird Frost.
to
queer superstitions. They feel
was hoates this week to the "Be Prepared''; Sunday School at
Crafts of Rcckland, are to be con Clark. The class has made 72 calls
that
“magic" is worth their while
noon; Christian Endeavor at 6;
ln the past month. Mrs. Bertha
sidered.'
Ruth
Mayhew Tent held the first Thimble Club at the home of C. W. sermon subject at 7, “In the Be to countenance, and they dare not
______
Greenlaw is to have charge of the
Holmes. Following an hour of
do certain things, and then do
Hat
Shop.
Copper
j^ts.
A* meeting for sewing will in a series of beano game parties sewing, refreshments were served. ginning.”
Sarah Linnell
Monday afternoon, followed by supmany things that to ethers seem
Kettle Special—Rayon crepe or he held at the echurch Wednesday I per and meeting in the evening. A
The Knox County Ministerial foolish.
Herbert Greer of Hartford, Conn,
satin gowns, regularly $2, >1.50— afternoon and evening Feb. 19. ! program was presented, which in- is a visitor at the home of Mr. Association will meet Monday at
8 8 8 8
16-17 Mrs. Clara Emery had charge of
the
Littlefield
Memorial
Church
Wasn’t it a courteous and ex
' eluded readings by Josephine Loth- and Mrs. Herbert Merrill.
the program which consisted of:
in Rockland. The program will cellent gesture of Bangor to name
I
rop
and
singing
by
the
members.
Mrs.
Minnie
Crozier
is
able
to
Visit Lucien K. Green <Sc Son’s Piano solo, Mrs. Helen MoKinney;
open with dinner at 11.30, and
‘ ond floor, 16 School street. Odd readings. Miss Alice Macintosh and [ Mrs. Ada Payson was chairman of be out following a month’s illness Miss Hazel Lane, director of Knox the Y Camp for Beys near that
city in honor of Jordan who for
FeLlows Block, City, for Furs, Pur Mrs. Emery. Refreshments were the supper. Another meeting will from the flu.
J County Rural Religious Education so many years had on his mind
be held Feb. 17, with Mrs. Maud
Gecrge S. Cunningham, master
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate served by Mrs. Dorr, with Mrs.
Cables chairman cf the 6 o’clock of Penobscot View Grange, and will be the afternoon speaker giv and heart at all times the highest
prices.
Clark substituting for Mrs. Lillian
supper, and the second party of his degree team conferred the ing a talk on. her work in that interest of the boys of that neigh
Joyce and Mrs. Coris Randall who
the game series in the afternoon. third and fourth degrees on seven capacity.
borhood. Fifty-six boys were ac
were reported sick. Mrs. Elizabeth
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR Murray and Mrs. Mabie Pinkerton Wednesday night, Mrs. Lina Car- candidates Wednesday at Megun Charles L. Veazie is showing commodated and cared for there
roll. Mrs. Priscilla Smith, Mrs. Susie ticook Grange in Camden. Among satisfactory improvement from re and a total of near 300 for the
were also reported ill. The next
FEBRUARY 17-22
Karl, Mrs. Jennie Pietroski, Mrs.
season.
Community Bldg., Rockland meeting will be held at the home Elizabeth Murray, Mrs. Florence the candidates were Mr. andi Mrs. cent illness.
• • * •
Russell Staples and: son Ralph of
Mere Fun, More Prizes, More Games of Mrs. Edith Gregory, Center street
The Junior Sunshine 4-H Club
George Matthews Adams, a bril
Rogers and Mrs. Inez Packard mo
this, town.
with Mrs. Hattie Bickmore and
Than Ever Before
met Wednesday at the home of liant writer, says: “When you are
tored to Belfast, to be guests of
15-20 Mrs. Frances Hall assisting.
Mrs. Ernest Crockett is confined its new leader, Mrs. Mae Butler inclined to find fault with your
Emma White Barker Tent for in
I
to
her home with the flu.
for re-organization and election of newspaper, bear in mind that is
stallation of officers. Mrs. Carroll
A A.
The
Baptist
Ladies
’
Circle
will
officers:
Leader, Mrs. Herbert But- but an expression of the sum total
a *
fif - acted as pianist. Mrs. Smith guide
meet
Wednesday
afternoon
at
the
1
ler;
assistant
leader, Erma Annis; of all its readers. It is in a very
and Mrs.- Pietroski, as chaplain
The World’s News Seen Through
heme
of
Mrs.
Christie
Whitney.
president,
Mildred
Jamison; vice definite sense a community or
Preceding the installation, a chick
Next
Sunday
being
observed'
as
president,
Rachel
Annis;
secretary, compound individual. So long as
en supper was enjoyed.
he hristian
onitor
‘’Race Relations’' Sunday in all Norma Epear; treasurer, Loraine there is a free press the people
An International Daily Newspaper
,
Methodist Churches, a special or Dunton; reporter, Erma Annis; can be trusted to work out their
rubluked by THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE PUBLISHING SOCIETY
A BIG FULLER
One, Norway Street, Boston. Massachusetts
der of service will be carried out cheer leader, Norma Newton. The problems safely and sanely."
is Truthful—Constructive—Unbiased—Free from Sensational
• • • •
at the local Church, with Rev. F. next meeting will be Feb. 20. and
ism— Editorials Are Timely and Instructive and Its Daily
will
consist
of
a
judging
contest
on
Ernest
Smith,
using
as
sermon
sub

It
might
be
well for citizens of
features. Together with the Weekly Magazine Section, Make
ject "When we are really Chris "Table Setting".
the United States to remember that
the Monitor an Ideal Newspaper for the Home.
tians"; Church School M 10; Ep
Price >12.00 Yearly, or >1.00 a Month.
Rev. C. V. Overman, pastor ad they are peculiarly today the free
Saturday Issue, including Magazine Section, >2.60 a Year,
worth League at 6, Miss Marjorie viser of the Knox County Chris and almost only people that can
introductory Offer, 6 Issues 25 Cents.
Brodis leader; evening service at tian Endeavor Union, was in Ten give human helpfulness to the suf
Obtainable at:
7. subject ‘The Way to Human ants Harbor Wednesday to con fering world at war. England did
READING ROOM OF THE CHURCH OF CHRIST
America * favorite dust mop — and now
Happiness."
sult writh the president, Agnes not seek or want this war; China
SCIENTIST, HAS BEEN MOVED TO 507 MAIN ST.
at the special low price, thrifty house •
At
11
o'clock
Sunday
at
the
BapSeverright, regarding plans for a did not seek or want the dreadful
Where the Red Cross Rooms used to be
wives will surely want an extra one.
16*17«S*29
tight, compact, easy to use, Four strand
tlst Church the Boy Scouts will j rally of the organization to be held war that Japan has thrust at her
cotton yarn chemically treated, picks up
very life. This is the only nation
be special guests in observance of I in the near future.
w w~~e
w
» w e w
lint, dust ond dirt quickly and easily.
Postmaster Hlldred Rider has left which can count on its re
resumed) her duties at the local sources. So Let Americans thank
office after being confined to her the great Divine Father for free
home for a few days from illness. dom thus far and strive to help
nr
m every way they can to keep the
The old order changeth yielding
“Calling All Scouts”
world safe for humanity and civili
place to new
A
mobilization
of
the
Boy
Sccuts
zation.
The picture treat that can't be
8 8 8 8
will take place tonight. They will
beat is always found at Comique.
Many in this nation have the
Matinee 2.00; Sunday 3.00
be called semetime after 5 o'clock,
Evenings 7 and 9; Saturday 6.15
either by telephone or messenger, hope that the great company of
The last rites of the Comfque to a place designated in the call. the Daughters of the American
is paved with
Theatre will be held Feb. 18 after
This is in accordance with a State Revolution will do fcr this coun
the last performance.
wide mobilization of Boy Scouts, try what the former PresidentSATURDAY, FEB. 8
and the results as to attendance General suggests, in leading the
Last Times Tcdav
and success cf the call, will be way to a great spiritual revival.
Cash Night. Come Collect $79
broadcaA over Station WGAN With deep courage and understand
See the dual role
ing of social reforms needed and
from 7.30 to 8 o'clock.
Wayne Morris. Virginia Date
wanted. But social reforms are
President
Roosevelt
will
also
be
“THE QUARTERBACK” plus
A comfortJ.ly h*rteJh®"“ h
valueless
unless built on the firm
a guest speaker cn this program,
Roy Rogers, Jacqueline Welts
to good heolth-ond D«H■ *“*h™"*'
•THE RANGER and the LADY”
which will be listened to by the foundations of character, and if
BOY HOW
is known M th« m*®*1 fuel
e
plus
local Scouts, after which they will this great body of nearly 1,000,td SAVE MONEY.
“PLUTO’S PLAYMATE”
count—including ecenomyo
make plans for further activities 000 women in America would com
Prompt Service and Delivery
during Scout week. One of these bine their efforts with the clergy,
SUN.-MON., FEB. 9-10
tbrougb your Fuller Deaje_r
CALL 487
activities already arranged is a a new light would be opened to
Last Two Days
joint Junior High and High School the world.
Mon. Cash Night. Come Collect
FLORIAN CLARK ,
M. B. & C 0. PERRY
assembly at the Rockport High
“THE WESTERNER”
Loral Dealer
Gary Cooper. Deris Davenport
School when some of the Scout "First Aid." Plans are also being
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Walter Brennan
93 Limerock St. Tel. 431-W
work will be exhibited a special made to attend the Boy Scout Rally
“WEDDING BELLS”
NEWS
feature being a dramatization of Monday night in Rockland.

T

C

AN “AMIT OF DEMONSTRATORS

Science M

DRY MOP

cuts your (lusting time

D&H

anthracite

JHE FAVORITE

PENNSYLVANIA

HARD

COAL

New officers of Grace Chapter.
O.E.S. of Thcmaston were installed
ln an impressive ceremony Thurs
day night, retiring worthy matron
Lura Tubby as installing officer be
ing assisted by worthy patron Lau
rence Perry, marshal Margaret
Etone chaplain. Blanche Vose and
organist Blanche Lermond.
The patriotic motif was carried
out in all decorations and the in
coming officers were preceded in
their entrance march by two
charming little maidens. Louise
Spear and Carleen Young, in ankle
length white dresses, red, white
and blue rZcbons, and bearing
American flags. Also assisting the
marshal in escorting in the officers
were tiny Benjamin and Alfreda
Perry, the former in a white sailor
suit and his sister wearing a long
white gown.
Officers installed were: Worthy
matron, Margaret Fifield; worthy
patron, Laurence Perry; associate
matron, Madolin Epear; associate
patron, Leroy Seekins; secretary,
Florence Gardiner; treasurer, Cora
Knights; conductress. Dorothea
Young;
associate
conductress,
Helen Stetson; chaplain, Blanche
Vose; marshal, Margaret Stone;
organist, Blanche Lermond; Adah,
Bertha Seekins; Ruth, Lura Libby;
Esther, Josephine Stone; Martha.
Helen Studley;. Electa. Faye Stet
son; warder. Ruth Perry; sentinel.
Hollis Harrington.
Following the installation of the
star points, five young girls,
daughters of members, each dressed
to represent the color of a ray of
the star, presented' the five officers
with wrist bouquets of carnations,
each tied with a ribbon corres
ponding to the star point she rep
resented. Entertainment features
w’ere introduced at intervals dur
ing the installation ceremony and
included a song, "Gcd Bless
America,” sung by all the children
taking part in the ceremonies,
Mary Jean Lakeman, Gay Stetson,
Nancy Litby. Betty Lou Seekins,
Constance Knights, Dea Perry.
Louise Spear, Carleen Young, Al-,
freda Perry, Mary Greenleaf and
Benjamin Perry;piano solo, ‘Taps,"
Nancy Libby; song. "America the
Beautiful," Mary Greenleaf. Kath
leen Libby, who was also to have
taken part in the ipregram, was
unable to attend because of ill
ness.
At the close of the installation
ceremony gifts were presented the
retiring worthy matron and in
stalling officer, Mrs. Libby, and the
children, and a past patron's jewel
to Mr. Perry. To conclude the
ceremonies, the soloist. Forest
Stone, led the assembly in singing
the National Anthem, tnen, led
by the new officers, members and
guests proceeded to the dii.ing hall
where buffet refreshments were
strved. Decorations were beautiiuFy arranged < and were the work
of Mrs. Faye Stetson. Mrs. Fi
field vzas general chairman of the
refreshment committee and was
assisted by Mrs. Marion Grafton
ar.d Mrs. Dorothy Libby in charge
of the dining room.

The C. D. H. 3. Club met last
night at the home of Miss Martha
Seavey, Franklin street, for a
luncheon-bridge. Honors fell to
Miss Naomi Rackliff and Miss Mar
guerite Mahoney.

The following members of the
Red Cross. Ralph L. Wiggin. Ar
thur L. Orne and Mrs. Joseph Don
dis. met at the Community Build
ing for the purpose of forming a
Home Service Committee. Mrs.
Burton E. Flanders, though unable
to be present, has offered to work
with the group.
The purpose of the committee is
to carry out the duties of the Red
Cross in giving certain important
service and help to soldiers, sail
ors, veterans and their families.
The situation demands immediate
action. Grave problems have al
ready arisen in the dependent
families of Rockland men. who are
away from heme serving under the
colors of our couhtry. By Act of
Congress, it is the duty of the Red
Cress to deal with these problems.
The work of this committee
means a sacrifice of time, and the
taking up of a very real and diffi
cult responsibility. It is to be
hoped that other citizens of Rock
land will listen to the call of the
members of this Committee for
aid when they need it; it is not
fair to expect them to bear the
whole burden.
Keryn ap Rice, Chairman
Knox County Chapter,
American Red Cross.

Mrs Susie Lamb is chairman of
public supper served tonight at Le
gion hall by Winslow-Holbrook
Auxiliary.

Richard Marsh has been chosen
a delegate frem the second year
class at Gorham Normal School to
attend the annual Eastern State
Teachers’ Training Institute to be
held in New York the first week in
Api il.

Methebesec Club met yesterday in
the tower room, with 30 members
present. A fine report of the Fed
eration meeting in Augusta was
given by the president, Mrs. George
Avery, and Miss Edith Bicknell gave
six Chinese poems, “Tears," “Two
Chants," “Awake, My Lord" from
Book of Odes, "The Scholar in the
Narrow Street" and “The Soldier"
from the Odes cf Confucius. Two
excellent papers, holding much in
terest for listeners, were "Marco
Polo and China" by Mrs. Orissa
Merritt, and “Silk Trade of Ancient
Times and the Middle Ages” by Mrs.
Louise Orbeton. The exhibition,
which included beautiful robes, em
broidery, china, pictures, yard silk,
etc , was in charge cf Mrs Hester
Chase and Mtes Ellen Cochran,
and Mrs. Chase told a fascinating
story about the Treaty of Seoul.
Hostesses for the meeting were Miss
Cochran, Mrs. Louise Ingraham,
Mirs. Emma Shaw, Miss Bicknell,
Mrs. Mary Cooper and Mrs Lenora
Cooper

Stubborn
head

COLDS
RELIEVE

stuffiness and misery

this proved way: Melt a spoonful

of Vicks VapoRub in boiling water,
then breathe in the steaming med
icated vapors.
THEN MT BEDTIME, rub VapoRub
on throat and chest to get full ben
efit of its long-continued
action
[-continued action
while you sleep.
And you will be
delighted with

VJSSS

Sunday and Monday

Ruth Mayhew Tent is sponsor
ing a Monday afternoon series of
beano parties at G A R hail Feb.
17, March 3 and 17 and April 7
and 21.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

SUN.-MON.-TUES.
A Thousand Miles
Of Banter..A Thousand
Thrills a MHe!

“ELSIE”

Tuesday-Wednesday

tSNJUO
RIRQAlt

MABSBT

■>&8

NOW PLAYING
“KITTY FOYLE”
GINGER ROGERS

DENNIS MORGAN
A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Strand 1

m

Week Days,
Sundays,

2.00, 630, 8.30
3.00, 6.30, 8J0

Starts Wed., Feb. 12
“GONE WITH THE WIND’
Soon. “Philadelphia Story”

TODAY
GENE AUTRY
RIDIN’ ON A RAINBOW’
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STEAMBOAT DAYS

and their other signalling equip
ment is very similar to that found
at shore stations. Each lightship
has a crew of from six to 15 men.
• * * *

-

informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

LITTLE RIVER

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day s news from
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.

Here is the “Vinal Haven" as she appeared after 1905, a remarkably well arranged boat with ample passenger
quarters and good freight capacity.

Hello, Guardians of Our Coast.
You are about to hear from Little
River again.
Florence Corbett is employed as
cook at the Hanson’s Hospital in
Machias.
Ruth Corbett is visiting her
grandmother, Mrs. Ruth Johnson,
at Rcque Bluffs.
Purcell Corbett is in the Army
and stationed at Fort Williams.
He was one of 150 draftees who
left Bangor Jan. 17. As far as we
have heard, he likes Army life very
much.
Paul Ackley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Ackley is home for the Win
ter. He has been going on the
Lucy Evelyn, a three-master.
I. B. Schurman who has been
confined to his bed with pneumonia
is much improved, although he
has a bad eye caused by eyeritis.
Mrs. Willie Corbett spent the
weekend with Mr. Corbett’s sister,
Mrs. Nord Nelson.
The N.Y.A. has been organized
here with Horace Ackley as super
visor.
Four dogs have died here from
the flu. They w’ere the pets of
R. M. Trim, Edward Dennison, Al
ton MacGuire and Albert Beam.
• . .

The State Capitol

Sen. Elliot Wants Knox
County Represented On
Military Road Map
The State Highway Commission
was visited Thursday by a commit
tee from the Legislative group rep
resenting five counties in eastern
central Maine

which

complained

not to pass" by the legislative committee on judiciary.
All three were introduced by Bu.
bar of Weston.
• • • •
The same committee reported fa.
vorably a bill transferring appoint,
ment of fish and game wardens
from the governor to the oonunls.
sioner of inland fisheries and game.
• • • •
Legislation for run-off primary
elections for the offices of gover
nor, (United States senator and u.
S. representatives was introduced
in the Maine legislature by Sena
tor Hildreth of Portland. Similar
legislation was rejected by previous
legislatures.
The bill provided that the primary election would be held in May
instead of June. If no candidate
received a majority of the votes
cast, the two with the highest to
tals would contest in the run-off
to be held in June.
• • • •
Senator Lauren M. Sanborn of
Portland has introduced a bill em
powering the chief justice to nan e a
committee from the Maine State
bar to study the practice and pro
cedure, both at law and in equi'y,
of the Supreme and Superior Court*
and report to the chief justice be
fore Oct. 1, 1942. The committee
would be directed to recommend any
desirable changes it deemed needed
to improve administration of Justice
in the courts. The committee would
receive no pay. Pension pay would
not be made available to retir'd
justices o't Maine’s high courts if
after retirement they acted as at
torneys in any action or legal pro
ceeding in which the State was an
“adverse party” under a bill pre
sented by Senator Laughlin.

over what it said was "an appar
ent omission” of the area from
a map designating proposed mili
tary roads in Maine. The map was
prepared, the delegation said, by
the Federal Bureau of Public Roads
in connection with the National De
fense program.
The couties represented by the
Legislative delegations were Han
cock, Lincoln, Sagadahoc, Waldo,
and Knox.
Senator Albert B. Elliot of Thom
aston told the Commission the five
"important" reasons—from a mili
tary point of view—why the five
counties should be considered in
highway construction were:
Bath Iron Works, constructing
destroyers and other ships for the
federal government; the fabrication
plant. East Brunswick; the steam
electric plant, now under construc
tion at Wiscasset and expected to
provide power to the Bath Iron
Works and the fabrication estab
lishments; the Lawrence-Portland
Cement Company, Thomaston; the
MacKay radio station, Cushing;
and the Naval Trial Course at
Rcckland.
Elliot said he and others of the
delegation would make written pro
test to Maine's Congressional group
in Washington and to the Bureau
of Public Reads.
• • • •
Representative Crockett of North
Haven has presented a bill provid SOUTH THOMASTON
Federal Surplus Foods will be
ing ihat when a surplus warrants,
given
out, Monday, 1 to 4 o’clcck
the tax for the special fund for
and
from
5 to 8 o'clock.
investigation of fires by the insur
Mr.
and
Mrs. Vernon Simmons
ance commissioner be emitted for
took
home
their
daughter, Patricia
a year.
Ann from Knox Hospital lasl Sun
* • • •
Three bills favoring transfer of day, where she has been In the in
the power of appointing the com cubator for three months. She now
missioner of inland fisheries and has climbed the scale to 5 pounds,
game, the commissioner of sea and 11 ounces.
shore fisheries and the forest com
missioner from the Governor to the
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
Legislature were reported “ought

given her a decent burial by fire ing straight out of my dreams. She
lays at Tillson wharf in the early
With this issue we say goodbye or at sea.
• * * *
eighties when the wharf buildings
to steamer “Vinal Haven,” long
Farewell cannot be said to the were being erected and the western
known as “Old Faithful” and the i "Vinal Haven” without the promise section of the wharf itself had not
steamboat which was in active that
her
long-time,
colorful been built. The buildings now oc
service on Penobscot waters tor 46 i master. Capt. Alvah Barbour, will cupied by the Vinalhaven S. S. Co.
years, an all-time record for a appear in a special article at the had not then made their appearance.
local passenger craft.
"Juno” was a handsome craft, ac
conclusion of this series.
WHITE HEAD
• • • •
Above she is presented as re
cording to the picture, pure white
Mrs. Lillian Brown of St. George
Here is Burnt Coat Harbor Light again, in a pose which will doubt
modeled in 1905, the form in which
steamer with the famous balustraded grand
has
been guest of Mr. and Mrs. Al
less be more familiar than last week's inverted photograph. Col. Basil II.
she is best remembered by the
Stinson, the alert agent of the Vinalhaven & Rockland Steamboat Co., ton Brown for several days.
thousands w’ho crossed the bay
noticed something queer with the position of that Light, and sure enough,
_
_____
Joseph
Bailey __
is in the U
with their trust in heT, whether
on checking Uncle Sam’s photography,, the "man with the birdie" had the Marin; Hospital in Portland.
or no. She became a roomy, com- !
arrangement slightly askew. “Figures don t lie, but it seems photos do
,______ ...__
Philip York has returned from
—sometimes.
fcrtable boat with 15 feet added to
15 days leave. Clarence Beal is
her original 86.4. and' was remark
now
on leave.
THE SUNBEAM COMES ALONG
wood and with no other propelling
ably easy in a sea. Her waggish
Charles
Beal of 3eals is guest of
[For
Guardians
of
Our
Coast]
detractors said1 this lack of pitch
power than sails. Iron and steel
F.
W.
Alley.
It glides o’er the waters silently,
ing came about through both ends
You’d hardly know lt was here
eventually came into use for the
Mrs. G. L. Alley and Miss VenExcept the whistle to tell the folks
rising and falling from the sta
The Sunbeam is very near.
construction of hulls ar.d steam etta Foss were overnight visitors in
tionary point amidships. Tire old
You msy think she is small when you propulsion was introduced. Present Rockland recently.
boat was indicted as dangerous on
see her.
Forrest Cheney has returned
But she's powerfully made.
day lightships are built of steel,
one occasion,—tried, found safe and
She can face the storms and break
with either steam or deisel engine from Matinicus Rock where he has
the ice.
restored1 to service in spite of ob
And of nothing she's afraid.
propulsion. Radiobeacons, fog sig been on duty while two of the
jections. She ran out her years
She is loaded full with bright good
nals,
and the masthead light, are, keepers were ill.
cheer.
without serious failure and her-,
• • • •
From the Superintendent down.
of
course,
all power operated.
troubles were chiefly confined to
For the folks who travel ln this boat.
Lightships have been placed at PASSED IT
Must of course, not wear a frown.
the frequent breaking of tail shafts,
The sea was calm, and the cap
many
points along the coast, where
They
live
to
serve
the
Captain
Christ,
previously referred to, and the oc
By serving Him here below.
tain
decided it would be a good
it
would
be
impossible
or
imprac

They face the winds and storms as
casional blowing of a tube or
they come.
time
to satisfy the cabin boy’s de
ticable to build a lighthouse. These
manifold.
He Is with them, this they know.
sire to take the helm. He pointed
FEBRUARY 17-22
sturdy
vessels,
which
remain
Most of this long period she
Sometimes their cargo, a load of books.
out
the
North
Star
to
the
boy,
and
anchored
at
the
same
spot
often
And papers of every kind.
but finally the young pilot got into Community Bldg., Rockland
spent on the Swans Island route,
With clothing for those who need it for a year at a time, are really gave him explicit directions to
difficulty. "Captain,” he called, More Fun, More Prizes, More Games
most.
but around 1919 was switched to
To help body, soul and mind.
floating lighthouses. Their tall steer toward it all the time,
Than Ever Before
“I’ve passed that star, will you
the Vinalhaven Line and the "Gov.
15-20
Sometimes there’s a doctor needed masts serve as towers for the lights j
For a while everything went well, please come and pick out another?”
most.
Bodwell’ sent east on the long run.
Or a child that's very sick.
"Vinal Haven” remained on the
“The Vinal Haven’s Last Mile” was the caption the writer put on the The Sunbeam starts for the hospital.
And carries them very quick.
short route to the end of her days story describing this scene on the morning of Nov. 10, 1938. One glance
Sometimes
the Sunbeam carries the
except
for some complicated showed that “Old Faithful's” race was run.
dead.
To their resting place on shore.
schedules embracing Stonington
Where the tired body's laid to rest.
after the Eastern withdrew its “Mineola” tewed the rebuilt “Vinal staircase from the main deck to the
When Its working days are o'er.
Haven” to Portland for installa observation deck plainly in evi The courageous souls who pass their
boats.
lives,
The final service of "Vinal tion of a new boiler and engine dence. She was built on the lines
On the Islands scattered here.
Haven" was epic, a "back to the work. SS. "Forest Queen” of the of a graceful steamboat and was of When the Sunbeam whistles three
short blasts.
wall" sort of thing that will be Casco Bay Lines made her second considerable size, as her 254.77 gross
They at once are filled with cheer.
long remembered.
During the appearance in Penobscot waters tons testifies. That would make a Its missions manifold, you see.
It is not a pleasure yacht.
Winter of 1937-38 steamer "W. S. and ran to Vinalhaven until the good sized barge even according to 'Twas
built to serve ln the Master's
Cause.
White" was given an entire new 18th of April when the rebuilt today’s standards. That tonnage is
And He's always on the spot.
real, too, for the government’s ton
hull, a job that could not be fin "Vinal" returned to service.
Lillie S. Bousfleld
....
• • • •
ished until mid August. ’"Vinal
nage measurement system was prac
Somebody will recall the June tically the same then as now.
Haven" was conditioned and car
PORTLAND HEAD
“Juno” was owned by General
ried the full loadi of the whole long day in 1905 when a horse in the
How true “Time and1 tide wait
route while SB. “North Haven” freight room of the “Vinal Haven” Tillson and one of the reasons for for no man." Another week has
her existence was that she had no passed and we must hustle a line.
boiler, being towed by the tug
Looks like Winter around here—
“Hercules." If "Hercules” exploded snow covers the ground and at
the passengers on the barge would this writing the horn is busy.
be safe. The tug was a rather well
Colds are going the rounds;
equipped and powerful boat for her guess no one will escape.
day, being rated according to the
Mrs. R. T. Sterling was in Port
system of the eighties at 150 horse land on business Wednesday aft
power. She was 77.55 feet long,, and ernoon.
like “Juno,” hailed from Rockland.
W. C. Dow of Portland called on
The pair were largely used in con the crowd Wednesday morning.
nection with the Hurricane Island
The Hilts and Miss N. H. Kinney
granite business. "Hercules” disap were guests at tea at the home of
peared from the Marine Register m Mr. and1 Mrs. Clyde Grant Tues
1880 and “Juno” was missing in the day afternoon.
1882 list.
E. C. Stoddard passed the week
• • • •
end
at the home of Mr. andi Mrs.
The Maine Central tried the ex
Charles
Sterling, Torrirgton Point,
periment of sending SB. "PemaPeaks
Island.
quid” to Bucksport via Castine
R. T. Sterlir.3’3 cold is cn the
and Belfast in 1905, but later sold
mend.
He was in Portland Wed
the old paddler “Frank Jones' to
New York interests and ran "'Pem nesday afternoon, his first trip out
for two weeks.
A far cry from the “Vinal Haven” of my youth is this dreary skeleton aquid” east in her stead. Friends
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Sterling, Jr.
of the “Frank Jones” may be in
dying by inches at the rear of The Courier-Gazette office
of
Portland were guests Monday
terested to note that after 11 con
of
their
parents at the station.
was being overhauled. Following became frightened, broke his hal secutive years on the treacherous
Jack
Robinson
is guest of his
this hectic period the “Vinal” car ter. ran to the open bow deck and Maine coast without accident, she
parents Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Robin
chose the very last mile of her very
ried a two trip per day schedule plunged overboard.
•
•
•
•
last trip in Maine waters (May 25, son. New York, before going to
straight through the busy Summer
Like the story of the man who 19061 to strike a floating leg in Albany, Ga.
of ‘38 without a hitch except on
cwwnn
Miss Elizabeth Sterling of Peaks
one occasion when the steamboat traversed Rockland’s Main street in Portland harbor and rip half the
_90ftR ENGINE
i:-",lectors held her at Tillson's a boat and the one about Captain buckets off one of her paddle Island was guest Thursday night
of
her
aunt
Mrs.
R.
T.
Sterling.
•
•
•
because
Chevrolet
for
Gregory
and
the
hole
in
the
dough

wheels.
Wharf on a technicality.
We were surprised to read the
CONCEAIEO
• • • •
The rebuilt "White” came out in nut, my early youth was regaled
’
41
is
the
only
low-priced
car
obituary
of
Mrs.
Berry
wife
of
safety
-steps
with
yarns
about
the
gay
doings
on
The
writer
is
thoroughly
appre

August and the weary old “Vinal,”
Capt.
Charles
M.
(Berry,
South
the
"barge
Juno
”
which
was
towed
ciative
of
those
who
send
in
their
relieved of service at long last,
vacuum-power shift
with a 90-h.p. Valve-in-Head
teemed to shrink and grew sud about Penobscot Bay in the moon intention of buying a copy of Portland. Wednesday after a week's
"Steamboat Lore of the Penobscot.” illness. Our sympathy is extended
"Victory’? Engine — the same
Aiatmvti
denly cld and! gray at her dock. light with bands ’n everything.
«y fiswir
Capt. Berry and his family.
Well,
here
is
“
Barge
Juno"
appearA help on the financing plan.
On Nov. 10, 1936 she caught a
* * » *
type of engine that holds all
guard rail on the wharf, filled and
LIGHTSHIPS
sank, where she lay a fortnight, an
world’s records for performance
The earliest lightships were more
object of great curiosity and much
aptly described as light boats. They
photography. The Snow's raised
on land, sea and in the air!
were small boats, decked over,
heT, but she was held unfit for
which were anchored at harbor en
turther service and sold to Isador
trances or other important oi; dan
Gordon who stripped her of all
gerous points and with a light dis
metal and tied the hulk up at the
played from a mast or tower. They
rear of The Courier-Gazette office.
nwof MAJICCUITCH ITTl HO N
had no crews, but were visited
There the old boat lays today fill
every day when possible, by a per
ing with every tide, yet retaining
son delegated to tend the light and
much of her old time appearance.
HKAU meg wturr ruruus
to keep the hull of the boat pumped
She was the last of the real old
out.
time steamboats on the coast, and
Later various small vessels were
if she couldn't have been main
purchased and converted for use
tained as a cottage or for museum
SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
CARROLL’S GARAGE
as lightships. These were usually
purposes, it seemed an everlasting
small sailing vessels, and crews re 689 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND,
TELEPHONE 1250
THOMASTON, ME.
pity to my rather sentimental
mained aboard them when on sta
mind to sell such a faithful old
PEASLEE & ROSS
romantic tales are told of “the barge Juno” and here she is. tion. From these beginnings, vssBARKER’S GARAGE
servant for an insignificant sum NoteMany
the appearance of Tillson’s wharf and buildings in the background. sels came to be designed and built
VINALHAVEN, ME.
for junk purposes. Why not have The framework on the upper deck is for awnings.
UNION, ME.
especially as lightships, first oi
NO. 84
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